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WITH THE NEW, EASY-TO-USE FORECASTING
SYSTEMFROMSOFTWAREINTERNATIONAL.

Things happen so fast today it
hard to know what to do next. To
morrow always arrives too soon.
Future shock hits when the wrong
decision catches up with you.
Until now, forecasting systems
have been so difficult to use,
many managers were forced
to wait and see what happens!
But now they have a system
that§ incredibly easy to use.
They'll wonder how they were ever able to manage without it.
For forecasting applications, this is THE SOFTWARE: the
most complete package of features plus the best training,
documentation and support in the industry, This system
enables users to ask "what it" questions and generate comprehensive reports on the outcome — in minutes. Because the
system is powerful enough to handle the complex forecasting
needs of multiple users simultaneously, demands on the DP
department are dramatically reduced.

Now available in IBM and IBM
plug - compatible OS and DOS versions, this is the latest innovation
from Software International. A
subsidiary of General Electric Information Services Company, we
are part of a world -wide family of
more than 5,000 computer professionals putting information to
work for the future of business.
Here's a quick glimpse at just a
few of the system's many capabilities: clear financial projections: flexible budgeting; accurate cost analysis. Risk analysis,
probability distributions and statistical analysis make sense of
the most complex business environment and the numbers that
relate to it. User security control facilitates protection of
information.
Call or write today for your FREE 20 -page, full -color brochure on the new Forecasting, Modeling & Reporting System.
And make future shock a thing of the past.
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"Five years ago, I got fed up with slaving for a
salary. Now I'm aComprehensive' accountant, andI've
more than tripled myincome!"—Joe Donahue, Denver, Colorado
I'm an accountant. And I'd
like to tell you about the
opportunities I found with
COMPREHENSIVE'
I always thought my career
choices as an accountant were
limited to heading for one of the
"Big 8" firms, getting lost in a
corporation, or going it alone. I'd
always wanted to own my own
practice, but working for
someone else meant I didn't
have that core group of clients
to get me started.
Then I read about
COMPREHENSIVE's nationwide
network of independent local
accountants. Local to let me
keep in touch with myself and
my market, and national to
provide all the back -up and
support I'd never have if I were
strictly on my own.
You might Say COMPREHENSIVE
helps you be In business for
yourself without being in
business by yourself.

Before I became a
COMPREHENSIVE accountant, my
salary was $20,000. That was
five years ago, when I was 31. So
you know I'm not a remarkable
genius.
I'm not one of those Harvard
B- School types either. My
degree is from Mankato State
College in Minnesota. And
believe me, there were times I
thought I'd never get through. I
finally did, though, in 1967, and
went to work as an internal
auditor with Control Data.
Almost ten years and two
jobs later, I'd had it. I was tired
of slaving for a salary and going
nowhere. The time had come to

By now, you've probably
found the average COMPREHENSIVE accountant has about
90 clients. That's right -90
clients! And each one receives
close, prompt and personalized
monthly contact and service.
Many accountants in the
system have even more. In fact,
my own personal client list now
tops 190!

What happened?
I quit. And moved my family
to Colorado, where I hardly
knew a soul.
Most importantly, though, I
became a COMPREHENSIVE
affiliate and invested in my
future.
COMPREHENSIVE trained me to
use complete systems, from
marketing and sales through
production. The system is so
sound, it's almost incredible!
All the tools are there. You
don't have to be an inventor.
And I certainly don't consider
myself a super salesman. I'm
still nervous whenever I make a
new presentation.

Back to money
In my first year, I attained 59
monthly small business clients
and was billing at an annualized
rate of over $5.500' a month.
By June, 1981, my client list
was up to 196 aCCOUnts, with
annualized billings of $34,900' a
month.
That means an annualized
gross of over $419,000' after
only five years.
Cash is important, and it has
to be there. But real success is
a lot more.
I'm my own boss. I work for
myself and own my own
practice. I'm building equity
for the future. And I have
employees who depend on me.
Best of all. I'm committed.
And I've proven a lot of things to
myself that I always dreamed
about.
Can you do as well as I did?
There are no guarantees. There
are certain statements, though,
required by the FTC and state
regulatory agencies. So here
they are:
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Now what?
Obviously, you're not going to
rush out and invest in becoming
a COMPREHENSIVE accountant
lust on my say so.
So get the facts. Ask for
complete Information on
earnings and profits of all
current COMPREHENSIVE
accountants, including me, Joe
Donahue. There's no obligation
—and it could be the most
important move you'll
ever make!

Call R. J. Thomas
Toll free (800) 323 -9000

L

Anywhere in the Continental U.S.
In Illinois. call collect (312) 998 -6868
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I d like to know more about my
' opportunities as a COMPREHENSIVE accountant'

1

Name
' Addr ess

' city —
Phone

Joe Donahue.a
COMPREHENSIVEattdiate
in Denver. Colorado

'These sales, profits or
earnings are of a specific
franchise and should not be
considered as the actual or
potential sales, profits or
earnings that will be realized
by any other franchise. The
franchisor does not represent
that any franchisee can expect
to attain these sales, profits or
earnings. There are currently
274 accountants in the
franchisor's Associate and
Affiliate Programs. Mr.
Donahue is in the Affiliate
Program, which began in 1976.
Of all Affiliates in the program
who had completed at least
one full calendar year in
practice as of January 1, 1981,
9 of 58 individuals (or 16 %)
achieved annualized billings
in excess of $5,500 per month
during their first calendar year
in practice. Of the five
Affiliates in practice for at
least five years as of July,
1981, gross annualized
billings ranged from a low of
$153,092 to a high of Mr.
Donahue's $419,437 with a
median of $178,703.
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How many clients?

What about money?

make a major decision —both
about my career and my life.

'

What is COMPREHENSIVE?
COMPREHENSIVE is the nation's
largest franchisor of bookkeeping, accounting and tax
services, with more than 22,000
small business clients of all kinds
handled every month with a
system developed through 32
years of successful experience.
Over 300 Independent
accountants utilize
COMPREHENSIVE's centralized
computer system to provide
monthly services to their clients.
Fast. And with a lot fewer
headaches.
With COMPREHENSIVE. I'm
backed by a team skilled in
accounting systems, practice
management, sales and
marketing, taxes and more.
Plus a national advertising
program to attract and pre -sell
new clients.

How do I do it? With our
exclusive system, it's really not
too difficult. And here's what I
give each and every client
every month:
• Operating statement for both
the current month and
year -to -date, with
percentages for both
• Complete bank
reconciliations
• All tax returns
• Itemized employee payroll
records
• Detailed supporting ledgers
by account for each item on
the operating statement
• Balance sheets as necessary

State

Zip

(Best time to call)

Mail to: Comprehensive Accounting Corporation
2111 Comprehensive Drive
Aurora, Illinois 60507 -1288

COMPREHENSIVE.

The right arm of America's small businesses.'b•'
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By Robert F. Randall
The new Association president, who is vice president and controller of Hobart Corp., will
stress management accounting as a recognized career path and work with his team to increase the professionalism of Association programs and activities.

Foreign
Currency

Why ITT Likes FAS 52

22

By Raymond H. Alleman
The FASB's new foreign currency standard, son of FAS No. 8, was welcomed with open
arms by the giant International Telephone & Telegraph Corp., which proceeded to restate
its 1981 results forthwith. After all, what good can be said of a principle that caused daily
balance sheet fluctuations of as much as $40 million?

Du Pont Evaluates FAS 52

31

By Stanley R. Wojciechowski
Du Pont does not believe that the new foreign currency translation standard will provide
meaningful information for investors, creditors, and other users of financial data. In this
multinational company's view, "functional currency" transactions are relevant only if that
functional currency is denominated in dollars.

Health
Care
Accounting

Applying Management Accounting Concepts to the Health Care
Industry
37
By Manuel A. Tipgos and Robert P. Crum
What measures can the management accountant undertake to hold heath care costs within reasonable limits? Basically, the challenge to the management accountant is divided
into three levels: the first IevE!l is to introduce sophisticated managerial accounting techniques; the second level of challenge is to help the appropriate government agency in the
development of realistic standards of efficiency and the selection of an equitable reimbursement scheme; the third level is to come up with a reasonable pricing strategy.

Hospital Planning for Cost- Effectiveness

44

By Susan A. Larracey
With the growth in medical technology, government regulations, methods of payment, and
costs, hospital planning is becoming increasingly difficult. More sophisticated methods are
needed to project and plan for future operations and finances. One hospital is using a
computer financial planning model that offers comprehensive forecasts and insights into
the interrelationship betweer services provided and financial stability.

Improving Hospital Accounting and Reporting

49

By Dahli Gray
Unlike many industrial firms, hospitals are confronted with a dual -edge sword for financial
reporting. While reporting according to GAAP, they must also heed the requirements of
regulatory agencies when applying for rate - setting changes. Regulatory agencies and the
FASB should work together to develop consistent reporting standards.
Certificate of Merit, 1981 -82
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How South Central Bell Handles Inflation Accounting

54

By Murat N. Tanju and Kenneth J. Mory
When FAS No. 33 first required publicly held corporations to tell, on a current cost basis,
how inflation had affected their business, there was a flurry of activity to figure out the best
ways of disclosing this information and complying with the standard. South Central Bell
Telephone Co., which already had been working on this information the previous year,
chose the specific indexing approach and recommends it for other public utilities.
Certificate of Merit, 1981 -82

NAA
Research

The Minicomputer: To Buy or Not to Buy

59

By Suzanne G. Connors
How do you determine which minicomputer to buy? A NAA research study published this
month aims to answer that question. Here is a summary of this report, which is available
free to members for a limited time period.
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Although these "Objects" have been extended to provide for a more
comprehensive set of objectives under which the Association is functioning today, they are still valid and we are continuing to pursue them.
The specific concern of this publication is with "Object" Number
Three and we are continuing to provide and distribute to our members
information about the latest techniques of management accounting.
We are in a very envious position in this regard because you provide
us with about 1,000 manuscripts each year. Unfortunately, we are able
to publish only about 12% of that number. A number of these unpub
lished MSS make significant contributions to the literature but our size
limitations do not permit their dissemination in the magazine.
This Fall we intend to provide an additional service to members. It is
our intention to provide on an experimental basis In MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING summaries of some of the unpublished manuscripts. With
the author's permission, we will provide members with a copy of the
original manuscript. We feel this service will supply an additional
source of good accounting practice descriptions and as a by- product
will provide an outlet for some of the frustration that our members feel
when they are informed that they will not be "published." It has been
said that the best way to learn is to teach and the second best is to
write. Most of our members have little or no opportunity to teach, but
their opportunities for writing are many.
We hope this new member service will encourage more members
like yourself to write as well as to read and that this service will help
your progress in your career.
I would be interested in your opinion when we start this new service
and I would be interested in hearing your ideas on how we can better
serve your educational needs, as Well.
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Ten years ago, we contracted with an expert at a publications conference to review briefly our editorial content and in his summary statement he said
this is a collection of learned articles.' I am proud to
say that we still maintain that stature, and our latest survey indicates
that they are not only learned but practical — mostly written by members who are practicing management accountants —a description of
successful, useful techniques that have been of value to our members.
This publication is merely a medium of exchange between our members and others — bringing to each other helpful information about
"how to do it."
The original "Objects of the Association" as related in our first issue
(December 2, 1919) were:
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THE UCC
ACCOUNTS PAYABLE
SYSTEM. IT
PROTECTS THREE
WAYS BEFORE
IT PAYS.
Are you looking for an Accounts Payable
System that does more than write
checks ... one that helps you control
precious cash.
You just found it. The UCC Accounts
Payable System with Purchase Order
Control. It eliminates erroneous
payments with a complete 3 -way match
of purchase orders, receivers and invoices
—all in one system. If you didn't order
the goods, didn't get the goods you
ordered, or are invoiced at a different
price... you get'a red flag instead of a
check authorization.
UCC -APS also allows you to take full
advantage of discounts, conserving yet
more cash. It even analyzes discounts
against the cost -of- capital.
UCC -APS is also full of accounting
controls and reporting capability, too.
And, yes, it is easy to use.
Check with us about 3 -way protection
before you pay... for an A/P system. Call
us today at 800/527 -5012 (in Texas,
214/353- 7400).

EM
THE MOST EXPERIENCED
SOFTWARE COMPANY IN THE
WORLD.
University Computing Company • Dallas • Toronto • London • Zurich
UCC is a subsidiary of Wyly Corporation (NYSE).
For more information and an annual report, write
1000 UCC Tower, Exchange Park, Dallas, Texas 75135.

Opinion
Robert L. Shultis

Do We Have Any `Tireless
Bloodhounds'?
Tireless bloodhound? An interesting phrase,
one which conjures up mental images of the
patient sleuth, the eagle -eyed auditor, the aggressive cost accountant, the hard- boiled controller— perhaps even the typical NAA member.
The term came up in a recent conversation in
Washington with Janet Colson, deputy director
of The President's Private Sector Survey on
Cost Control. Ms. Colson quoted President
Reagan who used the phrase when he first announced its formation a couple of months ago
to describe the type of people who would be
needed for the Survey.
When I first heard that the President had
formed such a group, it seemed that an organization such as NAA— compounded as it is of so
many "tireless bloodhounds" —might be able
to contribute. A trip to Washington to review
Annual Conference arrangements offered the
opportunity to meet with Ms. Colson and to
learn a little more about the program —what it
is, what it hopes to accomplish, how it's going
about it and who is going to do it. The meeting
was an informative one. Perhaps I could share
a little of what we discussed with you.
Ms. Colson is an enthusiastic, effervescent
person, with considerable powers of persuasion —all qualities which she'll need in abundance, for the President has charged her and
her boss, Admiral James W. Nance (U_S.N_Retired), with nothing less than a review by
skilled volunteers, drawn from the private sector, of the whole executive branch of the federal government to identify inefficiencies and to
suggest areas for improvement. A massive systems and management analysis job, if there
ever was one — probably one that is worthy of
the "Guinness Book of World Records."
Skeptics among the readership are probably
saying: "Uh, huh. Haven't we heard that all before? Doesn't anybody remember the Hoover
Commission, among others ?" These questions
were asked so let's paraphrase Ms. Colson's
replies.
6

Yes, there are similarities between the current survey group and the Hoover Commission.
However, the problem facing both, if anything,
has grown even greater as the government has
grown. The government is currently spending
money —our money —at the rate of $23,000 a
second! Yet government records can be so
poor that one department, when asked, could
not even supply the total amount of its own
payroll. Much good came out of the Hoover
Commission, of course; we'd probably be in
even worse shape now without the contribution
which it made to governmental efficiency. But
that was over two decades ago. Times change.
Needs change.
The new survey is not the Hoover Commission brought up to date. While the objective
somewhat parallels the original commission,
the need is more urgent, the scope is much
broader and the cast of characters is both different and far, far wider. As Ms. Colson stated,
"We are probably at a unique time in our country's history. After about 50 years of uninterrupted growth in the federal government, the
need for cost control has never been more critical. And now, for the first time in that whole 50year period, we have a president who is totally
committed to arresting that growth. If we, as
taxpayers, don't respond, we may wait a long
time for another opportunity." I agree. The time
is now.
A control chart and manning schedule covers one whole wall of Ms. Colson's 11th floor
office. On it are listed nearly all of the major
agencies of the executive branch of the federal
government —about 98% are represented.
Thus, the program plans to cover the whole
governmental waterfront. No department will
be immune from scrutiny. No agency will be exempt from review.
How is this massive job going to be accomplished? Here is one of the major differences
between the new program and its predecessors. The survey is an adaptation of a similar
successful program which the President initiated in 1967 -68 while Governor of California and
depends almost exclusively on private sector
initiative. The theory and philosophy are simple.
Put bluntly, it forces the private sector to "put
up or shut up." There, among the ranks of business, labor and academia are the talents, the
skills, the expertise needed to improve the efficiency and lower the costs of government.
There, also, is where the impact of ever higher
governmental costs is falling —in other words,
on all of us. It follows, that the private sector
should be ready and able to assist because it is
to its own self- interest to do so. This is not an100p- 67
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Management
Accounting
Practices
Louis Bisgay, Editor

MAP Statement Development Update
A good deal of activity relative to the development of Statements on Management Accounting Practices has been taking place. Comments
from members of the advisory panels (MAP,
May 1982) on "Objectives of Management Accounting" have been received, analyzed by
staff, and evaluated by the Subcommittee on
MAP Statement Promulgation. Many suggestions are being implemented in a new draft that
will be submitted shortly to the Management
Accounting Practices Committee for approval.
Progress also is being made toward completion
of "Management Accounting Terminology."
The Subcommittee, in addition, has begun to
review topics falling into the category of Practices and Techniques for initial research.

MAP Committee on Concepts Proposal
The MAP Committee submitted its comments
on the proposed Statement of Financial Accounting Concepts, "Reporting Income, Cash
Flows, and Financial Position of Business Enterprises," to the Financial Accounting Standards Board. The Committee expressed support for use of the cash approach rather than
the working capital approach in regard to the
statement of changes in financial position. Otherwise, however, the NAA comments generally
were critical of the exposure draft. Some of the
criticisms:
• The notion of comprehensive income is treated as an integral part of generally accepted
accounting principles although it remains a
controversial and questionable concept.
• Reservation of the term, earnings, is most inappropriate, considering its wide recognition
and acceptance by the financial community.
Redefining earnings could result in massive

confusion among statement users.
• Although the measurement and recognition
phases of the conceptual framework have yet
to be completed, the topic of current value is
assumed as a given throughout this
Statement.
• Due to the arbitrariness of allocating corporate indirect costs, presentation of cash flows
by segments would have the potential of being misleading.
• Breakdowns of expenses in terms of whether
they are fixed /variable or discretionary/ non discretionary would be most impractical and
of very limited value for external reporting
purposes. The NAA staff research study several years ago indicated that such classifications, while valuable internally, do not appear
to be readily transferable to general purpose
financial statements.
The MAP Committee recommended that the
Board withdraw the proposed Statement and
reissue it with the focus on comprehensive income and related issues.

Other MAP Committee. Comments
NAA's representatives also approved the submission of the following three letters to the
FASB:
• Accounting for Certain Mortgage Banking
Activities,
• Accounting for Certain Real Estate Transactions,
• Extinguishment of Debt Made to Satisfy Sinking Fund Requirements.
It also approved the sending of a letter on
Accounting for Business Combinations to the
International Accounting Standards Committee.
Requests for copies of MAP Committee comment letters should be sent to Mrs. Lorie Klein
at the national office.

FASB Issues 3 Standards
The FASB recently issued three Statements of
Financial Accounting Standards. Statement No.
57, "Related Party Disclosures," establishes
requirements for the disclosure in financial
statements of related party transactions other
than compensation arrangements, expense allowances, and similar items in the ordinary
course of business. Transactions that would be
covered by the Statement include sales, purchases, transfers of real and personal property,
borrowings and lendings, and services such as
110-10- 65
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Management
Information
Systems
Grover L. Porter, Editor

Information Services in the 1980s
As we enter the 1980s, many organizations are
beginning to consolidate three computer- related technologies under such headings as Information Systems or Information Services (both
referred to here as IS). The IS function today
includes the functions of the traditional DP
shop, including telecommunications. Distributed data processing has been largely responsible for the increased importance of telecommunications to business operations. In contrast
to a totally decentralized mode of operations,
DDP requires communication among operating
units. This communication normally takes the
form of some type of electronic link. Joining
these two well - established technologies is a
relatively new one — office automation. Including such features as electronic message transmission, office automation is a natural candidate for connection to an existing electronic
network. The merging of the management of
these three technologies constitutes one of the
key managerial challenges of the 1980s.
Very few companies have merged the planning and operation of these three technologies.
Many have gained considerable experience
with DP and telecommunications because that
is what DDP is basically all about in a hardware
sense and there are even a few that have combined telecommunications and office automation, but very few have combined all three. Discuss ion with IS managers and gen eral
management in several large companies, however, shows that progress is being made.
Distributed Information Systems
One of the great opportunities for IS managThis column was written in collaboration with
Rodney Pearson, D,B.A. candidate, Harvard
Business School, Boston, Mass.
10

ers and top management today is to use IS to
aid the organization in achieving its key objectives. A properly designed IS can help in the effective and efficient utilization of organizational
resources. Basically, this means taking many of
the ideas that related to DDP and applying
them to the new concept of Distributed Information Systems (DIS).
It is important to note here that DIS (or DDP
for that matter) can be used to either centralize
or decentralize decision making. A prime example of centralized decision making with a DDP type IS configuration can be found in the railroad industry. Because of the geographically
distributed nature of the industry, railroads have
found it necessary to invest fairly heavily in extensive networking facilities. Some of the larger
companies in the industry have several hundred locations with computing equipment. In
keeping with the industry's traditional highly
centralized style of management, these locations are normally linked in a "hub" configuration, that is, they are all linked to a central computer, but none of the equipment at remote
sites can communicate with equipment at another remote site.
The typical mode of operations is to use remote sites for data capture, transmitting information to a central decision - making body. After
decisions are made by the central body, the resulting information is transmitted back to the
user. As an example, one might consider the
most important task of railroad management,
the movement and control of freight cars. In
one of the most advanced car control systems
in the industry, remote users transmit customer
orders to a central facility where all train scheduling is performed. The centrally prepared
schedules indicating which individual cars
should constitute a particular train, where
switching of cars should occur, and when and
where trains should travel are transmitted to
personnel at local train yards. These personnel
are then expected to follow orders. An additional feature in this system requires that remote
sites (rail yards) notify the central site when a
train has arrived and /or left its yard, thus enabling centralized monitoring of adherence to
schedule.
Design for the Environment
It should be clear from this example how DIS
(or DDP) can be used to centralize decision
making. The majority of DIS configurations,
however, are probably used as a device to increase decentralization. Many manufacturing
companies that operate a number of geographically distributed locations as highly indepen► ► 65
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Operating a manufacturing plant is no
small task. You need a constant flow of timely
information. Not in bits and bytes. But in nuts
and bolts.
MAXCIM gives you precisely that.
On -line. In real time.
It's the ultimate planning too]... a comprehensive management information system,
designed specifically to maximize productivity.
And minimize your operating costs. By integrating a series of manufacturing and financial
software modules through one common data
base on a *DEC PDP -11 or VAX minicomputer, MAXCIM gives you constant updates
on what's happening, as it's happening, anywhere in the plant... from the production line
to the bottom line.

Utilizing MRP II concepts, MAXCIM
provides immediate inquiry capability to manufacturing, marketing, finance and engineering,
giving you total resource control. Before it
gets out of control. With MAXCIM, you can

.EIVIti.

monitor inventory levels. Check your work
order status. Manage your entire manufacturing process ... while it's still in process.
And MAXCIM's integrated design contributes to its extensive audit trail capability.
MAXCIM is human- engineered, too. So you
don't have to be a data processor to process
the data you need. There's even a graphics
module available that puts the most complex
data into easy -to- interpret bar and line graphs.
Call us today. Or write for our brochure.
You'll be surprised how quickly NCA can start
giving you bottom line answers to your production line problems.
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NCA CORPORATION

EEn:

388 Oakmead Parkway
Sunnyvale, CA 94086
(408) 245 -7990
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"DEC, PDP -11 and VAX are trademarks
of Digital EquipmentCorporation.
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Atlanta, Corporate Sq. 404/325 -7000
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404/523 -7000
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Mike O'Brien, CPA
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617/235 -3020
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313/352 -8860
Bob Luter. MBA
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612/546 -4300

Minneapolis,
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Todd Hayden, CPA
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Missouri
St. Louis
Tom Delaney, CPA
St. Louis. Westport
Marvin Smiley. CPA
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Edison
Tony Glennon, CPA
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John Cooney. CPA
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John LOBUe, CPA
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Ed Fleischman, CPA
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Jim Johnson, CPA
Houston, North
Leon Fontana, CPA
Houston, Southwest
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214/696 -1500
214/749 -1000
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"Pension Plan Disclosures: What They
Mean" (April '82) provides some valuable advice in evaluating pension plan
disclosures, but it creates several false
impressions and o verlooks one very
valuable measure of pension expense.
In comparing the disclosure requirements of APB Opinion No. 8 and FAS
No. 36, Professor Lutz incorrectly describes the prevailing interpretation of
APB Opinion No. 8. It was rare to see
future salary increases considered in determining the actuarially computed value of vested benefits, and pension funds
were more frequently figured at market
value than at cost.
FAS No. 36 reinforces these practices, expands the required disclosure,
and encourages the use of more current
interest assumptions. It is not as major a
departure from APB Opinion No. 8 as
Professor Lutz indicates.
The article suggests that pension expense be expressed on a per capita basis
to provide a reasonable basis for comparison and historic trends. A far more
meaningful measure is attained by expressing pension expense as a percentage of payroll. This measure recognizes
benefit expenses as an extension of payroll costs and provides a valuable basis
for hi st o ri c an d i n t erc o mp an y
comparisons.
Fielding Lewis, FSA
William M. Mercer
Boston, Mass.
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A More Meaningful Measure
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817/338 -4750
713/759.0180

Dntwn

Let's Work Together
In the March issue, Robert L. Shultis
discusses "the most contentious 'non-is10-10- 63

713/957 -4111
713/629 -4910

Wisconsin
414/347 -1650
Milwaukee

I hope Bob Shultis' Opinion page in the
April issue of MANAGEMENT Acc o u N T t N G will stimulate more interest
in the FASB's conceptual framework
project. I share his co ncern t hat the
FASB's proposed concepts receive too
little attention from either individuals
or their companies. But Mr. Shultis also
expresses worry about "s ome of t he
ideas that are implied" in the latest expo su re d raft , and he suggests "we
should understand the implications" of
these pro posed co ncepts st atements
(emphasis added).
Why, Mr. Shultis, must you and we
accept the burden of identifying and understanding the "implications" of the
FASB's proposals? Isn't it our right to
expect understandable, direct language
from the body established and supported financially by the private sector accounting profession and business commu n i t y? At a mi n i mu m t h e FASB
should describe in these concepts proposals what it thinks are the implications of the framework it is considering.
I agree that thoughtful input to the
FASB is i mperat i ve i n o rd er fo r a
strong foundation for accounting to be
developed. But unless the Board starts
doing a better job of communicating its

415/969 -4990

Dick Masek, CPA

'

FASB Should Communicate Better

415/956 -4740

Colorado

'

I am assistant editor at a small publishing firm that produces franchise newsletters comprised of digests from various business journals. I have to say that
I enjoyed the article "Playing the Consulting Game," (Jan. '82), more than
anything I've seen in the hundreds of
periodicals that cross my d esk each
week, including the popular magazines
and newspapers like Time and Newsweek. I was really astounded that you
made this article so funny. Although I
don't know anything about accounting,
I went wild over this piece.
Janet R. Young
Assistant Editor
Cambridge Associates
Boston, Mass.

intentions in these conceptual exposure
drafts, it is unrealistic to expect that
very many accountants will participate
in the standard- setting process.
Dennis R. Beresford
Partner
Ernst & Whinney
Cleveland, Ohio

'

Wild Over Your Article

'

'

'

Mountain

TO THE EDITOR

California
San Francisco
Dan Wemfurther, CPA
View
Neil Glatzer
Los Angeles.
Century City
Rich Barrett. CPA
Los Angeles
Carl Miller CPA
Van Nuys
David Sternfeld. CPA
Newport Beach
Bob Kyle. CPA

Chris Scherrer. CPA
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Announcing the New
National Digest of Accounting and Finance
Opportunities,.,$18,000-$65,000+.
Com pare your current posit i on wi t h ov er
350 others i n our f ree publi cat ion.
If you've ever tried, you know that it's
virtually impossible to monitor the job
market for Accounting and Finance
professionals by reading help wanted
ads. You d have to subscribe to literally
dozens of newspapers and other
publications to even begin to know
what's going on across the country.
Yet, ads seldom give you a clear
picture of what you'll really be doing
on a job. And most importantly, a key
aspect of any job— compensation —is
almost always omitted.
That's when its good to know
about the Source Finance Digest.
Simply call for your free copy of
Source Finance's new Digest of
Accounting and Finance Opportunities
and you'll be in touch with more than
350 exciting new opportunities. All in
complete privacy.
The Digest gives you a timely and
comprehensive report of our clients'
current needs ranging from Staff
Auditor through VP Financial positions.
Included are openings in industrial and
public accounting in such areas as
taxation, auditing, financial planning
and analysis, budgeting, cost, credit
and in financial management. treasury
and controllership.

The Digest is organized
geographically so you can evaluate
openings in your hometown or city.
Or anywhere else. Specific salaries,
responsibilities, experiences needed
and more are covered for every career
opening. In all, over 350 positions are
reviewed in this 16 -page report.
Call Source Finance for your free
copy. As North America's leading
recruiting firm that specializes in the
accounting and finance professions,
we can provide expert assistance
whenever you feel you would like to
evaluate your career or explore new
opportunities. Our professional staff.
composed of CPAs and MBAs with
extensive accounting and financial
experience, can provide you with the
assistance you need to evaluate the
best career path alternatives. And, of
course, there is never any obligation
or expense to you since our client
companies assume our charges.
If you re looking for a way to get
briefed on the latest accounting
and finance career openings, you
don't have to subscribe to hundreds
of newspapers.
Just call us.
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Call For Your
FREE Copy Today.
Call the office nearest you that's
listed to the left for your copy.
If unable to call, please write
Source Finance
Department A -4
Two Northfield Plaza
Suite 227
Northfield, Illinois 60093
When writing, be sure to indicate
home address and current
po sition title.

IF SourceFinance
'

North Americas largest, non - franchised
recruiting firm devoted exclusively to the
accounting and finance professions
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The door to
success.
Peat Marwick offers
a comprehensive
program of courses
specifically designed
to hone, update and
advance your internal
auditing skills.
At Peat Marwick, we offer many
professional development courses
specifically designed to improve
internal auditing skills. In addition to improving proficiency,
they can help advance your career.
Our Executive Education
seminars are conducted by highly
trained instructors. They give
practical, "hands -on" experience
performing internal audits in
commercial and manufacturing
companies, banks, insurance
companies, and government —in
both manual and EDP environments. Other courses focus on
improving managerial and
communication skills.
Our seminars are being
offered at our Executive Education
Center and at other locations
around the country. Organizations with large auditing departments can also arrange to have
courses given on -site, and
specially tailored to meet their
particular needs.
For additional information
about our internal auditing curriculum and other Peat Marwick
seminars, use the coupon below
or call Patricia Neil at
(212) 872 -6666.
Please send me a
complimentary brochure.
Name
- nue
Company
Address

State

Zip

Mail to: Patricia Neil, Executive Education Center, Peat, Marwick, Mitchell & Co.,
810 Seventh Avenue, New York, NY 10019.
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Mitchell
& Co-
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Louis Vlasho, President, 1982 -83
The Association's newly elected leader is the youngest member
to hold that position and also the only one to have a Certificate in
Management Accounting at the time of his election.

By Robert F. Randall
When Lou Vlasho was elected NAA President at
the Annual Conference in Washington, D.C., last
month, this 45 -year -old business executive set two
records. He is the youngest man ever to serve as
NAA President, and he is the first President to
have a Certificate in Management Accounting at
the time of his election.
High achievement at an early age is a predominant theme of Lou Vlasho's career. Right after
graduation from Ohio University, he joined Hobart Corporation, where he now holds the position of vice president and controller. Prior to its
merger with Dart & Kraft in 1981, Hobart was
ranked in the Fortune 500 fist of companies and
had sales of more than half a billion dollars.
Enhancing Professionalism
During his term of office, Lou Vlasho will work
toward the accomplishment of six objectives.
whose common theme is a commitment to enhance the professionalism of management accounting. He is uniquely qualified to spearhead
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /JULY 1982

this drive si nce he served as chairman of the
NAA's Program Evaluation Group, which conducted a thorough examination of NAA activities
and organization at the national level. As a result
of the efforts of the NAA volunteer leaders, PEG
produced a series of recommendations designed to
reorient the Association's activities and structure
so that it would be able to operate in a manner
more consistent with the needs of our members.
In accordance with the PEG recommendations
and in continuation of the work of past presidents,
Mr. Vlasho and his team will:
• Stress management accounting as a recognized
career path within the overall profession,
• Encourage the recognition of the Association as
the authoritative membership body devoted to
management accounting,
• Work to make the Certificate in Management
Accounting widely recognized as the standard
of attainment of proficiency in management
accounting,
• Encourage efforts to improve the Association's
educational delivery systems,
15

Pursuit of these objectives, however, should not
deter NAA from balancing the professional ization
objectives with all the other services provided by
chapters, regional councils, and the national organization. "As we address the future goals of professionalism for the Association it is important
that we not lose sight of our past accomplishments, nor dwell on those accomplishments to the
detriment of our future. Our biggest challenge
with our 90,000- member organization is to balance these objectives and our other goals so that
we can meet the needs of all our members.
"I look upon NAA as a unique organization. It
has three distinct areas," the new President notes.
"First is professionalism. Sometimes I'm concerned the phrase `professionalism' might turn
people off' —but that's what the Association is all
about.
"The second area is leadership training —to allow people to develop experience by actively participating in the operations of the chapter, speaking at meetings, going to board meetings, serving
on a council, giving reports at councils and committees —all the things that deal with leadership

"We're now in the position
where we can begin to look
aggressively at what the future
of our Association
is internationally, "
training and making people comfortable in a public forum.
"The third part is our social aspect. The social
aspects of our program are important and we
should never let them get out bf perspective. It
pleases me to see our members having a lot of fun
at our functions, but they never shirk their responsibility during the business or professional
portions of our meetings. They're always there
and they're always alert. They're always contributing and they know how to have fun —but they
know when to have fun."
The Association's total educational effort will
be scrutinized and evaluated by the new team.
"Like all products, it constantly needs to be reviewed and analyzed to be sure that we're meeting
the needs of our customers, so to speak. Education throughout the organization needs to be im16

proved," he says. "Some of the councils do an excellent job on a local basis; some of the chapters
do an excellent job. On the other hand, we all
have encountered some programs that aren't really professional and really don't have much to do
with our profession.
"We need to look at ways to improve the quality and the quantity of our technical programs at
the chapter level. We need to do a better job on local seminars and programs that are supported by
the national staff, perhaps by localizing CEP -type
programs that deal with timely issues."
Education also can play an important part in
the professionalization of the Association, he

points out. "The Committee on Education has on
its agenda a number of areas that should aid the
professionalization movement. Among these are a
model for a management accounting curriculum,
establishment of a continuing education certificate, and, one that is dear to me, a computer based information system study program."
He notes that some colleges and universities are
developing management accounting curricula due
in part to the growing awareness and enthusiasm
for the Certificate in Management. Accounting
program. "But I think we've only begun; we can
sit back and allow it to evolve or we can take a
leadership role in seeing that it does happen."
The CMA program is a topic that President
having sat for the exVlasho is most interested
amination in the first year it was administered.
"The CMA program is very important to me because it represents my professionalism," he says.
Like many other management accountants and
NAA members, he does not have a certificate in
public accounting. As he puts it, "I think I'm part
of a whole group of people who do not have the
professional recognition they deserve. The people
who provide information and participate in the
management process."
Early in his career he decided not to sit for the
CPA designation, but when long -time friend and
in,

• Help to extend the influence of NAA and its
members on current economic and accounting
issues, and
• Continue to evaluate the volunteer and staff organizations of the Association to ensure they
will be responsive to the needs of members.

At Hobart executive staff meeting, 1. -r., W. A. Paterson, sr. v.p.— finance; E.M. Davis, pres.; Lou Vtasho;
W.E. Henson, sr. vp., and C.J. Borum, sr. v.p.
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past NAA vice president Ed Rodgers from Dayton Chapter urged him to sit for the CMA examination, he decided to do so. Although he had not
taken an exam for 16 years, after a little review
work, he passed the first four parts. Two years later, he returned to pass the fifth part. "I'm glad I
did it," he says, but admits to feelings ofanxiety,
expecially when he discovered how difficult the
examination was.
He believes that after 10 years of building a solid reputation, the CMA program is ready to take
off. "The potential for growth is tremendous. It's
there; we have an excellent program; it meets the
need; it is a true test of educational attainment,
and it does encompass the body of knowledge that
a management accountant should have. I really
believe it's about to explode."
He notes that the Institute ofManagement Accounting is an integral part of NAA. Accordingly,
as the Association meets the need of all its mem-
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bers, it will meet the needs of CMA holders.
Pillars of the Association
The Committee on Management Accounting
Practices is one pillar of the Association, President Vlasho asserts. "I'm not sure that our membership appreciates the fine effort that this committee of qualified individuals performs for the
Association. It's a well- respected committee that
is having an increasing influence on the policies
and procedures of our profession."
The Committee is not duplicating the effort of
any other organization. "In fact, we're filling a
very much needed role in that the practicing management accountant's position is being voiced as
the rules by which our profession functions are being put together." During the coming year, "We
Lou in lobby of Hobart headquarters.
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plan to promote the work ofthe MAP Committee
to our members through several media, including
personal addresses, MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING, an d , perh ap s , a speci al `hot is s ue'
newsletter."
The Subcommittee on Promulgation is currently in the process of developing a series of statements on management accounting, he notes. The
main objective of the Committee is to express the
official position of NAA on relevant accounting
matters to other professional groups, government
bodies, the financial community and the general
public.
Research is another pillar of the Association, he

"Financial data is the common
language ... that's what reduces
all companies to a common
base. "
suggests: "We have an obligation to do pure, basic
research, and we will continue to do that. In addition, we need to make sure that we're dealing with
the current issues on a timely basis."
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING, which publishes
articles written by practicing management accountants, constitutes another foundation stone of
the Association. President Vlasho likes the improvements, including the addition of departments on special areas, and is confident that the
magazine will be further improved.
Does the new President have an overall membership goal? He would like to see the number of
dues - paying members go over the 100,000 mark.
"It's very difficult for an association to be all
things to all people and not vary from its basic
purpose. I'm more concerned about quality and
ret en t i o n o f members rat her t h an reaching
100,000.
He points out that the potential for international membership is great. "I believe we're now in
the position where we can begin to look aggressively at what the future of our Association is internationally. I have no set ans wers, b ut I do
know that we should do more than periodically
holding a conference in Europe and having rather
disjointed communications with members outside
the United States. I'd like, during the next year,
for us to come to some resolution as to what we're
goi ng to be all ab o u t in th e pro fessi on
internationally."
He notes that NAA leaders will have an opportunity to meet with international leaders of the
profession when they attend the XIIth International Congress of Accountants in Mexico City,
October 10 -13. In addition, a committee will be
appointed to develop recommendations for NAA
17

actions in the international sphere.
Family, Community, Company
There are three major interests in Lou Vlasho's
life, and one or the other comes up in every extended co nversati on with this NAA member.
They are: family, community, and company.
He is proud of his heritage: his mother and father emigrated to the U.S. from Macedonia, a region that is now part of Bulgaria, Greece and Yugoslavia. This region is famed as the birthplace of
Alexander the Great.
Lou was born and reared in Canton, Ohio. Following high school, Lou attended schools there,

then enrolled at Ohio University, where he graduated in 1959 with a B.S.C. degree and a major in
accounting.
His wife Jan and he have made many NAA
friends as a result of his participation in chapter,
council and national NAA activities. In fact, he
points out proudly that NAA has "not only been
good for me, it also has been good for Jan." Lou
and Jan have two sons —Vince, a graduate of the
U.S. Naval Academy now an ensign on active
duty, and Steve, who enters college this Fall.
The Vlasho family lives in Troy, a typically
peaceful Midwestern community surrounded by
rolling farmland. Troy, which is about 20 miles
from Dayton, Ohio, prides itself on being "The
Strawberry Capital of America." This two -day
festival, which Lou Vlasho helped to organize
when he was president of the Chamber of Commerce, celebrates the arrival of Spring and warm
weather.
His dedication to his community is demonstratThe Vlasho family —Lou, Jan, and Steve —get a
rundown from Vince of his naval itinerary.
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ed by a long record of service. At one time or another he has served as chairman or president of
the Heart Fund, United Fund, Jaycees Chamber
of Commerce and the Ohio University Miami
County Alumni Assn. Currently, he is on the
board of directors of Edison State Community
College and the Shawnee Council of Camp Fire.
He was named Outstanding Troy Jaycee in 1966;
Troy's Outs tanding Yo ung Man of the Year 1967, and listed in the 1969 edition of the Outstanding Young Men in America. Recently, he has
juggled activities and time to work as associate
editor on the 3rd edition of the Cost Accounting
Handbook to be published this Fall.
President Lou Vlasho has put considerable time
and effort into his career at Hobart Corporation,
whose world headquarters complex is located in
the center of Troy. Founded in 1897, Hobart manufactures commercial food equipment and systems and the KitchenAid line of home appliances.
Except for jobs he held while in college, Hobart
is the only company Lou Vlasho has worked for.
He joined Hobart as a general accountant in 1959,
was named to a data processing feasibility study
team in 1963, promoted to supervisor of data processing systems in 1964, and manager and then director of manufacturing accounting in 1971. Subsequent promotions were: assistant controller,
March 1973; director, management information,
systems, December 1974; and vice president, management systems and services, August 1978; and
vice president and controller, February 1980.
Reporting to him in his current position are
about 150 accountants and a similar number from
the MIS organization. The systems responsibility
is corporate wide and serves the needs of all functions, not just those of financial areas.
As a corporate officer who has worked in both
areas — accounting and MIS —Lou Vlasho has an
acute awareness of the value of computer- assisted
information systems. With responsibility for both
organizations, he knows how important it is not to
allow the financial half to override the systems
half or vice - versa.
This opportunity to move back and forth between the two disciplines was an excellent opportunity, he suggests. "There was a time when I felt
that the role of the management accountant might
be somewhat diminished by this new breed of
business analyst who was coming on board, and
I'm still concerned about that. I think accountants
need to be more involved in systems development.
They don't need to be experts in what makes a
computer function or how to program, but participate in more of the business analyst role. Today,
the key roles in the companies that use MIS successfully are the business analysts.
"The business analyst mirrors the true manage 0-10-43
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By Morris Gartenberg

State Taxes on Corporate Income
A case now before the U.S. Supreme Court involves the worldwide unitary system of figuring
state taxes owed by multinational corporations.
The issue is whether a state's tax computation
should take into account not only the business
a corporation does within the taxing state, but
all its operations throughout the world. For
many states faced with dwindling federal aid,
the worldwide unitary taxation system is an
easy way to raise money, However, for foreign
and domestic -based multinational corporations,
paying state income taxes for an in -state subsidiary based on income that was generated
within the state (this method is called the arm's
length system) is quite different from basing the
tax on all the company's operations anywhere
in the world.
Other questions posed by the issue are how
to tax the dividends foreign subsidiaries pay
their parents and what is the constitutionality of
the worldwide unitary system. Is the states' involvement a violation of the commerce clause
of the Constitution which gives the right to regulate foreign commerce to the federal government and not the states?
As some of the states gird themselves to do
battle before the Supreme Court against some
of the world's largest corporations, other problems have surfaced. Some foreign governments have threatened retaliation against
American businesses. In addition, bills have
been proposed in Congress and in some state
legislatures that call for the worldwide unitary
system to be struck down. There are big issues
at stake here —and the solutions will be anything but painless for the states and multinational companies.

Tax Accrual Workpapers and the IRS
In a major decision affecting the entire corporate community, the U.S. Court of Appeals for
the Second Circuit denied thq IRS access to
the tax accrual workpapers of Amerada -Hess
Corporation's independent auditors, Arthur
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /JULY 1982

BOP —the IRS' Abscam Operation
Because of the underground economy, a large
amount of income is never reported to the IRS
particularly from the self - employed. So, the IRS
has launched an Abscam -like operation named
Business Opportunities Project or BOP. The
purpose of this undercover operation is to look
for substantial tax fraud; BOP is not aimed at
the corner candy store or newsstand dealer,
Unfortunately, a federal judge has ordered that
the records be returned to the first victim of the
BOP operation and barred use of them at any
future hearing and trial. But the IRS is undaunted because while appealing the decision, it's
pressing on with 50 more BOP operations.

Making Your Opinion Known to IRS
If you have a general view or opinion that is related to the federal tax system and would like
the federal law changed, you can tell the IRS
what you think by writing to the Assistant Secretary for Tax Policy, U.S. Department of the
Treasury, 15th and Pennsylvania Avenue NW,
Room 3112, Washington, D.C. 20220.

Interesting Facts Revealed by IRS
The Commissioner of Internal Revenue's fiscal
1981 report to the Treasury Secretary highlights some interesting points:
• Of the 93.1 million individual income tax returns filed for 1980, the IRS audited 1,644,104,
an average of 1.77 %, down from 2.02% the
year before.
• Taxpayers continue to do well in settling their
cases at the highest level within the IRS itself.
In 1981, 57% of the cases taken to the appellate level of the IRS were settled by agreement
where docketed (petition filed with the Tax
Court) and 83% where nondocketed (no petition filed as yet).
The computers detected math errors in 7.8%
of returns, up from 7.3% the year before; 3.9
111 65
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Young & Company. The Court created a limited
accountant - client privilege for certain portions
of the audit workpapers. It held that such documents should remain confidential in order to
protect the reliability of the independent audit
process. According to Carl D, Liggio, Arthur
Young general counsel, "the significance of
this ruling is that the IRS will not be able to conscript independent auditors as the agent of the
IRS for purposes of determining their clients'
tax liability." See next month's column for more
details.
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Data Sheet
Robert F. Randall, Editor

lence in corporate reporting but repeated criticisms of performances that "fall short of excellence" including: inconsistent, jumbled, or
meaningless segment information; inadequate
quarterly reports; inadequate supplementary
data on foreign operations, foreign currency
translation and the effects of FAS No. 8 and /or
FAS No. 52; unclear articulation of the organization and structure of management; and unhelpful investor relations programs.

Oppose Pension Liability Recognition
Steep Drop in Profits Seen
First Boston Research estimates that corporate
profits before tax will decline 26.6% by the second quarter of 1982. Its portfolio strategist, Sur esh L. Bhirud, suggests that the number of
companies currently reporting losses is as high
as it was in 1975, the last recessionary year. In
fact, the situation is much worse according to
an analysis of the balance sheets of 978 nonfinancial companies. "in 1981, for example,
20% of our universe or 195 companies earned
a return of less than 6.6% on their capital. To
put this in perspective, consider the fact that
the average bond equivalent annual yield on a
90 -day Treasury Bill in 1981 was 14.2 %. On an
after -tax basis, this is a return of 7.6% that one
can get from a risk -free asset. However, in
1981 roughly 288 or about 30% of our universe
failed to earn a 7.6% return on their capital."

Resource Companies Sending
Interim Reports to Employees
More and more natural resource and chemical
companies are using the quarterly shareholders' report to communicate with employees,
says Corpcom Services Inc. of New York City.
Based on a survey of 53 major companies,
Corpcom reports that at least 62% are using
this medium. It cites three reasons: employee
stock ownership has spiralled upwards in the
last five years, companies think that frank communication with employees will help beef up
productivity, and individual shareholders have
become key players in fighting off hostile takeovers by "asset strippers." Cities Services
Corp.'s report runs from eight to 16 pages and
includes news of company developments, reprints of important management speeches, a
section on the issues affecting oil companies,
and extensive financial data.

FAF Lauds Corporate Reporting
The Financial Analysts Federation gave 31
companies in 19 industries awards for excel20

A study conducted by the Financial Executives
Research Foundation and Coopers & Lybrand
found that 61% of survey respondents opposed liability recognition as a measure of pension obligation, Of those who did favor some
measure of liability being recorded, most favored using either vested benefits or accumulated benefits as a measure of obligation. Most
respondents disagreed with a proposed alternative that would require all sponsors of pension plans to use the same actuarial method to
determine expense. The survey was conducted
among 2,500 plan sponsors, actuaries, accountants, financial analysts and others, and drew
more than 400 replies.

Business /Accounting Briefs
We must rethink how we measure productivity
or whether it should be measured at all, contends Edward J. Palmer, executive director of
the Data Processing Management Assn. "As
the ratio of output to input, labor or capital, productivity measurements are worthless when
applied to knowledge workers [information executives]. Producing twice as many automobiles for the same amount may be an improvement in productivity, but producing twice as
many documents or having twice as many communications is not an inherently valuable
change. Foremost, the goal of the application
of technology should be increased effectiveness of business operations." ... A 40 -page
glossary of appraisal and valuation terms is
available from Valuation Research Corp., 250
E. Wisconsin Ave., Milwaukee, Wis. 53202.
Definitions currently used in FAS No. 33 and
those used in the ASR No. 190 are not uniform,
a situation which could lead to substantial confusion in discussing current value accounting
.... Most CPAs agree there is an accounting
standards overload but can't agree on what to
do about it, according to a survey by Public Accounting Report, an Atlanta, Ga. newsletter. A
majority, 64 %, said the status quo is not a
solution.
❑
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Peace of mind.
You see, QANTEL vertical software packages
take the guesswork out of recommending the right
computer system. Each was designed for a specific
type of business. And dozens of firms have already
discovered these system s are the key to well managed growth and profits.
There's a package for electrical wholesalers.
Manufacturers. Hotels. Paper distributors. Shoe
stores, Food brokers. Retailers. Even professional
sports teams, to name a few. And we're adding new
packages all the time.
Point is, no matter which business
your client is in, our systems will solve
the problems that are unique to his
company, They'll do it without extensive modifications, And for a lot less
money than it would cost your client
QANTEL
,
= C O BUSINESS
MPUTERS
a Mohawk Data Sciences Company

to develop similar software from scratch,
Equally important, your client won't outgrow his
QANTEL system a few months after he installs it,
Because the hardware and software are modular,
they can be expanded as your client's needs
expand. And every piece of equipment your client
acquires inthefuturewill be fully compatiblewith his
initial system.
QANTEL vertical software packages, A package
solution to your client's dilemma that will also solve
yours. Return the coupon for more information, or
call your local QANTEL Distributor.
- - - --
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Send me more information about your vertical software packages for my clients.
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QANTEL, 4142 Point Eden Way Box 3517, Hayword, California 94545
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Why ITT Likes
FAS 52
Under FAS No. 8, ITT had a net exposed liability
position of approximately $1.2 billion.

By Raymond H. Alleman
At a recent NAA conference on FAS No. 52, the
new foreign currency standard, I suggested this
invocation: "We are thankful that the horrors
foisted upon business and its financial reporting
by the Financial Accounting Standards Board in
its promulgation of Statement No. 8 have now
come to an end. We are hopeful that the damage
done to the credibility of the accounting profession will not have lasting effects, and we can all
look forward to the FASB avoiding similar debacles in the future." I trust that my view of what an
invocation might sound like gives you some perspective of my feelings for FAS No. 8. Here is a
brief summary of ITT's experience with FAS No.
8, and why we elected the immediate adoption of
FAS No. 52 for 1981 reporting.
ITT encompasses about 230 financial reporting
units representing over 950 legal entities, which
include over 600 operating locations. The 230 financial reporting units are categorized into five
major business segments: telecommunications and
electronics, engineered products, consumer products and services, natural resources, and insurance
and finance.
ITT operates in more than 80 different national
This article is based on a presentation at NAA's
FAS 52 conference, in New York, March 16, 1982.
0025- 1690/6401 - 0806/$01.00/0

environments on seven continents, but is concentrated in the United States and Western Europe.
The 1981 sales and revenues were $23 billion 53% in the U.S. and 42% in Western Europe.
Identifiable assets were $29 billion -61% in the
U.S. and 33% in Western Europe.
As a result of the significant distribution of
sales and assets in Western Europe, the inflation
rates of the U.S. and the Common Market economies, and the related exchange rates of money,
can have a great influence over ITT's financial results. Shifts in the relative value of the Deutsche
mark, the French franc, the Spanish peseta, the
Dutch guilder, the pound, the lira, and the Belgian franc and other foreign currencies against the
U.S. dollar can have significant effects on the
company's reported income.
Prior to the introduction of FAS No. 8 in 1976,
most companies considered inventories to be a
current monetary item, and they translated their
balance sheet values at the current exchange rate.
The total of cash, receivables and inventory normally exceeded the liabilities subject to the current rate, so the balance sheet was in a net exposed asset position. Therefore, i f a foreign
currency devalued, the company would record an
immediate translation loss. When the inventories
subsequently flowed through the cost of sales,
they were translated at the current rate, which
was the same rate applied to the related sales.
Copyright 0 1982 by the National Association of Accountants
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Any accounting
standard that
produces
changes of $40
million in a
da y ... has to
be utter and
complete
nonsense.

Thus th e gros s margin was unaffected by the
translation process except for depreciation because fixed assets were generally the only assets
translated at historic rates. Also, in recognition of
the volatility in currency exchange rates, many
companies avoided crediting the income statement
with gains produced by currency rate changes. Instead they credited such gains into "reserves for
foreign operations," which were then subsequently used to offset some or all of the losses generated
by rate changes. For those companies, including
ITT, this technique tended to even out the sharp
fluctuations of currency movements.
In the period prior to the Smithsonian Agreement of 1971, the exchange rates for industrial
Europe were held at a fixed parity with the dollar.
Although changes were made from time to time,
the currency changes tended to be significant,
abrupt and infrequent, and therefore easily identified for reporting purposes. As a result of the
Smithsonian Agreement, the concept of floating
rates became a reality, and daily swings became
commonplace.
$1,2 Billion Net Exposed Liability
Beginning in 1976, under the rules of FAS No.
8, inventories were considered to retain their economic value during inflationary cycles, just as
fixed assets do; therefore the inventories were
translated at the rate that was current at the time
of acquisition of the inventory —the historic rate.
Only cash and receivables on the asset side of the
balance sheet were translated at current rates, but
all of the liabilities were translated at current
rates. The result, almost always, was a net liability
balance exposed to currency fluctuations. For ITT
this net exposed liability position was approximately $1.2 billion.
Not only was the balance sheet confused by the
use of both current and historical rates, but the
income statement relationships were similarly distorted by inventories flowing through cost of sales
at historical rates, while the related sales were
translated at current rates, thus destroying any
semblance of normal expectation in gross margins
or net income.
FAS No. 8 precluded deferring the gain or loss
on foreign currency translation or recording reserves for foreign currency exposures. Instead, the
balance sheet translation gains and losses were
recognized in current income, irrespective of their
demonstrated temporary nature.
Under the rules of FAS No. 8, because of the
net exposed liability position previously described,
the immediate accounting results of a change in
currency relationships were usually opposite from
the expected economic results, frequently causing
tremendous short-term fluctuations in financial
results.
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If the Deutsche mark strengthens against the
dollar, the economic effect is that the German
unit, or its net assets, are worth more in U.S. dollars. However, under FAS No. 8, the accounting
effect was to record a translation loss in income
because the current rate effect of the strengthened
Deutsche mark was on a net liability exposure.
The net liabilities increased, requiring more U.S.
dollars to pay off the Deutsche mark debt, thus
creating from an accounting standpoint a loss on
translation. While this may make good conceptual
sense to some people, I must admit that it bewilders me. But let me continue.
We at ITT feel that the mathematical currency
differential effect on income statement comparisons is also an essential aspect of foreign exchange
effects (however, this disclosure was not a requirement on FAS No. 8, and most companies did not
include this information in their public releases).
To calculate the differential rate variance, ITT
compared the prior year with the current year and
measured the mathematical effect of average rate
changes (including the historical effect) between
the two consecutive years. We recognized that
such computations did not tell the full story of the
economic effects of foreign exchange, but they did
provide at least a magnitude of awareness, and in
our opinion are far more meaningful than no disclosure at all and certainly just as valid as the
equally mathematical change of unrealized balance sheet translations.
The 1980 ITT annual report disclosure on foreign exchange footnote had been substantially unchanged since the adoption of FAS No. 8:
"Foreign Currency Translation: Net assets are
translated from foreign currencies into United
States dollars at the rates of exchange in effect at
year -end, except for inventories and certain other
investments, deferred business development and
policy acquisition costs, fixed assets and certain
deferred taxes which are translated at historic
rates.
"Income accounts are translated at the average
rates of exchange prevailing during the year, except for those accounts related to assets and liabilities transl ated at hist oric rates o f exchange,
which are translated at historic rates.
"Including insurance and finance subsidiaries,
net foreign exchange gains (losses) arising from
the conversion of foreign currencies and the translation of balance sheet items are included in income as shown below (in thousands of dollars):
1980
1979
Before minority interest
and income taxes
$190,254 $(94,806)
After minority interest
and income taxes
145,778 (81,850)
Per share
1.00
(.59)
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In addition, translation of the 1980 income statement at average rates of exchange that differed
from those applicable to the prior year affected
earnings adversely by $151,092,000 or $1.04 per
share. Economic and operating consequences of
the changing dollar relative to foreign currencies
cannot be effectively quantified. If they could be,
they might significantly alter these results."
As you can see, the realized gains and losses
and balance sheet translation caused a positive
comparison of $1.59 per share in comparing the
results of 1980 and 1979. However, when one facto rs i nt o t he compari s on t he effect s of rat e
change, including historical flow - throughs, the
differential is reduced to $.55 per share. We reported net income of $6.12 per share in 1980, so
you can readily see the significance of the foreign
exchange amounts to our final results.
The severe income fluctuations caused by the
rules of FAS No. 8 were not only complex and not
understood by the outside financial community,
but they were thoroughly confusing to internal
management, even after years of explanations and
desp ite soph ist icat ed l evel s o f in tern atio nal
awareness.
As an example of the severe fluctuations in reported earnings due to FAS No. 8 requirements,
let's look at ITT's experience in 1981. In the first
quarter of 1981, we reported a downturn from the
previous year of 45 %, but excluding the FAS No.
8 effects on foreign exchange, our earnings were
actually the same as the preceding year. In the
second quarter, we reported an improvement of
109 %, but if foreign exchange were excluded, we
were actually down 29 %. In the third quarter, our
rep ort ed earni ngs were do wn 11 9 % an d we
showed a loss, the first in my memory, but, yes,
you guessed it, we were actually up 2% from operations. For the full nine months we reported a
downturn of 53% from the previous year's comparable period, but again if foreign exchange were
excluded, we were down operationally only 8 %.
Perhaps this illustration —and our past several
years have been replete with similar instances,
both in quarter -to- quarter comparisons and year to -year comparisons —gives you some understanding of why we felt as we did about FAS No. 8.
Local Currency Equivalent Method
Several years ago, we developed a simple computer program to measure daily the effects on the
current quarter and the full year of rate changes
from the previous day, which would result from
the applications of the requirements of FAS No.
8. Why did we require daily measurement? Because we had daily balance sheet fluctuations, up
and down, of as much as $40 million. I submit
th at any acco un ti ng s t an dard t hat p ro du ces
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /JULY 1982

changes of $40 million in a day (even to ITT),
when absolutely nothing has happened to the assets, liabilities and operations of the company, has
got to be utter and complete nonsense.
In order to remove the distorting effects of the
FAS No. 8 rules for internal management purposes, ITT developed a "Local Currency Equivalent" or "LCE" method for budgeting and reporting the performance of units that were involved
with foreign exchange. We are using this same approach under FAS No. 52.
The Lo cal C urren cy Eq uival ent meth od is
based on the governing assumption that operating
management should not be held significantly accountable for foreign exchange variances where
exchange rate movements cannot be controlled.
Essentially, this is achieved by comparing local
currency results with local currency budgets, both
translated into dollars at a predetermined exchange rate for use throughout a year. The system
does not require the use of any exchange rate forecasts in the control process. ITT adopts the rate
prevailing at the end of the third quarter as the
LCE rate to be used for finalizing the following
year's budget and for reporting internally the realized results of that period relative to budget and
forecasts. Such comparisons depict the operating
varian ces because th e LCE rates remai n u nchanged for the year even when the actual rates
change. Thus, fluctuating currency values have no
effect on the evaluation of subsidiary management's performance.
Since improvement in current year performance
over the prior year is also an important criterion
in the evaluation process, prior year local currency results are restated in dollar equivalents using
the current year LCE rate. Current year LCE results can then be compared to the restated prior
year results, with the entire variance between the
two being seen as reflecting the influence of operational factors.
In reviewing the budgets and results of ITT
units, only LCE numbers are used in the monthly
corporate management meetings. However, for
external reporting purposes as well as to keep top
management informed of the absolute level of
profits, all local currency forecasts and results
were also translated on an FAS No. 8 basis, and
now on an FAS No. 52 basis. The exchange rate
prevailing at month -end is the consolidation rate
used to translate the balance sheet, and the consolidation rates of the prior month are used as the
current average rates for translating the income
statement accounts. Subtraction of LCE results
from the FAS No. 8 or FAS No. 52 results produces the foreign exchange variance.
How, then, do we encourage subsidiary management to take foreign exchange exposure into
account? Our exposure management policies have

In 7987, ITT's
earnings under
FAS No. 52
were up 8016,
but under FAS
No. 8, they
were down
44.5 %!
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ITT was so
disenchanted
with FAS No.
8, it decided to
implement FAS
No. 52
immedia tely.
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always focused on basic asset and liability control, FAS No. 8, incorporating the major concepts that
such as the minimization of working capital, al- ITT has been supporting for several years. Under
ways keeping in mind the requirements of an on- FAS No. 52, translation of all elements of the figoing business. Such efforts continue. However, nancial statements are made using the current exwe did not, and we will not, subordinate opera- change rate. The current rate approach is very
tional considerations for the purpose of minimiz- close to the LCE method ITT has been using for
ing reported translation losses due to unrealized its own management reporting purposes. Its virtue
lies in its simplicity. The only differences between
exchange fluctuations.
Subsidiary managers, of course, still have to ITT's LCE approach and FAS No. 52 are that the
contend in some situations with the effects of for- LCE approach does not calculate realized transaceign exchange movements on their operating tion gains and losses, and the LCE approach uses
strategies. One example concerns our large com- one rate consistently throughout the entire year.
However, we believe that the familiarity that
ponents business in Germany. During periods
when the dollar was weakening against the Euro- management had developed with the LCE appean currencies, we witnessed some U.S. -based proach as used internally will make an easy transifirms selling their products in Germany at lower tion to understanding the major concepts of finanprices than our German subsidiary. This resulted cial statements presented on an FAS No. 52 basis.
in a loss of market share for our subsidiary, affect- Under the new statement, it will be easier to exing its operational variance unfavorably. On the plain the effects of currency rate changes both to
other hand, a German subsidiary may, by sourc- our own management and to the outside financial
ing from Italy, take advantage of the weak lira, community.
Under FAS No. 52, translation adjustments are
and affect its operational variance favorably. Obviously, it is the responsibility of subsidiary man- not included in net income but are deferred as adagements to devise effective practices to react to justments to the equity section in the financial
changing currency values, which have an impact statements of the reporting enterprise. This will
reduce the volatility of earnings produced under
on their operations and their markets.
The LCE system also relieved us from the unre- the rules of FAS No. 8. By not reflecting the unrewarding business of forecasting exchange rates or alized mathematical balance sheet translation
trying to "outguess the market." Incidentally, we gains and losses in income, the short -term fluctuado not trade in the forward currency markets ei- tions in currency rates will no longer obscure the
ther for speculation or to hedge our foreign invest- long -term income trends which are more relevant
ments and only occasionally hedge to protect spe- in predicting profitability of the company and return on capital.
cific scheduled transactions.
During 1981, the U.S. dollar strengthened sigIn May 1978, the Financial Accounting Standards Board issued an invitation for public com- nificantly against most European currencies. On
ment on previously issued Statements 1 -12. Her- an FAS No. 52 basis, ITT's reported income for
bert C. Knortz, the executive vice president and 1981 before an extraordinary item was $4.70 and
comptroller of ITT, responded and his comments compared with a restated comparable figure for
included strong criticism of FAS No. 8 and urged 1980 of $4.57, up about 3 %. On an FAS No. 8
that a more simple methodology be applied to the basis, earnings per share would have been $3.05,
accounting for foreign exchange. He repeated sug- compared with $5.50 per share on that basis in
gestions he had made in the past to the Financial 1980, or down 44.5 %. Please focus on the reAccounting Standards Board, which included the sults —FAS No. 52, up 3 %, FAS No. 8, down
44.5 %. Why? Well, for two reasons. In 1981, on
following:
an FAS No. 8 basis, the strengthening of the dol1. The balance sheet should be converted at only lar resulted in an unrealized balance sheet translation gain of $.81 per share and a comparative year
one rate.
2. Foreign exchange gains and losses should be historical rate effect flowing through the cost of
sales and depreciation accounts of an unfavorable
deferred until they are realized.
3. All quantifiable differential aspects of foreign $2.46 per share. The net negative result, $1.65 per
share, is all attributable to one source — simple
currency rate changes should be reported.
4. The standard - setting authorities should specifi- manipulation of the accountant's calculator.
On an FAS No. 52 basis, the income included
cally identify the nature of foreign exchange effects and the exact manner of their disclosure in only the effects of current rate change on the income statement accounts and the realized transacperiodic financial statements.
tional gains and losses. The net effect was a signifFAS 52 Corrects FAS 8 Distortions
icant income revision upwards on the FAS No. 52
The issuance of FAS No. 52 in December 1981 basis.
It is interesting to note that despite the significorrected a number of the distortions caused by
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cant period -to -period gyrations in earnings resulting from foreign exchange accounting under FAS
No. 8 rules, when we restated ITT's earnings per
share for the five years ended December 31, 1981,
on an FAS No. 52 basis, the cumulative result of
the five -year period is very close to that reported
on an FAS No. 8 basis but the aberrational fluctuations by year and quarter are removed. I believe
that these facts further attest to the folly of FAS
No. 8.
Because we have believed from its inception
that FAS No. 8 was so far off the mark (no pun
intended), was so distorting ITT's financial results
and was causing so much confusion to the readers
of financial statements — including the professional financial analysts —you can appreciate why we
supported FAS No. 52, and why we adopted it
immediately in our public reporting of 1981 results. Also, because of these same factors, we felt
that it was essential that all prior year data be restated so that all of the aberrations which resulted
from FAS No. 8 were removed and all years are
presented on a comparable basis.
Actually, we started the adoption and restatement efforts last summer, long before the standard
became official. We recognized that because of the
complexity of our far -flung operations and the necessity of purging all remnants of FAS No. 8 from
our published financial data, it would be a herculean task to be prepared to restate the four years
of previously reported results to FAS No. 52 as
well as to be in a position to report 1981 on either
an FAS No. 8 or FAS No. 52 basis, depending on
the eventual outcome of the then existing exposure draft.
How ITT Restated Its Figures
Fortunately, ITT had created an extensive system for the reporting and analysis of foreign exchange. On a monthly basis each unit submitted
an analysis for foreign exchange that reconciled
the income as reported on the LCE basis to income reported on the FAS No. 8 basis. This analysis separated the components of foreign exchange, such as the historical effect in cost of sales
and depreciation and the gain or loss on balance
sheet translation, as well as realized transactional
gains and losses, and the effects of average rate
differentials. As a result of this reporting system,
the data base at headquarters included foreign exchange data for all units reporting directly to
headquarters. There were a few multinational and
multi - segment units for which foreign exchange
information was not available at headquarters.
The multinational units are those foreign units
having subsidiaries in other foreign countries. For
those subsidiaries, restatement would require determining if remeasurement was necessary from
the local currency to the functional currency and
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if there were account balances denominated in
currencies other than the functional currency
(such as U.S. dollars). The multi- segment units
are those operating in more than one business segment (for FAS No. 14 reporting), and the multi segment data would have to be restated.
Using our foreign exchange analysis data for
the years 1980 and 1979, we were able to identify
which units were generating the majority of ITT's
foreign exchange effects. Out of a population of
about 130 units operating in foreign environments, we were able to identify 34 units that accounted for over 80% of ITT's impact from foreign exchange, and included the above mentioned
multinational and multi - segment units. We called
this our Class A group of units. All other units
became Class B.
In order to make the immense task of restating
five years of financial statements more practicable, we developed in agreement with our auditors
a two -tier approach. The Class A units were required to do a complete restatement for all years
but the process was simplified for Class B units.
We began the restatement with year -end 1977.
Based upon the foreign exchange data we already
had at ITT headquarters, we provided each unit
with the adjustment to their reported net income
for the year 1977 for the historical effects in cost
of sales and depreciation and for the unrealized
balance sheet translation. We requested the units
to retranslate their inventory and fixed asset account balances at the 1977 year -end current rates.
The balancing entry to the above mentioned adjustments became the balance as of 12/31/77 for
the Cumulative Translation Adjustment (CTA),
the new account in the shareholders' equity.
The Class A companies then proceeded to restate their balance sheets and income statements
for 1978, 1979, 1980 and the first three quarters of
1981. We also required reconciliations of retained
earnings and minority equity and an analysis of
the Cumulative Translation Adjustment both for
ITT Equity and Minority Equity.
Restatement was also required for SEC -required data to be reported in the 10K. The schedule for Property, Plant and Equipment had to be
revised and reanalyzed to accommodate the new
rules of FAS No. 52. These require that the activity during the year such as additions and retirements be translated at average- for - the - period rates
but the ending balance be translated at the end of
period current rates. Since the opening balance is
translated at the January 1 current rates, the activity during the year is translated at average
rates, and the closing balance at December 31
rates, a difference due to foreign exchange rates is
created. This amount is captured in a new account, called Currency Revaluation of Property,
Plant and Equipment.

The income
fluctuations
caused by FAS
No. 8 were not
understood by
the financial
community and
were
thoroughly
confusing to
internal
management.
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The cost of
converting to
FAS No. 52
was worth the
effort because
we believe
financial
credibility was
restored.

The schedule of accumulated depreciation, depletion and amortization of plant, property and
equipment also has been revised to include a Currency Revaluation Account.
The amount in the Currency Revaluation Account in the Gross Plant accounts less the amount
in the Currency Revaluation Account in the Accumulated Depreciation accounts will be a major
con sti tuent of th e change t o t he Cu mul ati ve
Translation Adjustment in the Equity section.
Further restatements were required for segment
reporting purposes (FAS No. 14) which requires
net income, identifiable assets, operating income,
gross plant, property and equipment, plant additions and depreciation. Selected footnotes requiring restatement include Inventory Detail, Deferred Bu siness Devel opmen t Co sts, and the
Foreign Exchange Analysis.
For the Class A units, we required that the restatements be audited by our independent auditors
in the field locations prior to submission to ITT
headquarters. All of the foregoing was accomplished by November 30, 1981, at the unit level
and we spent much of December assimilating and
consolidating the data at headquarters.
The information necessary for the Class B companies was available in the headquarters data
base. For the restatement of income we used the
analysis of foreign exchange, which enabled us to
adjust for the historical effects on cost of sales and
depreciation and the unrealized balance sheet
translation effect. For the restatement of the balance sheet, we used the LCE data base which expressed the balance sheet accounts at one budgeted rate. It was a simple multiplication effort to
convert the values expressed at the budgeted rate
to the appropriate year -end rate. The adjustment
to income which in turn restates the historical retained earnings, combined with the adjustments to
the balance sheet, became the entry to the Cumulative Translation Adjustment account.
At headquarters we restated the Class B companies for the years 1977 through 1980 and sent
the restated results to the field units for verification, and for them to use as their starting point for
restating their 1981 results. We requested all units
to restate the first nine months of 1981 and submit
the data to headquarters during November. It
gave the field a first pass at restating 1981 and
moved a significant part of the effort out of the
year -end closing crunch.
Restoring Financial Credibility
Soon after the revised exposure draft was issued
(June 30, 1981),we used our foreign exchange reporting system to create a pro forma restatement
for total income of ITT. We used this pro forma
restatement as a standard to which we could compare the restated results from the A units as they
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were received. When the final restatements were
tabulated, we were pleased to find that they differed from our pro forma restatements by only a
few cents per share.
The accuracy ofthe pro forma restatement was
important internally because our bonus and other
incentive programs were going to be affected by
the final restated income and the planning for
these programs required significant lead time and
had to be based upon our pro forma restatement.
The functional currency approach advocated by
FAS No. 52 presumes (1) that an enterprise may
operate and generate cash flows in a number of
separate economic environments, (2) that each of
the enterprise's operations can be identified as operating in one primary economic environment,
generally either the local environment or the parent company's environment. The currency of that
primary economic environment is the functional
currency for those operations, and (3) that the enterprise may commit to a long -term position in a
specific economic environment and does not currently intend to liquidate that position.
For the majority of ITT's foreign operations,
we consider the foreign country in which they do
business as the primary economic environment for
operations in that country. A few ITT units are
required to remeasure their local currency into a
different functional currency including units that
operate in an economic environment that is highly
inflationary, one with a cumulative inflation rate
of approximately 100% or more over a three -year
period. There was only one country that presented
a problem in categorization and that was Mexico.
A strict application of the three -year cumulative
100% guidelines would not identify Mexico as
highly inflationary because the inflation figures
for Mexico indicated a cumulative inflation rate of
about 85%. However, in the opinion ofthe management responsible for the Mexican operations,
the inflation rate for Mexico will increase in 1982
and forward years and, accordingly, we believe it
more appropriate to categorize Mexico as highly
inflationary and assign the U.S. dollar as the functional currency. We understand that some other
U.S. conglomerates with operations in Mexico
have taken the same position.
With the adoption ofFAS No. 52,the measurement of foreign exchange and the impact of inflation on assets, primarily net plant, property and
equipment and inventory was altered in our FAS
No. 33 disclosure.
The major changes proposed in the amendment
of FAS Statement No. 33 relate to the measurement ofinflation in reporting constant dollar values. The exposure draft would require that the
functional currency amounts of each of our foreign affiliates net plant and inventory be measured
by a functional general price level index applicable
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /JULY 1982

to that environment and then translated into U.S.
dollar equivalent amounts. This change reflects
the attempt of Statement No. 52 to present financial results of an enterprise in the functional currencies environment in which it conducts its business. The restate - translate approach is consistent
with this objective.
This summary gives some insight into why ITT
supported the adoption of FAS No. 52, and why
ITT decided upon immediate implementation of
its provisions in reporting its 1981 results. We had
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been so disenchanted with FAS No. 8, its concepts and its results, that to do other than convert
promptly would have been hypocritical. Thousands of man -hours were devoted to accomplish
the required restatements, but because we believe
financial credibility has been restored, we deem it
to have been worth the effort. After an invocation
giving thanks for impending change and the restoration of professional credibility, I conclude, as I
concluded my remarks at the FAS 52 Conference,
with a requiem: "Let there be peace."
❑
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Du Pont Evaluates
FAS 52
The current rate method of accounting
and financial reporting gives off potential false
and misleading signals to investors, creditors
and other u sers of U.S. consolidated financia l statements.

By Stanley R. Wojciechowski
Du Pont's evaluation of the objectives of Statement of Financial Accounting Standards No. 52,
Foreign Currency Translation (FCT), is well
known to the Board members and its staff as a
result of our participation on the FCT task force,
extensive correspondence with members of the
Board and staff, numerous personal contacts and
discussions, and Du Pont's oral presentation at
th e pu bl ic h eari ng. In accord an ce wit h the
Board's policy, Du Pont's written comments are
part of the public record of the Board and are
available for public inspection.
This article is based on a presentation at the NAA's
Conference on FAS 52 where Du Pont was invited
to present its viewpoint and the impact of FAS No.
52 on Du Pont's operations.
Du Pont's evaluation of FAS No. 52 can be
summarized as follows (space limitations prevent
complete review of our evaluation):
1. Introduction by FAS No. 52 of the current rate
method, which permits translation of all of an
entity's foreign assets and liabilities at current
exchange rates and excludes the resulting trans0025 - 1690/82/6401 -0001 /$01.00 /0

lation adjustment from net income, gives off
false, misleading signals and severely damages
the credibility of accounting and financial reporting by:
• Misstating U.S. dollar cash flows.
• Misstating results of operations.
• Failing to equate accounting with economic
exposure.
• Failing to provide meaningful information to
management for business decisions.
Management's judgment is essential in the process of determining the functional currency.
False and Misleading Signals
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International
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Statement of Financial Accounting Concepts
(SFAC) No. 1, paragraph 34, states that, "Financial reporting should provide information that is
useful to present and potential investors and creditors and other users in making rational investment, credit, and similar decisions. "' Paragraph
37 adds that, "Financial reporting should provide
information to help investors, creditors, and others assess the amounts, timing, and uncertainty of
prospective net cash inflows to the related enterprise."' SFAC No. 2, in Summary of Principal
Conclusions, states that, "Relevance and reliability are the two primary qualities that make acco u n t i n g i n f o rma t i o n useful fo r d eci s i o n
making."'
Copyright =1982 by the National Association of Accountants
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FAS No. 52 fails to satisfy these concepts. The
following simple example (Table 1) illustrates this
point. It assumes:
• Local currency is designated as the functional
currency.
• U.S. MNC makes $1,000 equity contribution to
a foreign subsidiary.
• Funds are used to purchase a $1,000 fixed asset
with a life span of ten years.

Table 1
Summary of Results

(LC1= $.90)

Sales
COS (depr.)
Profit

CR

HR
LC

$

HR
LC

$

$

CR
$

HR
LC

10 Year
total

100
100

100
100

100
100

900
900

810
900

810
810

0

0

0

0

(90)

0

CR
$

Period 2.10

$

Period 1
(LC1= $1.00)

1000 910
1000 1000

910
910

IN

0

0

$'s
LC

Recap:

1000 1000
1000 910

COS
Sales (cash inflow)
Net cash inflowl(outflow)

HR
CR

HR

0

(90)

CR
910
910
0

- historical rate
- current rate

COS -cost of asset

• Exchange rate is LC = $1.00 in period 1; subsequently devalues to LC 1 = $.90 at beginning
of period 2; remains constant thereafter.
• Historic dollar cost is $1,000; local currency historic cost is LC 1,000.
• Annual sales equal Cost of Goods sold plus depreciation. Depreciation is straight line, resulting in an annual depreciation charge of LC 100
under the local currency (LC) method; $100 under the historic dollar (HR) method; $100 under
the current rate (CR) method for period 1, $90
annually thereafter for periods 2 through 10.
• Cash was repatriated at the end of each period;
no other subsidiary activity.
This example shows that the consolidated entity
had a cumulative net cash outflow (loss) of $90
under the HR method. It also shows that we did
not recover the original $1,000 of fixed asset investment. This result is evident only under the historic dollar cost model of accounting for fixed assets. Un d er t he C R meth o d , t h e cu mu l ati ve
consolidated income statement would have reflected a breakeven position even though there
was a $90 net cash outflow over the life of the in32

vestment. The $90 loss in cash value is pent up in
stockholders' equity until the investment is sold or
completely or substantially liquidated. (For all
practical purposes, this could mean deferment
indefinitely.)
We believe U.S. stockholders are interested in
the receipt of U.S. dollar dividends and in appreciation of their investment in terms of U.S. dollars.
This, in turn, requires that corporate management, in fulfilling its stewardship responsibility,
be primarily concerned about the cash flows and
reported earnings of the company in terms of U.S.
dollars. Otherwise, management runs the risk of
not achieving optimal results for investors and not
reporting the most relevant and reliable information to investors for their assessment of the company's performance. In fulfilling its responsibility
to stockholders, corporate management may (and
probably will) find it helpful to view the results of
foreign subsidiaries' operations in local currency,
but management's paramount concern must be
evaluation of those results in terms of United
States dollars.
Moreover, it is essential that local management
understand and evaluate the foreign entity's results in terms of U.S. dollars. In the above example, the CR method indicated that the foreign subsidiary had a breakeven position. This reported
result would have obfuscated the failure of subsidiary company management to increase local currency selling prices to the extent necessary to offset the deteriorated dollar equivalent value of its
original $1,000 of fixed asset investment.
It therefore seems incongruous to indicate in
the above situation to local management that its
results were unaffected by exchange rate changes
when, in fact, the stockholders of the company
have suffered a serious loss on their investment in
the foreign entity. We do not believe there is virtue in maintaining local currency reporting relationships in U.S. dollars when such relationships
are not helpful to management in understanding
and evaluating results. Further, we do not believe
there is virtue in isolating local management from
the effect of exchange risk because in situations
such as the above it is imperative that local management fully understand the need to offset the
deteriorated dollar equivalent value of fixed assets
through local currency selling price increases.
Well - established GAAP require that the historic dollar cost of plants and properties be depreciated on a systematic basis over their expected usefu l l ives . Immed i a t e writ e -d o wn s are not
permitted except in unusual circumstances where
there is persuasive evidence of the impairment of
the utility of productive facilities indicative of an
inability to recover cost. The CR method relieves
operations of legitimate depreciation charges by
treating write -downs as translation adjustments.
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /JULY 1982
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Foreign Functional Currency
Of equal concern is the provision in FAS No.
52 which requires that a "transaction" gain or loss
on U.S. dollar - denominated accounts be included
in the income statement if the foreign currency is
the functional currency. We must seriously question how a foreign subsidiary with a functional
currency other than the U.S. d ollar may have
"transaction" gains and losses as a result of holding U.S. dol lar cas h balances; o r by havi ng
amounts owed to or by the subsidiary in U.S. dollars; or by holding cash or having amounts owed
to or by the subsidiary in a third currency which
does not change its relationship vis -vis the U.S.
dollar; or because it does a trading business in
U.S. dollars with the parent's other subsidiaries.'
Such "transaction" gains and losses have no U.S.
dollar cash flow effect. These items are not included in the income statement under existing accounting principles and, under FAS No. 52, they
must be offset by "artificial" translation adjustments in stockholders' equity. Our understanding
of how such a "transaction" gain or loss would be
accounted for in the following manner. For example, consider a foreign subsidiary that has just
been organized. The local currency has been designated as the functional currency even though its
only asset at this time is $1,000 in a bank account.
In this case, the U.S. dollar would be a foreign
currency under FAS No. 52. Assume a beginning
exchange rate relationship of one U.S. dollar
equals one unit of local currency.
The balance sheet reflects simply the U.S. dollar cash in bank of 1,000 local currency units and
U.S. dollars, and offsetting amounts in stockholders' equity. Before any other transactions take
place, the local currency devalues so that one U.S.
dollar now equals 1.1 local currency units. On the
local currency books immediately after the devaluation, the $1,000 are now worth 1,100 local currency units, an increase of 100 local currency
units. If a local currency income statement is now
drawn up, it would reflect a "transaction" gain of
100 local currency units (ignoring any possible income tax effect), and this would be reflected in
stockholders' equity as net income for the period.
On the U.S. dollar income statement, the local
currency "transaction" gain of 100 would translate into 91 U.S. dollars, and becomes part of
stockholders' equity on the U.S. dollar balance
sheet. The U.S. dollar balance sheet would, of
course, continue to show cash of $1,000 but is
now out of balance because it shows an asset of
$1,000 while stockholders' equity shows $1,091
due to a beginning balance of $1,000 plus net income of $91. To eliminate the imbalance requires
a "translation" adjustment —a charge to stockholders' equity —of $91.
If this were the end of the reporting period, the
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /JULY 1982

subsidiary balance sheet and income statement
would be consolidated with those of the U.S. parent company and the company would report $91
of net income for the period. We are convinced
that such reporting does not provide information
to help present and potential investors and creditors assess the amounts, timing, and uncertainty
of prospective net cash flows to the related enterprise and to its stockholders and creditors.
The magnitude of our concerns cannot be overemphasized for a company that has significant
U.S. dollar transactions in foreign countries and a
hi ghl y d evel op ed n et work o f i n terco mpan y
transfers.
Finally, in our opinion, exchange adjustments
related to current assets and current liabilities
properly belong in the income statement (exchange adjustments on long -term debt should be
deferred and amortized). When the values of foreign currencies decline opposite the U.S. dollar,
our holdings of cash and accounts receivable denominated in these currencies suffer a loss in value which is real, and we see no reason to defer
recognition of such a loss. It is important in our
view that such changes in value be reflected currently as a cost of doing business in the geographic area that gives rise to the changes in value. This
will not be achieved if these changes are buried in
stockholders' equity.

Application of
the current
rate method
implies our
foreign plants
are at risk.

Misstates Results of Operations
As evidenced by the example in Table 1, using
the CR method to translate fixed assets produces
significantly different operating results in the U.S.
dollar income statement from those reported under the U.S. dollar functional currency (historic
dollar cost) concept. Under the U.S. dollar concept, the original dollar cost of fixed assets is
charged against earnings; under the CR method,
the amount of depreciation charged against earnings will depend on the magnitude and direction
of the movement of the exchange rate. For example, if a manufacturing operation is established in
a strong currency country and the exchange rate
strengthens against the dollar, a translation gain
on the fixed assets will be recorded in stockholders' equity. Subsequent period earnings will absorb
higher depreciation charges as a result of the higher equivalent dollar value assigned to fixed assets.
If a manufacturing operation is established in a
weak currency country which does not have a
high inflation rate and the exchange rate weakens
against the dollar, a translation loss on fixed assets
will be recorded in stockholders' equity. Subsequent period earnings will benefitfrom lower depreciation charges as a result ofthe lower equivalent dollar value assigned to fixed assets. Thus,
• In a strong currency country, earnings deter
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mined under the CR method will be less (understated) vs. those reported under the U.S. dollar
functional currency (historic cost) model.
• In a weak currency country without high inflation, earnings determined under the CR method
will be higher (overstated) vs. those reported under the U.S. dollar functional currency (historic
cost) model.

Fails to Equate Accounting
With Economic Exposure
Like many capital intensive U.S. multinationals, we do not consider our foreign plants and
properties to be at risk and therefore exposed to
translation adjustments from exchange rate movements. Application of the CR method implies
they are at risk and the result may be an accounting translation adjustment in stockholders' equity
which does not equate with economic reality.
Take the case of manufacturing operations in non highly inflationary weak currency economies.
Traditionally the currencies of such economies
lose value vis -vis the U.S. dollar. An accounting
translation loss, under the CR method, would be
charged to stockholders' equity and represent the
perceived economic effect of the exchange rate
movement on the entity's operations. In many situations, however, local currency selling prices
may be sufficiently increased to offset the translation loss recorded in stockholders' equity and the
entity does not realize a negative economic consequence from the exchange rate movement. Were
this not so, it would be difficult to justify investments in such countries. Using the CR method to
translate fixed assets, in this situation, clearly misstates th e en tity's expos ure to exchange rate
movements.
Many plants in Europe supply the total European market and not just the country in which the
plant is located. A plant in Germany could supply
markets in Spain, Italy and the United Kingdom
in competition with plants located in other countries. Because of the strengthening of the Deutschemark, the cost of manufacture in Germany
would increase relative to other countries and if
the output of the German plant is sold in the local
currencies of Spain, Italy, and the United Kingdom, which weakened vis -vis the dollar (as they
traditionally have), an economic detriment has
been incurred — dollar equivalent costs increase
and dollar equivalent selling prices decrease.
Clearly, the CR method would have indicated an
-a

-a

believe FAS
No. 52 Will
provide
meaningful
information for
investors.

If the U.S. dollar is the functional currency,
fixed assets values retain historic dollar values; resulting dollar depreciation charges reflected in the
income statement would be based on historic dollar cost values; and credibility would be maintained in accounting and financial reporting.
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economic benefit from the strengthening of the
Deutschemark.
The above situation would be reversed if a company had a manufacturing facility in Italy which
was used to source sales into Germany and the
Benelux countries. Devaluation of the lira would
have a beneficial effect on costs, while revaluation
of German and Benelux currencies would have
tended to increase selling prices. Under these conditions, it could not be said the Italian manufacturing facility is exposed to economic loss from
devalu ation of the lira as the reverse is true.
Translation of the fixed assets at current rates
would again give an accounting result (loss) opposite from the economic result (benefit).
Fails to Assist Management
Another overlooked feature of the CR method
is its impact on internal management performance
evaluation systems. Du Pont, like many others,
measures profitability by looking at operating returns from gross assets employed in the business —Return on Investment concept (ROI). Also,
Du Pont's business results are reported internally
by individual product lines in U.S. dollars on a
worldwide basis. Fluctuating investment values
and depreciation charges do not produce meaningful ROI results for assessing alternative investment opportunities and comparing the profitability contribution of domestic vs. foreign operations.
Assume a U.S. manufacturer is evaluating the
potential return of alternative investment opportunities in a new manufacturing facility in the
USA, a non - highly inflationary weak currency
country and a strong currency country. Under the
CR method, a dollar invested in a non - highly in -,
flationary weak currency country will consistently
show a higher potential return than a similar dollar invested in either the USA or a strong currency country. Without adequately compensating for
the exchange rate impact on the fixed assets used
in the projected returns, management may be led
into making erroneous investment decisions. Similarly, the actual contributions of existing domestic
and foreign operations could be misinterpreted.
To evaluate these situations accurately, the dollar
must be used as a common measuring stick.
To do so, two parallel accounting and reporting
systems may be required —one for internal management performance evaluation purposes using
traditional historic dollar cost ROI concepts and a
second for financial reporting to stockholders using the CR method. In addition to the direct cost
of maintaining two systems, an even greater indirect cost would inevitably result from the need for
financial management to reconcile and explain results under the dual systems.
Management's Judgment Is Essential
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In adopting the functional currency concept,
the Board specifically identified the U.S. dollar as
the functional currency for certain economic environments, viz:
• A highly inflationary economy, which is defined
as one which has a cumulative inflation of approximately 100% or more over a three -year period. (This list includes such countries as Argentina, Brazil, Ghana and Israel.)
• Foreign operations that are a direct and integral
component or extension of the parent company's operations. This has been interpreted to include the operations of a foreign sales subsidiary
of a U.S. manufacturer that "resells" U.S. manufactured products. (For many U.S. manufacturers with an active export business with its
subsidiaries, this could represent a significant
aspect of total international business.)
It is recognized that some foreign operations do
not slot neatly in either of the two broad classes
described above. FAS No. 52, Appendix A, sets
forth salient economic factors to be considered individually and collectively in determining the
functional currency. There will be some tough
calls. Consider, again, for example, situations
where certain foreign operations deal principally
in international markets and are not integrated
into the economy of any one country. Such operations may buy their materials from suppliers in
several countries and sell their product to customers located in other countries, pricing products in
the currency of the parent and /or the currencies
of their customers. Fluctuation in the exchange
rates of the countries in which these companies
are located could have an insignificant effect on
future cash flows; selection of the local currency
as the functional currency may not produce the
result that represents the expected effects of exchange rate changes. On the other hand, no other
single foreign currency may necessarily produce
any more realistic result. It is quite possible that
over the long run the U.S. dollar would portray as
accurately as any other currency the expected effect of rate changes. "In those instances in which
the indicators are mixed and the functional currency is not obvious, management's judgment will
be required in order to determine the functional
currency that most faithfully portrays the economic results of the entity's operations and thereby best achieves the objectives of foreign currency
"8
translation
We agree with the Board that
...
management is in the best position to make this
assessment.

sure that individual foreign entity's indicators are
being properly evaluated, we are also assessing
those indicators in terms of corporate management's global activities. This means that we are
critically evaluating (in addition to other factors)
the following considerations:
• Cash Management Policies —Price Water house's booklet on FCT states that, "Accordingly, it would seem that a foreign operation's
policy of converting its available funds into dollars for current or near -term distribution to the
parent may be one of the most significant indicators suggesting a dollar functional currency."
Closely related to cash management policy
would seem to be the manner in which a corporation manages its foreign currency exposures.
Paramount concern with assuring the U.S. dollar value of foreign currency cash, through forward sales or other hedging devices, would also
seem to add further support for the U.S. dollar
as the functional currency.
• Financing —A high proportion of U.S. dollar financing to total consolidated debt also may indicate that the primary economic environment
of a foreign entity is highly dependent on the
economic environment of the parent's currency.
• Sales Prices— Pricing products in relation to the
U.S. dollar on a worldwide basis may be more

revealing of the primary economic environment
than local currency considerations.
Like many other companies, we have not completed our evaluation of the functional currency
indicators. We expect to adopt FAS No. 52 effective January 1, 1983.

'
'

Du Pont Is Looking at Indicators
'

Du Pont is looking at each of the indicators set
forth by the Board for purposes of determining
each foreign entity's functional currency. To enMANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /JULY 1982
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Financial Accounting Standards Board, Statement of Financial Accounting Con.
s No. 1, "Objectives of Financial Reporting by Business Enterprises," Stamford. Conn. 1978.
Ibid.
Financial Accounting Standards Board, Statement of Financial Accounting Concepts No. 2, "Qualitative Characteristics of Accounting Information," Stamford,
Conn. 1980.
See Financial Accounting Standards Board, Statement of Financial Accounting
Standards No. 52, "Foreign Currency Translation," Stamford, Conn., 1981,
paragraph 20, for special situations where transaction gains and losses on such
accounts may be excluded from determination of net income.
Ibid' page 25.
Price Waterhouse, "Foreign Currency Translation— Understanding and Applying FAS 52," New York. N.Y., 1981, page 14.
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Applying Management Accounting
Concepts to the
Health Care Industry
Health care institutions should look for managerial techniques
that are well developed in industry in order
to maintain profitability while containing costs

The health care industry is in a precarious situation. In the last five years, government regulation
and rising costs have combined to create a negative effect on the bott om line of a number of
health care organizations, not to mention those
that actually ceased operations. A recent survey of
hospitals in New York, for instance, revealed that
about 77% of New York's voluntary and public
hospitals experienced operating losses in 1978,
and from 1977 to 1979, about 12% of these hospitals were either closed or merged with other hospitals in that state.'
For the most part, the financial problems of the
health care industry are the direct result of deficits
in health care budgets experienced by many states,
which in turn are caused by a number of factors,
three of which are most significant.
First, states' income is declining, and the legislatures in many states are looking for areas to cut
costs. Second, more people are becoming eligible
for Medicare and Medicaid, a situation which results from an aging population of the country.'
Third, cost of health care has been going up. In
Kentucky, for instance, the state's 1965 budget for
Medicaid assistance was $23 million; in 1976, the
actual cost was $156.6 million; and estimates for
0025 - 1690/82/6401- 1337/01.00/0

1981 soared up to $379 million.'
Considering the Medicare and Medicaid account for 30% and 10 %, respectively, of the revenues of hospitals, cost containment legislation creat es t remen d o u s pres s ure o n th e fi nancial
resources of health care institutions. Unfortunately, government regulation of the industry has a
two - pronged effect. One aspect of the regulation
touches, or even interferes with, the manner by
which patients are to be treated. For instance, patient days eligible for reimbursement under Medicaid in some states have been reduced by legislation. In Kentucky a reduction from 21 to 10 days
has been proposed. The second aspect of government regulation limits the amount of reimbursement to be paid to health care institutions, and often the amount reimbursed does not reflect the
true economic cost of servicing the patients. For
this reason, nonreimbursed costs have to be recovered from private patients who are the usual target of price increases.
When problems of this nature affect every segment of society, a questioning look seems to be
cast in the direction of the accountants for answers to the predicament.' Indeed, the situation
creates a tremendous challenge to the management accountant, not only because the whole
problem falls within his area of expertise, but also
Copyright
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because ideally managerial accounting concepts
can provide relief to the problem. We employ traditional management accounting analytical techniques here to evaluate the various reimbursement
schemes under the Medicare and Medicaid programs, identify the flaws and weaknesses of these
schemes, and suggest the most equitable reimbursement procedure to motivate health care entities to operate efficiently. Finally, we discuss certain measures that the management accountant
should undertake in order to hold health care
costs within reasonable limits and to avoid shiftin g t he b u rd en o f co s t i n creas es t o p ri vat e
patients.
Cost Structure of Health Care Institutions
As in commercial institutions, hospital costs
can be categorized into fixed and variable costs,
with fixed costs accounting for 60 to 85% of total
costs, making a hospital a capital- intensive undertaking. However, unlike a capital - intensive commercial institution, fixed costs in a hospital are
primarily composed of labor costs, a characteristic
of a labor - intensive entity. In addition, a hospital
has a built -in idle capacity of about 15% of total
capacity, representing standby lifesaving services
for emergency situations.
Ordinarily, a capital- intensive entity has a natural cushion against short-term demand for liquid
assets, simply because fixed costs are primarily
noncash items such as depreciation and other similar costs. Additionally, a capital- intensive entity
realizes more profit at higher volumes because beyond the break -even volume, fixed costs are covered and contribution to profit increases. Unfortunately, a hospital does not enjoy these advantages.
As mentioned above, a substantial portion of its
fixed cost consists of labor costs that require substantial periodic cash outlays, thereby exerting
continuing pressure on the liquid assets of hospitals at any volu me o f op erat ion. As a co nsequence, hospitals must operate at high volume to
avoid insolvency. While operating at high volume
is attainable, actual revenues are affected by two
factors. First, because of standby facilities for
emergency situations mentioned earlier, hospitals
are considered to be at full capacity at about 85%
of total capacity. Second, not all costs incurred in
treating patients and in maintaining hospital facilities are reimbursable under Medicare and Medicaid programs. Therefore, this shortfall in revenues
has to be recovered from private patients (patients
not covered by government - sponsored programs)
in order that hospitals can stay in business. Unfortunately, high billing rates to private patients do
not always result in increased revenues. In the recent downturn of the economy, the increased rates
charged to private patients have aggravated hospital losses arising from uncollectible accounts.
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Cost Reimbursement Schemes
As noted, a significant aspect of the problems
encountered by the health care industry is that the
reimbursement schemes being used by Medicare,
Medicaid and similar programs do not cover the
economic cost of servicing covered patients (normally referred to as third party patients), reward
operating inefficiencies of health care institutions
and force such institutions to discriminate against
patients not covered by these programs (private
patients).
Basically, the pricing scheme of the health care
industry is cost plus a fair return on cost or investment. Considering that certain costs are not reimbursable under these major medical programs,
cost and revenue of health care institutions may
be divided into several components. On the cost
side, such costs are divided into allowable fixed
and variable costs, i.e., allowable from the standpoint of Medicare or Medicaid, and nonallowable
variab le and fi xed co st s which are normal ly
passed on to private patients. The revenue components are composed of return on allowable fixed
and variable costs and return on nonallowable
fixed and variable costs (see Figure 1).
Generally, several reimbursement plans are being used in federal and st ate pro grams in the
country today, each of them a combination of four
basic reimbursement schemes: (1) full actual cost,
(2) lower of full actual cost or ceiling, (3) standard
facility rates, and (4) universal rate. For purposes
of discussing and evaluating these reimbursement
schemes, only fixed costs will be addressed. The
following case will be used for this purpose:
A hospital has an efficient capacity of 100
beds, or 80% of available capacity of 125
beds. The allowable fixed cost of maintaining the facilities is $5,000 per day. The average utilization during the first year was 80
beds (or 20% below efficient capacity) and
during the second year 120 beds (20% above
efficient capacity). For simplicity it is assumed that half of the patients are private,
half are third party patients, and that a return on 20% on cost is desired.
FULL ACTUAL COST
Under this reimbursement method, both third
party and private patients would be charged a uniform rate representing allowable variable and
fixed costs, plus a desired return on investment. In
the case cited above, both private and third party
patients will be charged $75 per day, representing
fixed costs of $62.50 ($5,000 =80), plus a return
of 20% or $12.50 on such fixed cost. In the following year when capacity increased to 120 beds,
the total charges per day were reduced from $75
to $5 0, co n s i st i n g of $4 1. 67 fixed co st
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /JULY 1982
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Figure 1
Cost and Revenue Components of Health Care Institutions

Private
patient

Third party
patient

-

Return on nonallowable costs
Nonallowable variable and
fixed costs
Return on allowable variable
costs

-

($5,000 =120 beds) and $8.33 return on such fixed
cost. At this point, three important aspects of this
reimbursement scheme must be noted. First, the
drop in billing rates from $75 to $50 during the
second year suggests that both classes of patients
benefit from the operating efficiency of the health
care institution. In practice, however, the reduction in rates may accrue only to third party patients (by virtue of government regulation) because health care institutions attempt to recover
from private patients costs which are not recoverable from the former patients. Second, the hospital is assured of recovering its allowable fixed cost
plus profit at any level of operating capacity.
Third, because of the cost -plus nature of the overall reimbursement approach, the total revenue of
the hospital is not affected by any level of operating capacity.
From the patient's standpoint, the reimbursement scheme is deceptive because it brings false
hope that at higher levels of capacity and at a certain level of operating efficiency, lower hospital
bills will result. This, of course, would never happen for a number of reasons, most of which relate
to the negative effects on motivation of the health
care industry to operate efficiently. First, from a
business management standpoint, a fluctuating
price structure resulting from such considerations
as volume, capacity utilization, and degree of efficiency would create more problems in the long run, particularly with respect to the credibility
and public confidence in the particular hospital
and in the health care industry as a whole. Second, because of the probl em jus t ment ioned,
health care institutions would be encouraged to
operate at some level of capacity (not necessarily
efficient capacity), or even at lower levels, just to
avoid fluctuations in billing rates. Third, the reimbursement scheme has significant effects on the
motivation of health care institutions to operate
efficiently. One effect relates to the point mentioned earlier that the full actual costs reimbursement approach assures the health care institution
recovery of its allowable fixed costs plus profit at
any level of capacity. Therefore, operating at low
capacity would be an attractive alternative to
avoid strain and pressure on personnel and facilities. Another effect is that the reimbursement
scheme penalizes efficiency. Ordinarily the motivation to operate efficiently is to hold cost at low
levels and to realize higher profits. This cannot
happen under the full actual cost reimbursement
scheme because, as shown above, the benefits of
efficiency would be passed on to the patients in
terms of lower billing rates.
The efficient capacity of a health care institution plays a significant role in the reimbursement
schemes for both the health care institution and
the government. Under the full actual cost meth-

Allowable variable costs

Return on allowable fixed
costs

Allowable fixed costs

od, efficient capacity serves as a benchmark for
setting billing rates for both private and third party patients. From the standpoint of the government, efficient capacity serves as a check on the
operating efficiency of the health care institution
as well as forces its management to plan, improve,
and review its operation on a continuous basis.
This helps keep cost at a reasonable level, particularly to government - sponsored patients. From the
point of view of the health care organization, efficient capacity provides a basis or reference point
for setting billing rates to private patients. Becau se t he go vern men t, as a mat ter of po li cy
(known as "the lower of cost or charges "), does
not reimburse an y amo unt ab ove t he ch arges
billed to private patients, the health care institution sets rates to such patients at higher levels in
order to build a cushion in the event that actual
operating capacity is drastically lower than efficient capacity.' If such an event occurs, the health
care institution may not be able to recover its
costs, much less profits, from third party patients.
For example, in the case above, if billings to pri39

No existing law
prohibits price
discrimina tion
in the health
care industry.

vate patients are based on efficient capacity (billable at $60) and actual utilization drops to 80 beds
as assumed in the case (desired billing at this capacity is $75), the health care organization can reco ver fro m t h ird p art y p at ien ts on $6 0 , the
amount charged to private patients. Therefore, as
a practical matter, the health care institution must
set its billing rate to private patients at higher levels to avoid such problems in downturn situations.
The role played by efficient capacity as described above provides both the government and
the health care institution with a tool to protect
their respective interests. The health care institution can recover its costs plus profit, and the government can protect its cash flow by maintaining
constant pressure on the health care organization
to hold medical costs to third party patients at
lower levels. The question that must be asked is:
Who protects private patients? Unfortunately, private patients are not protected by any rule or law
and are made to pay a higher fee for the same type
of service, a simple case of price discrimination.
This type of price discrimination is, however, not
covered under existing antitrust laws.
LOWER OF FULL ACTUAL COST OR CEILING

Under this scheme, full actual cost plus a return
on investment are reimbursed provided that such
costs do not exceed a ceiling established by the appropriate government agency. While the ceiling
could take several forms, the most common is the
cost attributed to efficient capacity established
and agreed upon previously. In the case used here,
the efficient capacity was established at 100 beds,
wit h an all owabl e fix ed co st per bed o f $50
($5,000-- 100) plus profits.
As assumed in the case, the hospital operated at
20% below capacity or 80 beds on a daily basis
during the first year. At this level, fixed cost
amounted to $62.50 per bed. However, due to the
ceiling requirement ($50 per bed), only $50 of the
$62.50 could be charged to third party patients
(plus 20% profit of $10 or a total reimbursement
of $60). During the second year when the hospital
operated at 20% above efficient capacity, the allowable fixed cost per bed decreased to $41.67
($5,000 =120 beds). Based on the lower of full actual cost or ceiling, the hospital can bill $41.67
plus profits of $8.22 or a total of $50.
Basically, this scheme represents a "heads they
win, tails you lose" situation because inefficiency
is punished and higher than efficient performance
is not rewarded. Therefore, if the health care institution wants to recover all costs and earn a certain
amount of profit when operating capacity is below
efficient capacity, it has to practice price discrimination against private patients. In the example
above, during the first year, the hospital has to bill
private patients for $90, consisting of allocated
40

fixed cost of $62.50, unabsorbed allocated cost to
third party patients of $12.50 (allocated cost of
$62.50 less billable ceiling cost of $50), and a 20%
return of $15. During the second year when operating capacity was 20% above efficient capacity,
billings to private patients were the same as those
charged to thi rd party p ati ent s. The amo unt
billed, $50, represents fixed allowable cost of
$41.67 and a 20% return of $8.33.
The lower billing rate in the second year evens
up the higher cost charged to private patients during the first year. In effect, the private patients
share the benefits of efficient operation realized by
the hospital. However, as pointed out earlier, a
wide swing in the billing rates is not attractive
from a management's point of view. In addition,
this billing approach does not allow for extra profits to provide for expansion, improvements in facilities, acquisition of modern equipment, etc., not
to mention a cushion for certain contingencies
such as bad debts, calamities and other similar
losses.
STANDARD RATE

This reimbursement scheme pays the health
care institutions a standard rate per bed which is
generally computed based on the efficient capacity
of that health care unit. In the example above,
with the efficient capacity established at 100 beds,
the standard rate based on the assumed $5,000
fixed cost is $50. On this basis, the billing rate
would be $60 composed of $50 to cover for fixed
cost and $10 representing a 20% return on such
fixed cost. Assuming that the same rate would be
charged to both private and third party patients,
the total revenue during the first year at an average occupancy of 80 beds per day (or 20% below
capacity) would be $4,800, consisting of $4,000 recovery of fixed cost and a 20% return of $800.
During the second year when the health care unit
was assumed to have operated at 20% above efficient capacity, the billing rate would still be $60,
with a total revenue of $7,200. The latter amount
represents an "assigned cost" of $6,000, $1,000
above the fixed cost of $5,000 due to higher -thanefficient operation, and a return on assigned cost
of $1,200.
The additional return is indeed an inducement
to operate at higher capacity levels. Health care
administrators should guard against over capacity
resulting from taking unnecessary risk of using facilities reserved for emergencies in order to take
advantage of a favorable reimbursement rate. In
the long -run over capacity may result in strain on
personnel and facilities thereby affecting the quality of services. From a billing standpoint, the
health care institution may decide to charge both
private and third party patients the same rates. In
practice, however, it is highly probable that a maMANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /JULY 1982

jority of health care organizations may continue
to charge higher rates (billings higher than anticipated reimbursement rates) in order to build a
cushion in case of a downturn in occupancy levels— again, a case of price discrimination. Nevertheless, the strength of the standard rate approach
to reimbursement is that the health care institution is penalized for inefficiency while being rewarded for efficient operation.
UNIVERSAL RATE
Under this reimbursement scheme, the health
care institution is reimbursed at a fixed uniform
rate regardless of the cost to service the patients.
For inst ance, th e reimbu rsement for nurs ing
homes may be fixed at $32 per day without regard
to the actual cost of servicing the patients. The
main problem encountered relative to this reimbursement approach is that the universal rate does
not take into account cost differentials resulting
from specific cost structures by geographical areas. It is apparent that there would be differences
in the cost structures of institutions operating in
big cities and small towns. As in the reimbursement schemes discussed above, this approach may
lead to price discrimin ation in ord er that the
health care institution can recover its cost plus a
reasonable return on such cost.
Although the four reimbursement approaches
used in the health care industry each have their
nuances, we feel that the standard rate is more equitable compared with the other approaches.
Nonallowable Fixed and Variable Cost
This cost represents the cost of certain facilities
or functions not directly involved in treating the
patient, but necessary in the overall functioning of
the health care institution. For example, the government agency refuses to reimburse a hospital for
those costs representing the maternity ward because the cost of maintaining the maternity service is not essential to treating the illness of an
aged patient. Another example is the gift shop
which the government argues has nothing to do
with servicing patients covered by the health care
program.
Evidently in order that the health care institution can justify its existence economically, these
nonallowable fixed and variable costs must be recovered plus a certain amount of profit. Since
these costs cannot be recovered from third party
patients, the health care institution has to resort
to price discrimination by charging private patients higher rates than those billed to government
sponsored patients.
Implications of Reimbursement Schemes
The intention of the government in promulgating rules to monitor health care costs charged to
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /JULY 1982

government sponsored patients is to pay its fair
share of the cost of servicing such patients. Unfortunately, such a noble objective is not attained because the absolute dollars which the government
is willing to pay based on the reimbursement
schemes discussed above are not, in most cases,
enough to cover the actual cost of treating the patients. As a consequence, health care institutions
have to resort to a pricing strategy which .results
in charging one segment of the consuming public,
private patients, higher rates than those charged
to third party patients. Such a pricing strategy
puts private patients at a tremendous disadvantage because, while third party patients are protected by law, no existing law, including the Rob inson-Patman Act, prohibits price discrimination
in the health care industry.
Government control over the rates that a health
care institution can collect for servicing third party patients has certain undesirable consequences.
To the extent that health care institutions can
practice price discrimination in order to recover
from private patients certain costs which are not
recoverable from third party patients under the
various reimbursement schemes, the former patients are, in effect, subsidizing the latter. Moreover, the government rationale regarding its refusal to reimburse the health care institution for
certain costs, particularly those attributed to the
operation of such support services as the gift shop,
the canteen, or the maternity ward, is a zero -sum
approach to solving a complex problem. As discussed earlier,, what the government saves by disallowing certain costs billed to third party patients, private patients lose in terms of higher
medical charges.
The disallowance of these costs raises certain
fundamental questions which involve technical,
managerial, and social dilemmas. From a technical standpoint, the government's cost categorization appears to be an oversimplification of a cost
problem in a complex cost environment. Isolating
the cost of providing medical care to one class of
patients babies the minds of trained accountants,
not because the profession lacks the techniques to
handle the problem, but because the daily operation of a health care institution affects the behavior of costs in different ways. The question about
nonallowable costs for operating a gift shop or a
maternity ward is rather basic, a denial of the advantages of a package approach (economies of
scale) to providing a service which is usually
cheaper from both a short and long -run standpoint. While a 60 -year old medicare patient will
not use a maternity ward, it is highly probable
that rates charged to third party patients are manageable because of cost absorption by the maternity ward. Likewise, it follows that there might be
costs —joint costs —which must be shared by all
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One
reimbursement
scheme not
only raises false
hopes that
lower hospital
bills will result
but also
penalizes
efficiency.

users of the health care institution in order that a
maternity ward can be maintained in such an
institution.
From a management standpoint, the impact of
the reimbursement schemes on allowable costs
may influence certain decisions about the types of
services that a health care institution may offer. In
many parts of the country where the impact of
nonallowable costs is compelling, health care institutions may decide to close down certain aspects of their operation in order to stay viable.
Undoubtedly, this will open up a Pandora's box
for the health care industry and for society at
large. Perhaps a more fundamental and disturbing
question that may be raised regarding the government's view about these nonallowable costs is how
far the government can specify, directly or indirectly, the operating norms of health care institutions without resorting to a de facto control of the
industry. For instance, the law argues that the
cost of operating a gift shop or a canteen is not a
medical cost and that there are alternatives for
someone who needs the services of a gift shop or a
canteen. While the argument has some merit, it
would be foolhardy to dismiss the more important
function that these sup port services perform.
What is the value of the service performed by the
gift shop which, on the spur of the moment, was
asked to deliver some flowers to a dying patient or
to deliver a teddy bear to a seriously ill child?
How much is the worth of a canteen that keeps
doctors, nurses, and other support staff from going somewhere else for lunch thereby enabling
them to answer emergency calls?
The Challenge for the Management Accountant
The nature of the present crisis in the health
care industry is such that no other professionals
can do more to alleviate the problem than the
management accountant. The crisis is not a function of dwindling demand for the service; rather it
is the result of three factors: (1) the inflationary
pressures on the economy; (2) partial government
regulation on the industry through the use of defective reimbursement schemes to protect a segment of society (third party or program covered
patients) while exposing all other sectors to discriminatory pricing practices in order to recover
costs plus reasonable profits; and (3) high operating costs due to inefficient operation of the industry. While the management accountant cannot do
much about the first problem, we believe that he
can provide a significant contribution in solving
the remaining two problems. Basically, the challenge to the management accountant is divided
into three levels, two of which depend upon the
resolution of the first level. The first level (the one
that must be resolved ahead of the rest) is to introduce sophisticated management accounting tech-
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niques to control cost and to improve operating
efficiency. Success in this area will enable the
management accountant to tackle effectively the
next two levels of challenges. The second level of
challenge is to help the appropriate government
agency in the development of realistic standards
of efficiency as well as in the selection of the most
effective and equitable reimbursement scheme.
The third level is to come up with a reasonable
and equitable pricing strategy in order to hold to a
minimum charges and rate increases to private
patients.
CONTROLLING COSTS
Critics of the health care industry agree that
management accounting techniques have not kept
pace with the demand for stringent cost control
and effective financial management to hold the
rise of health care cost to a minimum. Our discussion of the industry's problems suggests that a majority of health care institutions do not have a
clear understanding of the nature of their costs
and their impact on profits.
Under the threat of government regulation,
health care institutions have to look for managerial techniques that are well developed in industry
in order to maintain their profitability while containing costs. The initial thrust of these techniques
should be to understand the cost structure of
health care institutions as well as to understand its
cost behavior patterns. The next step is to draw an
accurate distinction of all costs, particularly the
fixed and variable portions. Frequently mentioned
techniques needed by the health care industry are
cost accounting, input and output measurement of
services being offered, planning and control techniques, budgeting, performance monitoring systems, financial planning, cash management, and
so on. The application of these managerial techniques will result in various advantages. First, a
clear understanding of the structure and the behavior patterns of costs in a particular health care
institution would improve tremendously the planning process. Second, management would be able
to justify accurately and convincingly proposals
for rate increases. Third, management would have
accurate data to forecast cash requirements and to
avoid critical cash shortages resulting from decline in volume. Finally, management would have
adequate data to evaluate the performance of each
department and to institute controls and corrective measures before problems get out of control.
DEVELOPING STANDARDS
How efficient capacity standards are developed
and what expense items are allowable under the
reimbursement schemes are of great interest to the
man agement acco unt an t. For inst ance, Ohio
Medi cai d s pecifies t he max imum salary t hat
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health care institutions can pay administrative
staff, including accountants, which is significantly
lower than salaries paid elsewhere for comparable
qualification and experience. This restriction is
definitely counterproductive in the long run and is
perhaps the primary reason for the inefficiencies
in the operation of health care institutions. Another interesting point is the behavioral impact of the
reimbursement sch emes on t he motivation of
health care administrators to improve their operation. As pointed out earlier, some of these reimbursement approaches, while tending to penalize
inefficiency, do not reward efficient operation.
For this reason, it would be surprising if administrators would be motivated to strive for efficiency
in their operation.
The situations cited above suggest that decisions made affecting the health care industry are
made based on incomplete information. Undoubtedly, the expertise of the management accountant
can bring a new dimension to the decision - making
process of this troubled industry.
FORMULATING A PRICING STRATEGY

The management accountant has a dual responsibility to make the institution viable and to minimize the cost of health services to a large segment
of society —the private patients —who are absorbing the effects of discriminatory pricing practiced
by the health care industry. He must k eep in
mind, however, that any pricing scheme that attempts to maximize the impact of price discrimination may also be harmful to the industry and to
the country as a whole. For instance, a what -themarket- could -bear pricing strategy (practiced by
some health care institutions) would be killing the
goose that lays the golden egg, as the saying goes.

Such a strategy would push medical costs even
higher, creating a furor among consumers. Two
short-run consequences are predictable: threat of
government regulation, and intensified losses from
unso1lestible accounts which at present are becoming critical. In the long run, sustained operating losses may res ult in b ankruptcy by many
health care institutions. Considering that the
health of the country is at stake, the government
may intervene in full force, leaving the health care
industry a regulated segment of the economy.
In the past, the health care industry answered
its critics by spending a great deal of its resources
on public relations. The strategy has worked temporarily, giving the industry adequate time to examine its operations and to institute remedial
measures; however, we feel that the problems are
fast reaching a critical stage and need immediate
action for two reasons. First, price discrimination
against a significant segment of the consuming
public cannot continue indefinitely without undesirable consequences. Second, failure to resolve
this discrimination may force the government to
take control of the activities of the health care
industry.

Private patients
are the usual
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'Ron Ruppel and George Mayo: "Computerized Financial Modeling: A Way to
Control Hospital Costs;' PW Jr Co. Review, 19M No. 2.
'The Conference Board's report, American Aging Popularion: Issues Facing Business
and Society, states that in the next 50 years, the 60 plus segment of the population
will grow at least four times as fast as the under 60 segment. In 1979, of the 220.5
million population of the U.S., 39.3 million were 60 years old and over.
"'Kentucky Not Only State Facing Medicaid Money Problems," Lexington Herald,
January 15, 1981.
'A similar situation arose relative to the questionable payments issue experienced in
recent years. Various segments of society seem to be asking: "Where were the ac.
countants?" "What were they doing ?" See Manuel A. Tipgoa, "Questionable Pay ments: The Real Problems Facing the Auditor," The Ohio CPA Journal, Autumn
1980, p. 171.
'Initially both classes of patients are billed at the private patient billing rate. However, the anticipated amount of reimbursement is based on the cost of services, M
suiting in a "contractual allowance' for the difference. The effect of this contractual
allowance, then, is a dual rate system because private patients pay the billed rate
and third party reimbursers pay the billed rate less the contractual allowance.

Louis Vlasho, President, 1982 -83
x -4 1 8
ment accountant. He gets involved in all phases of
the company. He understands what makes the
company successful, and he plays a key role in developing the architecture on how an organization
should function and use information in order to be
successful.
"The computer's here to stay ... it's in our homes ... it's in all of our lives. It is a tremendous
business tool, and people who capitalize on the
potential of that tool will be the most successful
people career -wise and will work with the most
successful and profitable companies."
President Vlasho appreciated the value of his financial and accounting background when Hobart
became the target of an unfriendly takeover attempt by a major Canadian conglomerate. ResolvMANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /JULY 1982

ing to reject this unwanted partner, Hobart sought
out a more compatib le merger cand idate and
asked recently formed Dart & Kraft, Inc., to consider it as a merger possibility.
Subsequently, a merger was completed in April
1981. The experience was an extremely educational one, Lou says, a little bit ruefully, but he points
out that it was an opportunity he had because he
was the controller. "While all of the major elements of a company are involved to some extent
during a merger analysis, it's the financial area
where it all comes together. Financial data is the
common language; that's how you communicate
with people ... that's what reduces all companies
to a common base."
11-100, 48
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Hospital Planning
for Cost - Effectiveness
This model projects changes in the mix of
patients, services, and costs
to determine their impact.

By Susan A. Larracey
General Hospital, which opened in 1899 as a 12bed cottage hospital, has been growing according
to a master plan of orderly expansion, so that by
1976 it had its present complement of 259 beds. A
not - for -profit acute care general community hospital located in Massachusetts, it also provides the
services necessary to support the bed complement
and the demand for those emergency room and
outpatient services deemed vital to the community
and cost effective for the hospital.
As documented in the constitution and by -laws
of General Hospital (Article 1, Section 6):
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The Hospital's primary objective is to attain an
hospital operation which will provide the highest reasonable quality of patient care; to promote
education in medical and allied fields; and to
participate in those fields of medical research and education which are within the
scope and
of a community
hospital.
Why a Financial Planning Model?
In January 1980, General Hospital acquired a
Big 8 public accounting firm's hospital financial
planning model ( HOFPLAN) to project operations and finances, immediate and long term, the
projections to be made on the basis of the hospi0025 - 1690/82/6401 - 1373/$01.00/0

tal's current and historical operations and finances. The system also was acquired to project .
the operations and finances, immediate and long
term, on the basis of various "what if' conditions.
Testing "what ifs" will help General Hospital to
determine the impact of various complex possibilities that may arise in the health care industry and
the impact of providing various future services.
Although computer models for planning and
forecasting have been in existence for some time,
the recognition and use of such systems are relatively new to the health care industry. The current
growth in interest in computer modeling by health
care institutions— specifically, General Hospital —
is attributed to three developments:
• The ever - growing complexity of hospital financial planning, particularly as related to both the
size and scope of a growing institution like General Hospital,
• The growth in reimbursement and regulatory
requirements,
• The rapidly growing availability of packaged
co mp u t er p ro grams fo r h o sp i t al financial
forecasting.'
What is HOFPLAN?
HOFPLAN simulates changes in hospital operations resulting from changes in occupancy rates,
lengths of stay, service mixes, and service rates associated with different patient types. The conseCopyright
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quences of the simulations are reflected in reports
of costs and revenues by patient type, related operating statistical reports, and formal financial
statements.
HOFPLAN uses a modular structure to perform its calculations. The system is divided into
two major subsystems, the operations module and
the financial module. Each module requires a specific set of user - defined data files. Together, the
two modules provide the capability for simulating
the complex operating activities and financial
characteristics of a hospital —in this case, General
Hospital. Figure 1 provides a visual representation of the interaction between the two modules
and the overall flow of information to produce the
simulated operating and financial reports.
OPERATIONS MODULE
The operations module employs three central
concepts, those of patient type, cost center, and
financial class. Patient types are defined as inpatient patient types and ambulatory care patient
types. Associated with the patient type concept
are the related number of admissions or visits and
the specific treatment profile. The treatment profile is described by the number of units of service

provided per patient -day or per visit by each cost
center.
Cost centers consist of nonrevenue and revenue
centers. Direct costs in a cost center are a function
of the variable cost per unit of service and the related fixed costs per period. Direct costs are accumulated for all cost centers. A function of HOFPLAN is to allocate the direct costs in nonrevenue
cost centers to all other cost centers, based on specific adjustments or statistical information in the
"stepdown," which is the basis for computing our
reimbursement from Blue Cross and Medicare.
Ultimately, total costs are accumulated by patient
type and financial class.
Financial classes include self -pay, commercial
insurers, contractual third parties (Medicare and
Blue Cross), and charity care. Gross revenues are
a function of charges per unit of service and /or
ch arge rat es per p ati en t d ay or vi s it . Gro ss
charges for each patient type are distributed over
financial classes. The reimbursement of revenues
is computed in HOFPLAN and is a function of
either costs, charges, or per -diem limitations.
The results generated in the operations module
are summarized in a series of five reports that display the periodic units of service, gross charges,
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Financial Module
Financial analysis
Receives analysis
costs and revenues
from operations
module
Simulates financial
results
Highly flexible
results
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Operating reports
Fully allocated costs
and charges by
Type of patient
Financial class
•Direct costs and charges
by cost center
Cost allocations
Reimbursement by
financial class
•

•

•

Operating assumptions
Patient type
Rates of admissions
Length of stay
Treatment profile
Cost centers (departments)
Unit of service
Variable cost rates
Fixed costs at levels
of service
Charges to patients
for services
Financial class
Stepdown parameters
Adjustments and
eliminations
Statistical bases
• Other factors
Growth rates
Intensity factors
Seasonality patterns

system output

Module
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accumulated costs, cost adjustments, and allowances. These reports do not include a balance
sheet or a comprehensive statement of revenues
and expenses. Those are calculated separately by
the financial module.
FINANCIAL MODULE

If medical
patients
become
emergency
patients, our
total variable
cost would
decrease
significantly.

The financial module receives operational data
from the operations module and applies the data
values to the appropriate accounting transactions.
For example, if the operations module calculates
in- patient revenue for a period at $200,000, the financial module debits in- patient accounts receivable and credits gross in- patient revenues for
$200,000.
As we said, operational data are transferred to
the financial module; however, additional financial considerations must be incorporated into the
system for full financial implementation. Included
are such items as the basis for the provision for
doubtful accounts, transfers between restricted
and unrestricted fund balances, the purchase of
inventories, and the servicing of debt.
HOFPLAN at General Hospital
Before the hospital decided whether or not to
acquire the shared system, justification by top -level management was supplied to administration.
Discussions for the use of a financial planning
model resulted in these specific objectives:
• To evaluate the impact of changing admission
levels or treatment profiles for various types of
patients on hospital operations and finances,
• To project the impact of opening a new service
or closing an existing one on hospital operations
and finances,
• To project future revenues, expenses, and income on the basis of current trends, and
• To estimate the effects of overall price changes
(inflation) on hospital finances.
Once the objectives were approved, steps to
achieve them were defined:
• To acquire HOFPLAN at General Hospital;
• To designate an overall coordinator to implement the system as a working management information tool.
The responsibility for determining and defining
the level of detail the system would reflect for our
intent was given to me to handle as internal auditor and special projects coordinator of the hospital. After determining the level of detail required
to realize the stated objectives, we began data collection for entry into HOFPLAN. We analyzed
all available data sources maintained and retained
by the hospital to establish a workable base for
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projections. Data sources pertained to historical,
current, and expected activity relative to operations and finances.
Completing the operations module was the first
step for system data entry because the financial
transactions resulting from operations flow to the
financial module.
The three concepts previously identified —patient type, cost center, and financial class— constituted the data that had to be accumulated for system input. We also had to become familiar with
the internal flow of the information entered into
the system.
PATIENT TYPE

The model distinguishes between in- patients
and ambulatory care patients and further distinguishes them by patient type, which was defined
in the system according to the patient types we
treat at General Hospital. We identified 11 in -patient patient types and three ambulatory, or emergency, patient types. After the patient types were
differentiated, we were able to design the model so
as to reflect the unique mix of services provided to
the average patient of each type. Also, the average
mix of third -party financial coverage per patient
type could be identified to reflect the mix experienced at General Hospital.
For each patient type, we defined a base -year
activity level. This level fluctuates as increases or
decreases occur during projections or "what if"
analyses. The activity level results from input of
base - period admission rates or visits and base -period average length of stay to obtain a system calculation of base - period patient -days.
The services each patient type receives, such as
laboratory tests, meals, X rays, and physical therapy treatments, are described by an average treatment profile. This information is used to project
the services provided by each cost center to each
patient type. Services are measured in units per
patient -day, per admission, or per visit, depending
on the specifications used. For medical patients,
most services are measured in units per admission;
for emergency patients, the majority of services
are measured by visits.
COST CENTERS

Costs and charges are accumulated in cost centers or departments. The units of service are multiplied by average variable costs per unit of service
to calculate accumulated variable costs. Fixed
costs are added to accumulated variable costs in
order to calculate total direct costs for each cost
center in each period.'
The cost centers for depreciation and interest
expense do not have a unit measure for variable
costs or charges for service. Such expenses, however, are treated as cost centers to provide a mechMANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /JULY 1982

anism for including them in the reimbursement
computation (allocation of nonrevenue department costs over revenue department costs), which
enables the hospital to receive the revenue generated in treating patients covered by Medicare and
Blue Cross. As with patient types, cost centers are
defined in the model to permit the detail of our
hospital records.
Costs that do not change with activity are referred to as fixed costs. For example, the anesthesiologist's salary is incurred whether he or she
anesthetizes one patient or 10 patients. Costs that
vary with activity are called variable costs. For example, the cost of the food used to feed the patients will vary with the volume of patients.
A cost center can consist simply of fixed costs.
For example, the depreciation cost center consists
only of the amount of the depreciation expense.
This does not mean that the depreciation expense
will be the same each year; only that it is not directly proportional to hospital activity. Cost centers can have both variable and fixed -cost component s. In t he diet ary dep art ment , t he s ervice
contract is fixed, while the cost of the food is
variable.
Fixed costs do not vary with relatively small
changes in patient activity. However, they may
vary over large changes in activity. In such situations, the fixed costs change incrementally. General Hospital may be able to service up to 10 operations per day with one anesthesiologist; however,
once volume exceeds 10 operations per day, a second anesthesiologist may be required. For 10 or
fewer operations per day, the hospital has one level of fixed cost; above 10 operations per day, it has
a higher level of fixed cost. The 10- operations -perday level is referred to as the break point for the
anesthesiology department. The fixed costs used
in the reports HOFPLAN generates are the median fixed costs.
As previously noted, charges (revenue) are also
accumulated by cost center. The units of service
are multiplied by average charge per unit of service to calculate total gross revenue per patient
type.
HOFPLAN provides the average charge data
that will accumulate for the medical and emergency patient type activity previously cited. The accumulations are based upon the unit statistics gathered earlier. The system also will summarize the
cost and charges for reimbursement purposes that
will be needed for the Medicare and Blue Cross
financial classes.

Medicare, Medicaid, Workers' Compensation,
commercial insurance, Champus, and self -pay.
With the ability of the hospital to differentiate patient type and financial class per patient type, answers to questions pertaining to shifts in financial
class and the effects on reimbursement can be
answered.
Shifts in financial class are as important as
shifts in patient mix. If all our medical patients
became emergency patients, our total variable cost
would decrease significantly. In the same way,
shifts in financial class pose a great issue because
Table 1
Financial Class Distribution
Cost-based payers
Blue Cross
Medicare
Medicaid'
Worker's Compensation
Total cost -based payers

Medical

Emergency

21.4%
65.3
2.3
0.5
89.5%

41.2%
8.1
5.1
7.0
61.4%

Charge -based payers
Commercial insurance
Champus
Self -pay
Total charge -based payers
Total

7.6
0.2
2.7

2.2
0.2
36.2

10.5%

38.6%

100.0%

100.0%

'Per -diem limitation based on costs incurred two years prior.

v

„F

of the way the hospital is reimbursed, on either a
cost basis or a charge basis.
Table 1 shows the distribution of percentages
over the financial class for medical and emergency
patient types. Also indicated is the percentage distribution of cost -based payers and charge -based
payers. As Table 1 shows, the percentage of cost based payers exceeds that of charge -based payers
at General Hospital.
HOFPLAN calculates an allocation (stepdown)
that distributes the costs of departments that
don't produce revenue over revenue - producing
departments. This allocation process determines
our reimbursement from the cost -based payers,
which is a high percentage of our total payers.
The allocation procedure is a highly technical and
specialized methodology performed by our reimbursement department. However, the data it prepared were extracted to become the source of the
data entered into HOFPLAN.
Forecasting and "What Ifs"

FINANCIAL CLASS
Each patient treated at General Hospital is assigned to a financial class that represents the
means by which the bill is paid. The financial
classes at General Hospital consist of Blue Cross,
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /JULY 1982

Hospital activity will generally increase or decrease from one period to the next. HOFPLAN is
a financial planning tool that forecasts the increases or decreases for future planning purposes.
Forecasts are based upon historical, current, or
47

Different
growth rates
may be applied
to obtain 'what
if' conditions.

expected activity. To allow HOFPLAN to make
forecasts, we had to determine growth rates for
each type of activity. Projections from the 1978
base data were compared with 1979 actual activity; the growth rates experienced from 1978 to
1979 provided a testing mechanism to verify the
logic within the system combined with the data of
our activities. Growth rates for periods not yet experienced by the hospital were based on five -year
historical trends coupled with expected trends.
Different growth rates may be applied throughout the model to obtain various "what if' conditions. For example, what would the impact on ancillary us e be if t he patien t -days o f medical
patients grew 10 %?
Abstracting financial information did not require the tedious collection techniques employed
for the operational data. The sources of all financial information were audited financial statements
and the audited general ledger.
The financial information, actual growth rates,
forecasted growth rates, and projection logic, coupled with specific operating information from the
module, produce forecasted financial reports.
Using HOFPLAN
The first application of HOFPLAN consisted
of running operational and financial reports for
period 1, the fiscal year ending September 30,
1979. The second application was to provide fore-

tas ted in fo rmatio n for perio ds 2 to 6, going
through the fiscal year ending September 30,
1984. The forecasts, as previously indicated, are
based on historical trends coupled with future
expectations.
Getting Positive Results
Although HOFPLAN provides a powerful tool
for preparing reports showing the consequences of
changes at General Hospital, the quality of the
output will only be as good as the quality of the
input that drives the simulation. It is a concept
that requires full understanding. The success of
the model rests with management and the person
or people responsible for implementation. Commitment, effort, and support are necessary for the
overall usefulness of the system.
Interaction with the model has given us a valuable insight into the interrelationships that affect
the operating and financial results of General
Hospital. This interaction provided clues to where
further development may be needed or justified.
We have gained the ability to provide refined estimates of the effects of hypothetical future events,
and from the resulting analyses, we have gotten a
greater understanding of the interrelationships
that exist between operations and finances.
❑
'Frank L. Poggio, "How to Develop or Buy a Computerized Financial Planning
Model," Horpiral Financial Managemenr Journal. November 1979, p. 12.
'The fixed costs depend on the defined break point, at which a certain level in units
of service volume would prompt the system to use a defined minimum fixed cost or
maximum fixed cost.

Louis Vlasho, President, 1982 -83
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The NAA Feeling
It is uniquely appropriate that Louis Vlasho
was elected President for 1982 -83. As the youngest president, he more approximately reflects the
Association today, which, according to surveys,
has a membership whose average age is younger
than in the past.
He has no illusions that he will be able to make
dramatic changes. "A year seems like a long time
going in, but it's a short time going out," he says
with a smile. "And it will pass quickly. And I will
very quickly become a past president and someone
else will pick up the charge. It really takes a combination of the Executive Committee, the National Board and all the councils, chapters, and members throughout the country and, last but not
least, the staff." It is "we," not "I," that cause the
organization to continue to improve, he insists.
He recalls his years in Dayton Chapter working
with local leaders. (Three Dayton past presidents
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work at Hobart.) He says his experience going
through the chairs allowed him to meet many
people in the area. "It also allowed me at a young
age to continue to get some of that leadership
training I was talking about."
"It's a tremendous opportunity for us," he says,
pointing out that his wife is looking forward to the
year as eagerly as he. He wants to talk about what
he has learned, how he feels about the organization, and the directions he believes it should take.
Every member, he suggests, should take the opportunity to go to an NAA annual conference and
allow the enthusiasm to get into his bloodstream.
"It's❑difficult❑to❑explain❑—the❑spirit❑of❑the❑organization❑—but❑the❑enthusiasm❑of❑thousands❑of❑your
colleagues is very inspiring.
"NAA has been very important to us. It's done
a lot for us and I'm sure we've given as much as
we've gotten out of the Association. If I can just
emulate some of the people who have preceded me
an d d o hal f as go o d as th ey've d o ne, I'l l be
successful."
❑
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Improving Hospital
Accounting and Reporting
It is undesirable a nd unnecessary for regulated
enterprises to have different standards.

By Dahli Gray
Like many organizations, hospitals maintain accounting records that permit reporting according
to rules prescribed by regulatory agencies. In addition to assisting regulatory agencies in reviewing
the periodic financial data submitted by hospitals,
accounting systems must also provide analysis of
financial data filed in rate proceedings. Although
not yet consistent, uniform systems of accounts
have encouraged consistency between rate - making
and accounting. Legislation has often given regulatory agencies jurisdiction over the published financial statements of regulated enterprises. As a
result, hospitals tend to prepare financial reports
in accordance with uniform systems of accounts
established by regulatory agencies other than the
Financial Accounting Standards Board (FASB).
The regulatory agency that prescribes uniform
systems of accounts generally has the authority to
see that the hospitals follow accounting practices
that are consistent with those systems. When
transactions arise that are not contemplated by
the systems of accounts, the agency may issue new
accounting orders to an individual hospital or to
all hospitals under the agency's jurisdiction.
Regulatory agencies commonly state, in their
accounting orders and in uniform systems of accounts, that the prescribed accounting does not
determine the treatment that the matter will re0025- 1690/82/6401- 0390/$01.00/0

ceive in rate proceedings. Generally, the prescribed accounting treatment is consistent with,
and may even determine, the treatment that will
be received in rate proceedings.
The American Hospital Association's (AHA's)
Statement, Financial Requirements of Health Care
Institutions and Services, specifies the financial
needs of hospitals that should be considered in
rate - setting. Although some rate - setting arrangements recognize all or some of the financial requirements identified in the AHA's Statement,
these principles are not universally used in hospital rate - setting. The financial requirements enumerated by the AHA include expenditures for
such current operating needs as salaries, food and
uncompensated services provided by the hospital.
Financial needs related to plant capital include
not only preserving the institution's existing capacity to provide services (giving consideration to
inflation) but also recognizing the need to keep
pace with technological change and to provide for
expansion cons istent with co mmunity needs.
There also must be provision for changes in working capital.
Hospitals are required to submit extensive financial reports to various third parties and governmental agencies. Medicare regulations call for
annual cost reports prepared under specific regulations. Public Law 95 -142 provides for a "System
for Hospital Uniform Reporting" (including a deCopyright = 1982 by the National Association of Accountants
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tailed uniform system of accounts) that is to be
followed by all hospitals in required reporting to
the Department of Health and Human Services
(HHS). This system, as with other systems of reporting to third party payers, prescribes specific
accounting practices that may not be consistent
with those followed in general purpose financial
statements.
Generally Accepted Accounting Principles

No true
economic
differences
exist between
regulated and
nonregulated
enterprises.

The Medicare and Public Law 95 -142 regulations do not prohibit hospitals from following generally accepted accounting principles (GAAP) in
general purpose financial statements, nor are reconciliations to governmental reports required in
such financial statements. It is acknowledged that
prescribed accounting often varies from GAAP.
These variations led the Accounting Principles
Board to issue Accounting Principles for Regulated
Industries, which is an addendum to Accounting
Principles Opinion No. 2. Significant variations
have been addressed, but not totally resolved, in
the addendum such as the treatment of income
tax timing differences, capitalization of an allowance for the cost of equity funds used in construction, and the treatment of capitalized profits resulting from affiliated purchases.
The financial reporting of rate - regulated enterprises generally should conform to the same concepts that apply to financial reporting of business
enterprises in general. Application of the same
concepts serves the need of financial statement users for comparability. Comparability is particularly important because the offering and trading of
securities of regulated enterprises play a large part
in the public and private securities markets.
Rate - making considerations may appropriately
affect the application of GAAP by hospitals. Expenses directly determine revenues. Expenses included in the determination of revenue are based
on regulations issued by the third party payers.
The regulations set forth cost allocation procedures to be followed in determining costs for
Medicare and Medicaid related services. The rate making practices imposed on hospitals create a
situation that is similar to that faced by utilities
which serve customers in more than one regulatory jurisdiction.
Because federal regulation under Medicare and
Medicaid affects only a portion of the enterprise's
total operations (in general, approximately 40%
of revenue), a specific relationship between costs
and revenues is difficult to determine. Timing differences in the recognition of costs for Medicare
financial accounting purposes would relate to only
a portion of the cost involved. Determining the
amount to be accounted for can be complex and
arbitrary.
Rate regulation can be considered to be similar
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to cost -based contracting experienced in many
other industries. The accounting principles related
to cost -based contracting could be followed in accounting for hospital programs. The Hospital Audit Guide, published by the American Institute of
CPAs, sets forth required accounting for timing
differences arising th rough programs such as
Medicare. The practices are based on current
GAAP.
The economic circumstances of hospitals are
not so dissimilar from nonregulated industries
that they merit a different application of GAAP.
Regulated industries commonly are described as
having stable demand, but changes are taking
place in our economic environment that reduce
this stability.
All bu sines s ent erpri ses have pricing const rai nt s , wh eth er regul ated b y an agency o r
through competition and the effect of market conditions. Thos e en terpris es that are regulated
through market conditions must establish price
policies and strategies that reflect those conditions. No true economic difference exists between
regulated and nonregulated enterprises, only a different source of how prices are determined.
In determining whether GAAP should reflect
rate - making (price) considerations, one should
consider the importance of risk to investors. Two
factors in evaluating risk are earnings stability
and, for a regulated enterprise, the philosophy and
practices of the regulatory agency with respect to
rate making, commonly called "regulatory climate." Cost acceleration or deferral in general
purpose financial statements used to reflect the
rate - making process is a form of income smoothing. It hides the impact of the regulatory climate
by making the results of operations appear similar, wh eth er or not recovery of certain costs
through rates is permitted currently or deferred to
future periods. Earnings that, in fact, fluctuate are
made to appear stable.
Users of financial statements also are concerned
about the quality of reported earnings, and the
amount, timing, and uncertainty of cash flows.
Deferrals to reflect rate - making conditions of cash
costs that nonregulated enterprises would charge
to expense tend to make the income statement less
indicative of current cash flows. Accounting that
achieves a smoothing of earnings' trends, not related to cash flow, produces financial statements
that could be viewed as of poor quality or less usefulness for investor decision- making.
FASB statements on research and development
costs, contingencies, and foreign currency transactions, all require recognizing the cost of effects of
economic events when they occur rather than
matching such costs to perceived benefits. In these
cases, it has not been considered sufficient to use
the matchi ng co ncept to suppo rt an earn ings
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /JULY 1982

smoothing approach to income measurement as
found in the general purpose financial statements
of regulated enterprises.
Users are best served in evaluating alternative
investments and for other purposes if financial
statements of various companies and industries
are prepared on the basis of the same application
of GAAP. The FASB's goal should be to eliminate alternative principles and practices for similar transactions and events. It is undesirable and
unnecessary for regulated enterprises to have
what is regarded as different standards.
The ability to postpone cost recovery for rate making purposes without adversely affecting reported earnings can provide a politically attractive
method for regulators to establish rates at artificially low levels on a short -term basis and mask
the adverse impact (reduced cash flow and increased risk) on the enterprise and its investors
and creditors.

without this function. Unfortunately, few hospitals have internal auditing functions. Internal audit activities can help:

With government involvement in hospital
reimbursement that came about with the introduction of the Medicare and Medicaid
programs in 1966 and of other federal legislation later, hospitals have been required to
provide accounting information for other
than internal management purposes. These
external requirements for hospital accounting i nformation have co me fro m ot h er
sources as well: rate review and approval
agencies, Blue Cross Plans, and consumer
groups. Accountability and full disclosure
appear to be the key words in describing
current hospital accounting practices.'

Although cost savings are possible with the use
of modem internal auditing for locating inefficiencies and inadequate or improper management in
many industries, auditing by itself has been found
to be inefficient and unable to control costs. There
is no single method of cost control that can be effective alone. A combination of approaches is required. In the accounting area, along with audit
techniques there is a need to develop budgetary
techniques.

The use of hospital accounting information for
rate - setting or otherwise determining the amounts
of money that hospitals will be paid for services
they render is becoming more widespread. Payment decisions invariably make use of accounting
information. However, accounting costs should
not be the sole basis for such decisions. For purposes of determining payment for service, consideration must also be given to the economic costs
of producing services.
Internal Auditing
Rising costs, rapidly changing medical technology, and a growing burden of external regulations
have impelled hospital operations to respond to
these problems. The new complexities demand
that managers and boards of trustees be armed
with the most efficient and effective techniques of
hospital management. One of these techniques is
the internal audit function.
The effective use of an internal audit function
enables managers to monitor and control hospital
operations more closely than would be possible
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /JULY 1982

1. Detect duplicate payments to venders;
2. Detect the continued payment of medical insurance premiums for terminated employees;
3. Identify existence of and waste caused by inefficient filing systems;
4. Discover FICA overpayments;
S. Identify poorly documented and inefficient preventive maintenance schedules;
6. Detect program errors in computerized payroll
systems;
7. Identify inefficient queueing systems within
outpatient clinics;
8. Identify and analyze waiting times for emergency department patients;
9 Analyze and document the work flow within
the laboratory department,

Some hospitals
charge by
ailment rather
than actual
services used.

Budgeting
Because of the rising costs and complexity of
health care in the United States, there has been
increased emphasis in recent years on trying to
find ways to integrate the financial and medical
care information that hospitals generate. Total
performance concepts for hospitals (as well as alternative methods of providing care) are the subject of an increasing amount of research effort and
practical application.'
Total performance concepts involve the financial process of budgeting. One important element— perhaps the foundation of cost contain men t— i s cos t co nt rol . Co st co nt ro l means
effective budgeting and performance reporting. It
means management involvement in the process
and the timely reporting of needed information.
During the planning process, objectives and goals
are incorporated into the budgets. The establishment of the budgets follows negotiations among
the management team, in clud ing dep artment
heads. This involvement results in obtaining management's firm commitment from each member of
the team and the knowledge that everyone knows
what is expected in the way of contributions to
corporate goals.
The functions of planning and negotiating bud51

The accounting
practice of
income
smoothing
should be
discontinued.

gets are more vital than the function of controlling since superior control is fruitless if the plans
are faulty. Control is adherence to plans through
action and evaluation. Hospitals using this philosophy have developed extensive performance reporting systems that compare results with plans.
The planning cycle or budgeting process combined with control or performance reporting has
enabled management to manage by exception,
which has effectively contributed to controlling
costs.
The budgetary process can be enhanced with
the implementation of the concept of budgeting
within limits. This is a projection of the present
base of operations allowing for the annualization
of existing programs, inflation, salary improvement programs, profit requirements and a need
for competitive patient day costs. This process requires management to address the most important
issues and decisions prior to the beginning of the
budget negotiations; it also results in a limit on
expenses.
Cost Containment Committees
A cost containment committee, in cooperation
with other committees of the board, may appropriately address certain specific financial questions from its particular perspective, such as:
1. Is the budget process well defined and coordinated and does it involve in a meaningful way
those who are assigned the daily responsibility
to manage hospital activities?
2. Are the hospital supply, cash, and financial
control systems appropriate to control the costs
and the assets of the hospital?
3. Is there evidence that cash is managed efficiently to avoid the cost of borrowing for cash
needs, or alternatively, appropriately invested?
4. Has the hospital introduced or followed the
"prudent buyer" concept in the administration
of all its contracts, including contracts for physician services?
5. Does the hospital adequately and appropriately
analyze the operating cost effect of program
and service additions or changes or long -range
capital planning projects?
Cost containment committees can often obtain assistance from hospital related professional
organizations. For example, Hospital Financial
Management Association (HFMA), asked the
Health Care Financing Administration (HCFA)
to reconsider regulations that establish performance criteria for Medicare intermediaries. The
regulations implement Section 14 of the Medicare/Medicaid antifraud and abuse amendments
of 1977 (PL 95 -142). Section 14 requires HCFA
to develop standards and criteria to evaluate inter-
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mediary performance. HCFA can reassign providers to different intermediaries, if, after applying
performance criteria and standards, it is determined that reassignment would result in more effective and efficient administration of the Medicare program.
HFMA said its members support efforts to improve programs administration; however, members are concerned that regulations establishing
performance criteria do not adequately reflect an
appreciation of the need to ensure effective intermediary performance with respect to the provider
relations function. Most of the performance criteria deal with the claims processing function. The
provider relations function includes application of
Medicare payment principles, cost report audit
and settlement, and administration of appeal procedures. These activities involve complex and individualized provider services that require familiari ty with pro vider o peration s and are more
difficult to evaluate.
HFMA urged HCFA to consider separation of
the claims processing and provider relations functions. If the two functions were considered separately, they culd be performed by separate organizations. This approach would allow HCFA to
reassign the claims processing function to achieve
operating efficiencies without reassigning the provider relations function and unduly disrupting
provider operations.
Charging by Ailment
Rather than Actual Services Used
In addition to developing internal evaluation
systems, some hospitals are experimenting with
various other cost accounting methods in attempting to control costs. For example, there is the hospital program that charges by the ailment. During
May to October 1980, about 20 New Jersey hospitals charged patients by the ailment rather than by
the actual charges of services needed. The rest of
the state's 106 acute -care hospitals will have to do
likewise by 1983.$
The program lets hospitals compare their costs
for specific diagnoses with costs in other hospitals —even on a doctor -by- doctor basis. Moreover,
the program gives hospitals an incentive, lacking
in current billing programs, to use the information
to cut their cost.
The program uses a classification system developed by Yale University researchers that breaks
thousands of diseases and disorders into categories called Diagnosis Related Groups, or DRGs.
Using a formula, each hospital assigns an average
price tag to each DRG. The state uses these prices
to calculate the hospital's total revenue for the
year. New Jersey's system is the most comprehensive in the country, although other states, including Georgia, New York and M aryl an d h ave
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /JULY 1982

adopted or plan similar systems. The system has
given administrators more control over costs.
The state provides each hospital with reports
showing how one hospital's costs in a particular
DRG compare with another's. These reports further break the cases into their components, such
as laboratory and radiology services, to help administrators identify wayward departments. The
reports also can compare the performance of individual physicians in a hospital.
As an incentive, the program allows a hospital
to pocket the difference between its actual charges
and the state's standard. Under the usual billing
arrangement, hospitals are reimbursed by a per
diem rate, which could encourage hospitals to
keep patients longer than necessary.
Developing Consistent Reporting Standards
Because of conflicts in accounting and reporting requirements, many hospital accounting policies and practices are being reviewed and revised.
Some hospitals are attempting alternate approaches to establishing rates charged to patients. They
are charging by the type of ailment rather than by
actual services used. The service -based billing
method can motivate use of additional (possibly
unnecessary) services.

Cost containment committees are being used in
the revision and development of internal systems
of financial control. The responsibility of the committees can be expanded. They can be instrumental in the budgetary process used to aid in management planning and control efforts.
Regulatory agencies and the FASB should
work together to develop consistent reporting
standards. The cost of preparing diverse reports
for a multitude of different agencies and the general public (potential and actual investors and
creditors) would be reduced if the reports were
more uniform. For example, hospitals that follow
a self - insured malpractice loss contingency policy
should adhere to FASB No. 5 recommendations.
The accounting practice of income smoothing (rationalized by reference to the concept of matching) should be discontinued. Income smoothing in
financial reports can mislead the readers of such
reports. The diversity in accounting procedures
for general purpose and specialized financial statements used by t hose external t o the hosp ital
should be decreased.
❑

Regulatory
agencies and
the FASB
should work
together.

'Chart ojjAtrwunrs for Haspitals, American Hospital Association, Chicago, 1976.
'Peat, Marwick, Mitchell & Co., Research Report: Reporting of Service Eforts and
Accomplishments, New York, 1980.
'Erik Larson, "Hospital Pr
to Charge by the Ailment Raises Questions of
Health Care Quality," Wall Surer Journal, November 4, 1980.
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How South Central Bell
Handles Inflation Accounting
This division of Ma Bell opted for the specific
indexing approach rather than the analytical
methods and found the results beneficial.

Estimating Current Costs
Current cost accounting is a method of measuring and reporting assets and expenses associated
with the use or sale of assets at current costs.
There are two basic approaches available to preparers for estimating current costs: indexation and
analytical methods. Commonly used analytical
methods are direct pricing, functional pricing, appraisals, and the assessed values for tax purposes.
South Central Bell opted for the specific indexa54
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What Is a Price Index?
A price index is an average of prices or price
relatives' at specific points in time, or for periods
of time, constructed for a specific purpose. It is an
ofchanges in prices rather than an exact
measurement, so it must be constructed by each
company.
Most indexes invariably are derived from a
sample ofitems, rather than the total of all items
in a given universe, because of time and cost limitations. The purpose for which an index is constructed is important because it determines the
items to be selected from a universe, the relative
importance or the weights assigned to each item,
and the type of average to be used. For example, if
a wholesale price index is desired, final selling
Copyright
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In 1980, for the first time, the nation's largest
publicly held corporations were required to disclose as supplementary information the effects of
inflation on a current cost basis. How did they
fare in the first year of this five -year experimental
period envisioned by Financial Accounting Standard No. 33 ?'
Until now, most reported experiences and theoretical discussions on inflation accounting had
been on an historical cost /constant dollar basis.'
South Central Bell Telephone Co. encountered
many complexities when it began its current cost
reporting and developed its disclosures. Our experiences should be of value not only to users of
such information but also to the Financial Accounting Standards Board in evaluating the results of the first year's experience.

tion approach because of the nature of the market
in which it operates, which makes certain analytical approaches inappropriate, and because of the
company's use of indexation for replacement cost
disclosures previously required by the SEC, economic and productivity studies, and other applications. A 1981 Arthur Young survey of300 corporations indicated that specific price indexes were
used by 22% of the respondents for land, 73% for
buildings, 84% for machinery and equipment,
76% for vehicles, and 84% for furniture and fixtures— indicating that a significant number of other companies opted for the same approach.'

estimate

By Murat N. Tanju and Kenneth J. Mory

prices at retail would be excluded from consider- plant account required by Part 31 —Rules and
ation. A random sample, for instance, would be Regu lati ons of the Federal Communi cati ons
undesirable because it might exclude certain price Commission. Indexes related to material costs for
movements. In addition, taking a random sample mass property accounts are the result of a sample
would imply that prices of the items in the uni- of items that move price -wise in the same direcverse are independent whereas prices actually are tion over time and reflect the principal items of
dependent on one another.
plant in a given account. Indexes related to labor
The selection of sample items also is a function and engineering costs for mass property accounts
of various price movements in the universe, so the and central office equipment (COE) are based on
effect of opposing price movements should be rep- the wage and salary costs of the telephone comparesented in the sample. Therefore, all items which ny ( TELCO) forces involved in engineering and
move in the same direction are treated as one contruction of such plant. The COE indexes are
group, and separate groups are formed to repre- based not only on TELCO costs but also on Westsent opposing price movements in the universe. ern Electric costs obtained by sampling typical
Predominant items from these groups which move central office equipment prices for a desired class
the same way are selected and weighted for inclu- of plant.
sion in the sample. In this fashion, a sample of
Bo th th e weight ed aggregate average an d
items can be selected to represent all items and all weighted price relatives are used in the construcprice movements in a universe.
tion of BSTPI. The weighted aggregate approach
The changes in the items that compose a uni- is used for the components of building indexes,
verse also should be considered in sampling. As the Western Electric COE indexes, and the underthe items in a universe change over time, the sam- ground conduit contract cost indexes. All other
ple of items also must change to represent the uni- accounts use a composi te index derived from
verse. The changes may be minor, such as substi- weighted average price relatives.
tution of one grade of item for another, or they
The B STPI are compi led usi ng fixed base
may be substantial and result in addition of new weighting, and they accommodate changes in
items to or exclusion of old items from the sam- sample items by a linking and chaining process
ple. Regardless of the cause of change, any change such that only price changes are considered. The
in the sample must be treated in such a way as to followi ng is a summary of index es for major
reflect price changes only and not the changes in accounts.
sample items. This task can be accomplished by a
linking and chaining process which will measure BUILDINGS
th e ch an ges in p ri ce movemen ts rat her th an
The Bell System building index is a weighted
changes in the level of sample items.
average of 16 component indexes. Each of the
The averaging approach to be used in indexa- component indexes is developed for 32 cities based
tion depends on the availability of data. If the data on a model designed specifically for Bell System
contain actual quantities as well as actual prices, a construction.
weighted aggregate average can be computed,
while, if just dollar values are available, then CENTRAL OFFICE EQUIPMENT
weighted price relatives can be calculated. Finally,
Each of the Bell System COE account indexes
a composite approach can be used to combine in- comprises Western Electric components (materidividual component indexes (such as material or als, labor, equipment specifications) and TELCO
labor) into a single overall index. The Bell System labor.and engineering components. The Western
companies use this approach.
Electric component indexes are weighted aggregate indexes constructed by annually repricing
Bell System Telephone Plant Indexes
typical equipment engineered, manufactured and
The Bell Sys tem Telep hon e P lan t Indexes installed by Western Electric. The TELCO labor
(BSTPI) are indexes that provide a statistical mea- and engineering component indexes measure the
sure of average yearly changes in the current cost trend of TELCO installation costs for COE and
of constructing telephone plants. These indexes include basic wage, overhead costs and productivare developed for each of the 22 classes of tele- ity factors. The two TELCO and three Western
phone plant and designed to determine what the Electric components are derived by using weights
book cost of a plant would be had the current con- based on Bell System expenditures broken down
struction costs, material prices and labor rates by component for each account.
prevailed at the time of actual construction. The
data used are actual prices, and the base year is LARGE PRIVATE BRANCH EXCHANGE
January 1, 1967.6
This index consists of Western Electric material
Each of the telephone plant indexes represents and installation component indexes and TELCO
material, labor and engineering costs for each engineering and labor indexes. Each Western
MANAGEMENTACCOUNTING/JULY 1982
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using weights derived from the dollar volume of
sales by Western Electric to the Bell System companies. TELCO engineering and labor costs are
indexed as discussed previously.

Figure 1
Adjusted Depreciation
Book cost
depreciation

x

Current cost depreciation
book cost depreciation

-

Current cost
depreciation

$501.1

x

1.492

=

$747.7

Income from continuing operations is restated:
Net income
Historical cost
Current cost
before extraordinary +
depreciation — depreciation
items
$483.4

+

$501.0

—

$747.7

=

Current cost
income from
continuing operations

=

$236.8

Table 1
Net Plant Investment
Net plant investment at book cost
adjusted to current
cost - 12/31180

x

Average CPI
current year
CPI current year

=

Plus

Net plant investment
at current cost
adjusted to average
1980 dollars
Plus

Current cost
depreciation exp.
(asumed to be in
average 1979
dollars)
Less

Less

Construction
activity (adjusted
for the difference
between the increase
in net plant and
construction net of
depreciation)
Less
Net plant investment at book cost
adjusted to current
cost - 12/31179

Less
x

Average CPI
current year
CPI prior year

Equals
A

=

Net plant investment
at current cost
adjusted to average
1980 dollars
Equals
B

A minus B = C
A = Increase in current cost of telephone plant.
B = Difference, primarily due to the benefits of technological improvements in
constructing telephone plant.
C = Amount by which current cost telephone plant would have increased if
computed by reference to changes in general price levels.

Electric component is a composite of the COE
component indexes, and the two TELCO indexes
are developed in a manner similar to that described under COE.
STATION APPARATUS AND OUTSIDE PLANT

These indexes are made up of material, engineering and labor components. Material component indexes are developed from a sample of items
that is representative of a given type of equipment.
The price trend groups of the sample are compiled
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GENERAL EQUIPMENT

These indexes, with the exception of computers
and automatic message accounting (AMA) equipment, are based on wholesale price indexes issued
by the Bureau of Labor Statistics. The computer
and AMA indexes are based on the Western Electric costs for the electronic switching systems.
The indexes just discussed have been constructed by using Bell System data-, therefore, a question
of applicability to individual companies may arise.
Although data sources are available to tailor the
indexes for individual companies, we believe that
BSTPI are representative of the price movements
of individual companies. This belief is based on
the fact that all Bell System companies pay the
same material prices and use the same general
kinds of materials. In order to test this assertion,
past prices of several hundred items of materials
were plotted and compared by the Bell System.
Similar price movements were observed among
items in the same category and among categories.
With regard to the labor component, it can be
claimed that labor costs are different in various
parts of the country, but comparisons of price
movements across individual companies were
made, and the results indicated the same similarity of movement which the index is designed to
reflect. Tests also were run to see if weightings for
labor and material components of individual companies had affected the results because of variations from the Bell System averages. The results
confirmed the belief that even wide variations in
weights may have only insignificant effects on the
final index.
Current Cost Disclosures
of South Central Bell Telephone
Earlier we indicated that the respondents to the
Arthur Young survey use specific indexes extensively. That survey disclosed that practitioners
generally prefer the reproduction cost over the replacement cost approach to current costs. South
Central Bell interprets FAS No. 33 to require the
reproduction cost approach, and it reports telephone plant at its current cost. SCB assumes replacement of current telephone plant with identical plant, that is, replacement of electromechanical switching equipment with like equipment —
not with more technologically advanced electronic
switching equipment. In pursuing this policy, the
reproduction costs are developed by using the
telephone plant indexes. Here are some of the major elements of South Central Bell's current cost
disclosures.
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INCOME FROM CONTINUING OPERATIONS
ON A CURRENT COST BASIS
Depreciation is the only item Bell System companies need to adjust. SCB assumes that most other operating income items are already on a current
cost basis as they arise from current year transactions. The adjusted depreciation as reported by
SCB in millions of dollars is computed as seen in
Figure 1.

Table 2
Computations for 1980 (in 000's)
$ 8,442.9
246.9
258.8

C$ 11,929.0
=

x

X
1.481
$12,503.9

Plus

Plus
C$

747.7

=

$

747.7

Less

Less

+
-

=

$

1,307.5

$

1,323.0
806.4
821.9
1,307.5

$

PURCHASING POWER GAIN OR LOSS
ON NET MONETARY ITEMS
South Central Bell describes the net gain on
monetary items as "the benefits from decline in
purchasing power of net amounts owed." This terminology is used to emphasize to the user that
SCB has a net liability position which results in
paying prior debt with cheaper dollars. Also, during inflationary times interest rates demanded by
creditors are higher in anticipation of declines in
purchasing power and result in higher interest expense for the borrowers. Thus, the benefits from
the effects of inflation should be viewed as an offset to interest expense. We do not illustrate the
procedure for computing purchasing power gain
or loss on net monetary items as we are emphasizing current costs.

Less

7,636.5
1.416
$10,813.3

x

246.9
230.9

C$ 11,562,6

1,130.8

B. (C$
C.
Constant dollars
=

C$

1,324.2

-

Average 1980 246.9
December 1980 258.8
December 1979 230.9

193.4)

-

-

-

CPI -U

$

A.

$

X

=

$

Less

CURRENT COST OF PLANT, PROPERTY
AND EQUIPMENT NET OF INFLATION
Increases or decreases in current cost of plant
assets net of inflation as required by FAS No. 33
are calculated as the difference between the increase in net plant based on current costs and the
rise in the general price level. Table 1 provides the
procedure, and Table 2 shows the actual SCB
amount for 1980.
Table 2 shows that net telephone plant at cur-

rent cost adjusted for inflation would decrease by
$193.4 million. That is, in SCB's case the rise in
current cost of net telephone plant is less than the
rise in the general price level. SCB attributes this
difference to technological improvements and productivity gains.
LOWER RECOVERABLE AMOUNT (LRA)

$1,323.0
806.4
821.9
$1,307.4

-

(5193.4)

=

Current
cost
writedown
to vecoverage
amounts

C$477.2

-

-

=

+

Net plant
investment
12131180
(adjusted
to average
1980 dollars

$8,442.9
246.9
x 258.8
C$8,054.7

+
+

$

x

S 501.1
x 1.492
747.7

Increase
in current
cost constant
dollars (difference primarily
due to benefits
of technological
improvements in
construction telephone plant)

-

$7,636.5
246.9
230.9
C$8,165.6

Construction
activity
(adjusted for
the difference
between the
increase in net
plant and construction net of
depreciation)

+

Current
cost
depreciation
-

Net plant
investment
12J31179
(adjusted
to average
1980 dollars)

+

Table 3
Recoverable Amounts (in 000'x)
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Some problems
must be
resolved before
inflation
accounting
data can be of
full use to
users.

LOWER RECOVERABLE AMOUNT (LRA)
During inflationary times, investors in debt securities will demand a higher return on their investment through higher interest rates. Therefore,
SCB feels that comparable higher returns through
current cost depreciation may be available to equity investment opportunities of nonregulated companies. SCB points out that any reflection of current cost depreciation in the returns on equity of
nonregulated companies should mean a regulatory
recognition of similar inflation effects on its depreciation and result in a comparable increase in
its return on equity. FAS No. 33 recognizes that
the current worth of net amounts of cash recoverable from use or sale of assets by regulated companies may be limited because of rate regulation and
requires regulated companies to disclose possible
reductions in net recoverable amounts. SCB estimates that the amounts of such reductions in 1980
could have been as much as $477.4 million, and it
computes the current cost write -down to recoverable amounts as shown in Table 3.
Internal Decision Making May Benefit
Inflation has drawn considerable attention to
the increasing inadequacy of financial statements
based on historical costs to assess the impact of
inflation on businesses. Nevertheless, no one has
agreed on the preference of any one method. The
FASB issued FAS No. 33 to allow companies to
experiment while gaining further experience in reporting the effects of inflation. Recognizing the
experimental nature of FAS No. 33, SCB points
out in its disclosures that the supplementary data
neither completely nor accurately portray the effects of inflation. In addition, we believe that several significant problems remain unresolved which
must be resolved before inflation accounting data
can be of full use to users.
One such problem area is the effect of inflation
on provisions for federal income taxes. Most companies, and particularly utilities with their large
investment in plant assets, could be affected materially by any recognition of inflation on federal in-
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come taxes. Also, the current method of inflation
accounting benefits those corporations that are
highly leveraged. Increased borrowings by such
companies may or may not be indicative of good
"inflati on" management. Higher gains on net
monetary items reported by highly leveraged companies are, in a sense, overstated because interest
rates on debt instruments already will be inflation adjusted, and inflation - adjusted interest expense is
not included in the computation of such gains.
Therefore, SCB believes that net gains on monetary items should offset interest expense.
We also should underscore that although FAS
No. 33 is used for external reporting purposes, no
formal reporting for internal decision making exists.e We believe that inflation accounting can find
widespread use for internal reporting only if managers are convinced that inflation - adjusted information provides a sounder basis for decision making than historical cost -based statements. This
goal can be accomplished by resolving the problems in external reporting and demonstrating its
usefulness as managers initially are exposed to formal inflation accounting through external reporting. Furthermore, managers need to be educated
in the use of such statements.
As users and preparers continue to gain experience in inflation accounting, the increased understanding and resulting suggestions for improvement should contribute to the solution of existing
problems and problems not yet recognized, which
also should result in narrowing the available alternatives. Ultimately, the initial burden of complying with FAS No. 33 may result in benefits to a
company through creative use of the available information for internal decision making.
❑
'South Central Ben's experience also covers 1979 when current cost statements
were encouraged but not required.
'See, for example: C. Robert Woelfel, - How Brunswick Accomplished Constant
Dollar Accounting," MANAGEMENT Ac co uw ING, December 1980, pp. 41-52.
And also refer to a series of articles in the September 1979 issue.
'Arthur Young and Co., Mnancia! Reporting and Changing Prices: A Survey ojPreparers' Views and Practices, August 1981, p. 19.
A
is Electric
derived COE
by dividing
given
yeals price
theperiod;
base year
A picc
D OO,relative
, Western
indexesatree
1,1,1967
as thebybase
for price.
example, 1,1,1967 = 100, with the exception of Electronic Switching System (ESS)
which has a 1.1, 1%8 = 100 base. All other component indexes and all of the composite indexes have a base period year 1967 = 100, with the exception of the ESS
composite which uses year 1970 = 100.
°SCB does use the BSTPT for internal reporting and decision making.
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NAA
Research
Report
The M inicom puter: T o Buy or Not to Buy?

By Suzanne G. Connors, Research
Associate
This month NAA is publishing The
Minicomputer: To Buy or Not to Buy?
by Leonard Porochnia. To obtain a
copy of your study, send in the reply
request card in this issue. If the postcard is missing, send your name and
membership number to "Free Book, "
care of the NAA office, 919 Third
Ave., New York, N.Y 10022.

In recent years there has been a significant expansion in the use of minicom put ers by sm all businesses.
Therefore, NAA felt it was important
to conduct a study on the subject.
The study informs first -time users of
the various considerations that they
should consider in the selection and
implementation process. Some of the
basic questions explored in the publication are:
1. What is the relationship between
the hardware and the software?
Which is the most important in system selection? What are the relative costs of each?
2. What is the difference between internal and external sources of
supply?
3. To what extent should sole- source
or multiple- source procurements
be used?
4. What are some of the important
features of components one may
require when selecting a minicom p ut er.
The author attempts to familiarize
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first -time users with the various steps
that should be taken in selecting a
minicomputer system. The publication
also points out some precautions to
take when implementing a system.
The point that is emphasized throughout the publication is that the user
must communicate efficiently and effectively with the supplier as to what
exactly he or she is looking for in a
minicomputer system. The initial, and
most important, phase of acquiring a
minicomputer is the selection and implementation process.
The res earch cons ist ed of two
phases. The first included a mail survey of minicomputer users; the second consisted of in -depth interviews
with selected participants who had
successfully completed the mail survey as well as with a few of the major
suppliers of minicomputer systems.
In the survey, users indicated some
technical features of primary importance. Seventy -seven percent of the
respondents felt that the operating
system is most important, while 62%
said that programming language(s)
availability was next in importance,
and 54% said that the maximum processor memory capacity ranked next.
The study also mentions that financial
and economic evaluations are not an
important consideration in the respondents' selection.
Another important aspect of selecting a minicomputer is the applications
that should be implemented. The researcher found that administrative accounting functions were implemented
initially, such as: general ledger
(85%), accounts payable (77 %) and
payroll (62 %). Eighty -four percent of
the users said that they had used

some outside assistance in carrying
out the selection /implementation process. The study also found that there
was a heavier reliance on outside assistance for software support than for
hardware selection.
The publication als o m entions
some common errors in the selection
and implementation process that
could affect the reliability and usefulness of the minicomputer system
adversely:
1. Users severely underestimate the
costs associated with applications
software development.
2. Users tend to look for hardware
first, and only then for software.
However, most evidence shows
that software selection is more important.
3. Users do not communicate their
needs or systems requirements to
the programmers.
4. Users do not understand that it is
normal to have bugs in programs
even after testing.
5. A realistic goal is for a system to
provide 90% to 95% of what is
required.
6. Users do not realize how much support is required for a computer installation (environmental controls,
electrical and power, programming,
and so forth).
Why do companies make the decision to obtain a minicomputer? In a
word, growth. The reasons most cited
were expansion and growth, desire
for information on a more timely basis, and a desire for more control of
operations. Also mentioned in the
user interviews were rising costs, increasing competition, poor customer
relation s, and external reporting
requirements.
As for the suppliers, they cite the
scarcity or nonavailability of software
as the major limitation to the more
widespread use of minicomputers.
They also point out th at it is the
source of most major difficulties associated with systems selection and
implementation.
This report provides readers with a
helpful guide to and description of the
various components of minicomputer
1 1
operations.
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Controller's Handbook
By Sam R. Goodman
and James S. Reece, editors
Here is a compact, comprehensive treatment
of the ever - expanding controller's job in
today's business world. It contains chapter
upon chapter of practical know -how from
the basics to advan ced finan cial analy sis
for management decisions. The editors have
assembled an impressive group of 45 contributors who are experts in the field of controllership. What they have to say is based on
practical experience, not untested theory.
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Dow Jones -Irwin
700 pp.

This handbo o k puts hundreds o f years o f
financial expertise at your fingertips. Almost
without exception, the chapters in the bo ok
have been written by seasoned business
and financial executives— executives who
are on the f iring line every day making the
decisio ns that will determine the financial
health of their companies. What they have to
say represents the latest thinking o n the
state of the treasurer's art. T his eno rmous
amount o f financial know -how can be put to
work for you for less than the cost of a magazine and you are assured of getting the most
up-to-date thinking o n a specific subject by
a leader in the field.
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The Managerial and Cost
Accountant's Handbook
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what investment tax credits are, why depreciatio n is all- important, and what the nuts and -bolts of buying a tax shelterare. It offers
complete, up -to -date information and advice
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investors, lawyers and bro kers.
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Techniques of Financial Analysis
(5th edition)

By Homer A. Black and
James Don E dwards, editors
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People in the News
James R. Glass, Akron Cascade, has
been elected vice president and comptroller at Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co.
Dwight S. Woessner, Altoona Area, is
now vice president — finance, treasurer
and controller at Berwind's Perfect.
Equipment Co.
Vinson A. Parsons, Asheville past president, has been named financial vice
president at Akzona Inc. He also will
serve as the company's chief financial
officer.
Emanuel E. Chamas, Cape Canaveral,
has been appointed executive vice president of United National Bank in Cocoa
Beach,
Michael P. Malaychuk, Chicago, is now
director of finance at Niedermaier Display, Inc.... Gregory F. Maruszak has
joined Andrew Corp. as financial reporting manager.
William Miles, Jr., Cleveland East, is
now manager of financial controls for
WKYC -TV.
Donald R. Kampman, Connecticut Gateway, has been elected senior vice president, finance, of GK Technologies Inc.,
a subsidiary of Penn Central Corp.
Susan L. Osborne, Delaware, is now an
accounting analyst in the disbursements
and property accounting division of E.I.
DuPont de Nemours & Co.
Geral d J. Swit zer, Detroit, has been
promoted to assistant controller at KMart Corp.
Randy L. Bauder, Diablo Valley, has
joined CIT Commercial Finance Co. as
ass ist an t vice p res ident .. .. Eric D.
Ryan is now vice president at Wells
Fargo Bank.
Raymond J. Schirmer, Dubuque TriState, has joined First National Bank of
Io wa as as s is t an t vice presi d en t
.... David W. Spahn has been named
assistant vice president and controller at
First National Bank in Dubuque.
Jeanette L. Russell, Durham Area, has
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been named assistant to the manager —
payroll, at Liggett & Myers Tobacco
Co.
Harry E. Lucas, Jr., East Tennessee,
has been appointed controller for the
United Telephone System — Eastern
Group Companies.
James L. Devine, Fort Worth, has been
promoted to deputy director, audit division, at Army and Air Force Exchange
Service.

\A

PARSONS
Asheville

ington offices of the Shaw Walker Co.
Gregory W. Nelson, Mt. Rainier, has
been appointed auditor for the Port of
Tacoma.
Dinesh J. Agashiwale, New York, has
been named controller of the Photo Lettering Co., a division of Electrographic
Corp. .. . Al an J . Li pn er i s no w vi ce
president, taxes, of American Express
Co.... Francis R. McAll ister, CMA,
has been elected vice president and chief
financial officer at Asarco Inc.... Edmund Scordato has been appointed senior vice president of Manning, Selvage
& Lee, Inc.
Robert D. Hill, North Penn, has been
named director of finance and administration at Compute -R- Systems, Inc.

ROSSI
Pennsylvania Northeast

Murlin C. Barker, Greater San Gabriel
Valley, has been promoted to chief finan ci al o ffi cer at Universal Paper
Co.... Richard D. Shippee is now president of Butcher Boy Food Products.

Brian D. Dlugash, CMA, Orange County, has started his own business, New
Era Systems, Inc., which specializes in
co mp u t er sales and co n s u l t i n g

William E. Wells, Las Vegas, has been
promoted to vice president and controller at Imperial Mortgage Co.
Ronald W. Rak, Marion Area, has
joined The Limited as assistant controller of store operations.
Keen W. Franklin, Member -at- Large,
USA, has been named construction cost
accounting manager for Alcoa's Sao
Luis alumina and aluminum project in
Brazil. He is a past president of Mobile.
Thomas D. Peeus, Milwaukee, has been
named controller of Mid City Foundry.
At Utica National Insurance Group,
John R. Lanz, Mohawk Valley, has been
named treasurer and a director of all the
group's companies, and James F. Pacelli is now assistant treasurer of Available Funds, Inc.... Thomas C. Sansone
has been promoted to assistant controller of manufacturing at Oneida Ltd.
James W. Jubb, Montgomery- Prince
Georges past president, is now regional
manager for the Baltimore and Wash-

resourceful:

Promotions and New Positions

Talented, motivated
professionals.
They are you r most
valuable resource.
We know how
to identify
and att ract t hem.

The Foster McKay Group
535 Fifth Avenue, New York, NY 10017
30 Vreeland Road, Florham Park, NJ 07932
1275 Summer Street, Stamford, CT 06905
3255 Wilshire Blvd. Las Angeles, CA 90010

Specialists in Fi n an c i al Recruitment
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. . . . Raymond D. Godeke is now manager of corporate financial planning at
Denny's Inc.
William B. Burke, Peninsula -Palo Alto,
has been named chief financial officer of
the Peninsula Times Tribune.
William A. Rossi, Pennsylvania Northeast, has been elected treasurer of Eberhard Faber Inc.
Leigh T. Prieto, Permian Basin, has
been appointed treasurer at Natura Ener g y C o . . . . Judith A. Short is now
controller at the E arle M. C raig, Jr.
Corp.
Walter E. Dobies, Pittsburgh, has
formed a partnership with Richard Erbel call ed " D & E Ac c o u n t i n g "
. . . . Danial E. Fortney has been appointed director of finance for the power systems division of Brown Boveri
Electric, Inc.
Linda S. Kozlowski, Portland- Columbia, has been promoted to division manager at Murphy, Symonds & Stowell.
Trafton J. Daigneault, Providence, has
joined Reliance Products Corp. as accoun ting ma n a g e r . . . . Donald F .
O'Leary has been promoted to assistant
controller of Rogers Corp.
David T. Della Penta, Rochester, has
been appointed vice president, controller and chief financial officer of the Nagle Co. divi sion of S yb ro n Co rp .
. . . John A. Ritzenthaler, chapter past
president, is now comptroller at the
Convalescent Hospital for Children. He
is a past national vice president ... Edward J. Wardrop is now has been promoted to controller for Blue Cross and
Blue Shield.
Sandra B. Souchon, San Antonio, is
now vice president /analyst with Gill
Savings.
Michael M. Bailey, Sioux City, and
Scott E. Eldridge have been named assistant vice presidents, Postal Finance Co.
At Cu mmin s Engi ne C o., Sal ly S.
Burke, South Central Indiana, has been
promoted to CIC financial control manager, and Sally S. Link is now PDC
planning and reporting manager.
Richard A. Grant, Spartanburg Area,
has joined Bode Corp. as controller.
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Denton L. Kanouff, valley Forge past
president and past. NAA national director, is now director of corporate development with U.G.I. Corp.
Debra E. Alpert, West Los Angeles, has
been promoted to assistant vice president of mark et i n g at Internatio nal
Mortgage Co.

Author
William T. Thornhill, Northwest Suburban Chicago, is the author of the Complete Hand book of Operational and
Management Auditing, published by
Prentice -Hall, Inc.

Emeritus Life Associates
Frank A. Baird, Bridgeport.
W.H. Barnum, Cedar Rapids past
president. Stuart Cameron McLeod
Society.
Samuel B. Bell, Hartford.
Gerald W. Blankenship, Greater
Youngstown Area past president.
Gordon R. Connelly, Elmira Area past
president.
Wallace M. Creighton, Fall River -New
Bedford past president.
Floyd P. Dann, Lansing- Jackson.
Edward C. DeParrie, Orange Coast
California.
Eric B. Erickson, Bridgeport past
president.
Harry H. Fields, York.
Lloyd F. George, Waterbury.
Edward F. Getbehead, Mohawk Valley,
John R. Giangrasse, Chicago.
Joseph C. Grundtner, St. Paul.
M.A. Gudman, Portland - Willamette.
Charles E. Harenberg, East Tennessee
past president.
D. Walter Herpy, Mohawk Valley.
W. Vernon Hicks, Roanoke.
John Hinnen, Jr., Peoria past
president.
Lloyd G. Hoover. Lancaster.
Elston S. Hubbard, Toledo past
president.
Elmer V. Johnson, Minneapolis
Viking,
Robert F. Kenaston, Minneapolis
Viking.
Rita C. Keough, Boston.
Charles R. Knutson, Saginaw Valley
past president, national director, 1966-

68; national vice president, 1971 -72.
Stuart Cameron McLeod Society.
Paul E. Masters, Lansing- Jackson.
James A. McColm, Wheeling.
Charles McTammany, Jr., Providence.
Patrick J. Meagher, Member -at- Large,
USA, Peninsula -Palo Alto past
president.
Jack W. Mueller, Sioux City past
president, national director, 1959 -61.
SCMS.
Orval T. Neuenfeldt, Providence.
SCMS.
Rowland H. New, New York.
Arthur H. Ordung, Worcester Area.
Dale H. Pearson, Des Moines.
Frederick W. Peters, Columbus.
Irvin G. Rosen, Washington.
Wallace G. Schilstra, Elkhart Area.
Richard H. Skofield, Illowa.
Lloyd W. Smith, Houston -Lone Star,
Olean- Bradford Area past president.
SCMS.
Albert Spiegel, Northern Wisconsin
past president.
Charles J. Spiker, Houston -Blue
Bonnet.
G.M. "Mort" Sprentall, Denver.
Frederick C. Stark, Macomb County Michigan.
Charles D. Stevenson, Canton past
president.
Wilbur T. Stoekham, Syracuse.
Raymond V. Testa, Essex County.
John W. Tinnell, Jr., Houston -Blue
Bonnet.
Henry Ulrich, Jr., Chicago, Long Island- Nassau past president. SCMS.
Gordon W. Wahl, Rochester.
Joseph F. Zeller, Member -at- Large,
USA.

In Memoriam
Fred D. Bauce, 58, New Haven, 1953.
Charles J. Blocher, 57, South Central
Indiana, 1966.
Joseph G. Calcagno, 39, New Orleans,
1979,
William T. Cothran, 74, Birmingham Vulcan; Birmingham past president,
1946. Stuart Cameron McLeod Society.
Emeritus Life Associate.
Victor DeMarco, 56, Dallas, 1961.
C. Dolbashian, 54, Brooklyn - Queens,
1978.
Michael M. Faron, 58, Greater San Gabriel Valley, 1962.
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Stewart E. Fisher, 63, Pittsburgh, 1971.
Frank D. Hirsch, 61, New Orleans,
1968.
William E. Kopplin, 68, Chicago, 1951.
ELA.
Raymond F. Lord, Jr., 55, Providence
past president, 1958.
Joe W. Magee, 61, Jackson, 1968.
T. E. McHale, Jr., 26, Princeton, 1981.
Edwin L. Meng, Jr., 57, Chattahoochee
Valley, 1974.
Steven E. Roesch, 30, Lake Erie Central, 1982.
Michael A. Rossi, 57, Trenton, 1953.
James J. Rutherford, 52, Montgomery;
Syracuse past president, 1954; past national director, 1965 -66; past national
vice president, 1966 -67.
I. B. Taylor, 60, Greater Youngstown
Area, 1975.
Robert Watson, Jr., 52, Wichita, 1976.

Letters
12-4-4
sue' in the country today —the problem
of defending the poor old English language from the assault of militant, unreasoning feminism." Mr. Shultis's conclusion is that the exclusionary use of
the pronoun "he" does not connote any
bias.
While "he or she" sometimes can be
cumbersome, two alternatives not mentioned are using plural pronouns and alternating he with she. Neither of these
alternatives is cumbersome, and both
would have the advantage of literally including women. For example, the cumbersome example used by Mr. Shultis
can be reworded, "People should never
let themselves spell a word wrong even
in a first draft, for if they do, they simply reinforce a bad habit."
Mr. Shultis also does not mention
that exclusionary terminology often is
misleading. Sometimes the context of
the sen tence d oes not mak e i t cl ear
whether "he" refers to both men and
women or only to men. Moreover, research has sh own th at when "he" is
used to refer to women and men it is often interpreted as referring only to men.
Therefore, in direct contradiction to
Mr. Shultis's opinion, exclusionary terminology is biased against women.
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /JULY 1982

In accounting literature, changes to
inclusive language have for the most
part already taken place. Almost all accounting textbooks have switched to
nonsexist language. Many accounting
journals have editorial policies which
require inclusive terminology.
The most s eriou s fau lt th at I find
with Mr. Shultis's opinion is that he
minimizes the problem of sex discrimination in accounting. I believe that
more than a "mopping up operation"
remains. Several empirical studies have
shown that discrimination against women in accounting is a serious problem. I
suggest that accountants make sure they
do not minimize or overlook the problem of sex discrimination in accounting
and that women and men together attempt to deal with it.
Dealing with the problem of sex discrimination will require men and women accountants (even "militant, unreasoning" chauvinists) to be aware that
the problem exists and then to take positive action to have men and women
achieve success based on their merits
rather than on their sex. One positive

step accountants can take is to use inclusive language in both written and
oral communication.
David E. Keys, CMA
Associate Professor of Accounting
Northern Illinois University
DeKalb, Ill.

Some Much-Needed Humor
Al th ou gh you r art icle "Pl ayin g th e
Consulting Game" (Jan. '82) may have
resulted in the cancellation of at least
one members hip, as evidenced by a
member's letter to the editor published
in your April issue, I think, as a whole,
the article has helped your membership
a lot more than it has hurt it.
In my opinion, the article was a very
successful attempt on your part to inject
some much - needed humor into an otherwise dry and sometimes boring publication. I thought the article was absolutely hilarious and feel you should be
commended and praised for publishing
it. Please don't let any sourpuss stick-in10-► 67

All the Information You Need to Pass the CMA Exam...
Certificate in Management Accounting Review
GRANT W. NEWTON EDITOR
Malibu Publishing Company
P.O. Box 11442, Marina del Rey, CA 90291, (213) 822 -9673
Please send me the following volume(s) of Certificate in
Management Accounting Review:
• Volume 1— Economics and Business Finance .................$18.95
• Volume 2— Organization and Behavior, Including Ethical
Considerations ........................ .........................$15.95
Volume 3— Public Reporting Standards and Auditing
(updated 1982) ................... ............................... .$18.95
Volume 4— Periodic Reporting for Internal Purposes ...... $18.95
Volume 5— Decision Analysis, Including Modeling and
Information Systems ............... .........................$19.95
Volume 6— Taxes, Current Pronouncements, and
Updated CMA Questions, 1982 -1983 edition.$19.95
L i Save $18.20 and order all 6 volumes at the special combined
price of $94.50.
Postage and mailing: Please add $1.25 for the first book and $ .25 for each
additio nal volume. California residence add 6% sales tax.
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ ------ ----------- - -I 1 Master Charge
I I Please Charge My VISA
I. Check
I

Number __

Exp. Date

Signature
Name
(please print)

Address
City /State /Zip

—782
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Institute of
Management
Accounting
James Bulloch, Editor

Continuing Education —Is It Necessary
For the Management Accountant?
Accounting for inflation, measuring and monitoring productivity, foreign exchange transactions, and the Economic Recovery Tax Act of
1981 are just a few of the issues of importance
in the dynamic field of management accounting. The individual accountant may not be expected to develop a high degree of expertise in
all of the areas affecting management accounting. However, m anagem ent ac cou ntants
should strive to maintain proficiency and a
working knowledge of how current accounting
and accounting - related issues affect them and
their companies.
The financial solvency of our employers as
well as our own financial well -being could hinge
on our ability to remain current with the "state
of the art" in accounting. No situation could be
more embarrassing or detrimental to career
progression than having to admit a lack of
knowledge in an accounting - related issue important to our responsibilities.
The accounting profession and the related
knowledge required of accountants is very diverse. At the same time, specific job responsibilities have become more specialized and an
individual's talents and energies are focused
into a narrow spectrum of knowledge. The
commitment toward the day -to -day activities directly associated with specific job responsibility
dominates our available time. Conditions exist
that make it easy to lose our expertise in areas
not directly associated with day -to -day activities. Thus the complex discipline of accounting
coupled with the dynamic nature of the economy and intricacies of society make continuing
education responsibilities a top priority.
Most management accountants recognize
the value and importance of keeping abreast of
current events in the business and financial
64

world. This can be accomplished by reading
The Wall Street Journal, Business Week and
other financial periodicals. Monthly professional periodicals such as Management Accounting, Journal of Accounting, Financial Executive,
Fortune, and Harvard Business Review provide
information of a more technical nature. However, it is difficult to allocate enough hours in the
day to expand our knowledge or to remain current by reading and studying the latest accounting books, research reports, pronouncements
from the Financial Accounting Standards Board
of actions taken by federal, state, and local
governments.
Many educational institutions, professional
associations, and other organizations have
seized upon this difficulty of the professional,
i.e., maintaining proficiency in a complex area
of knowledge. These organizations are providing the service of continuing education in a formalized structure. Their programs allow the
mangement accountant and other business
professionals the opportunity to be exposed to
an extensive amount of knowledge reflecting
current developments in a concentrated time
period. The management accountant, by participating in a continuing education program, can
obtain the best of both worlds. First, the accountant is gaining technical competence and
proficiency in his or her area of expertise. Secondly, the individual is able to make effective
use of time by having the material presented in
a formalized structure without having to go
through the process of researching and developing appropriate information for a given topic
area. Thirdly, these programs allow the management accountant the opportunity to interact
with other accounting professionals facing the
same problems or having similar interests.
The National Association of Accountants and
the Institute of Management Accounting are
strong supporters of a professional continuing
education program. The National Association
of Accountants provides a wide variety of continuing education opportunities including special conferences (Controllers' Conference, National Automation Conference), the Continuing
Education Program which offers a wide spectrum of courses, and the Self -Study Program
which provides the convenience of home study
via cassette tapes.
The IMA requires that individuals completing
the CMA examination must maintain their proficiency through a 90 -hour, three -year continuing
education requirement. This requirement is
comparable to the continuing education requirement of state societies of CPAs.
The commitment the management accoun► ► 67
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Management
Accounting
Practices

when the Government Accounting
Standards Board is being formed.

8-4 4
accounting, management or legal. In
addition to transactions between a
parent company and its subsidiaries,
other related party transactions included are those (a) between a business and a trust established for the
benefit of employees, such as pensions, (b) between a business and its
principal owners, management, or
members of their immediate families,
and (c) between affiliates.
"Capitalization of Interest Cost in
Financial Statements That Include Investments Accounted for by the Equity Method" is the title of FAS No. 58.
It amends Statement No. 34, "Capitalization of Interest Cost," to (a) limit
capitalization of consolidated interest
cost to qualifying assets of the parent
company and consolidated subsidiaries and (b) include investments (equity, loans, and advances) accounted
for by the equity method as qualifying
assets of the investor while the investee has activities in progress necessary to commence its planned principal operations, p rovided that the
investee's activities include the use of
funds to acquire qualifying assets for
its operations. FAS No. 58 does not
affect the accounting for and reporting of capitalized interest cost in the
separate finan cial stat ement s of
investees.
Statement No. 59, "Deferral of the
Effective Date of Certain Accounting
Requirements for Pension Plans of
State and Loc al Govern m en tal
Units," amends FAS No. 35, "Accounting and Reporting by Defined
Benefit Pension Plans," to defer the
effective date of accounting requirements for pension plans sponsored
by the governmental units to fiscal
years beginning after June 15, 1982.
The Board's action followed the deferral of the effective date by the National Council on Governmental Accounting of its pronouncement on the
subject, which differs from FAS No.
35. Deferral of both statements
eliminate potential conflict between
the two standards during the period

July comment deadlines are applicable to three new proposed FASB
Statements. "Research and Development Arrangements" concerns situations in which a company's research
and development activities are funded by other parties, such as partnerships or joint ventures. The Statement
would require that, unless repayment
of the funds provided to the company
depends solely on the success of the
activities, the company would have a
liability and would charge the costs to
expense as incurred; otherwise"contract accounting would apply.
The Board issued a revised exposure draft on the accounting and reporting of sales or purchases of tax
benefits through tax leases. In the latest version, a company selling tax
benefits would include the proceeds
from the sale in its income for the period of sale and provide for deferred
income taxes on those proceeds. The
company buying t he tax b enefits
would report interest income on its investment in tax benefits until there
are sufficient tax savings to recover
the investment. Subsequently, the
buyer would amortize the difference
between the purchase price plus interest and the tax savings over the remainder of the lease.
The Board also issued for comment
a proposal that would require comprehensive disclosures for oil and gas
producing activities of publicly held
companies.
❑

will

FASB Proposes Three Standards
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Management
Information
Systems
1044
a DDP -type arrangement in which
data is captured at remote sites, decisions are made by local management,
and summary information is ultimately
transmitted to central management
for analysis and review. It should be
noted that the key difference between
these systems and those described in

the railroad system is that in the manufacturing concerns remote user
management uses the computer to
help make decisions. In the railroad
example, remote users transmit information. It is also interesting to note
that the remote sites in this particular
railroad are organized as cost centers
rather than profit centers.
In designing a DIS for an organization, primary consideration should be
given to the environment in which the
implemented systems are to operate❑—the❑corporate❑culture,❑the❑decision- making style of top management, and other internal and external
factors (such as the extent to which
coordination among remote sites is
needed to ensure smooth operations
of the business or the degree of control a local manager is given over his
operations). A properly designed DIS
can be made to fit almost any environment, depending on how it is used.
Top m an agem en t m u st bec om e
aware that it is its responsibility to see
that these factors are considered. 1

Taxes
19-44
million underpaid an average of $315
per return; and 3.2 million overpaid an
average of $242.

Stats on Sole Proprietorships
Data is now available from the IRS
based on samples of business schedules filed by sole proprietors with their
1978 individual income tax returns.
The information is classified by industry, size of business receipts, net income or deficit, businesses with and
without net income, and state. Also
included are statistics on adjusted
gross income, selected tax credits,
and total income tax paid by sole proprietors. The data show that 12 million sole proprietorships reported total
receipts of $443 billion and net income of $59 billion.
You can order IRS Pu blication
1131, "Statistics of Income -1978,
Sole Proprietorship Returns" for $7
from the Superintendent of Documents, U.S. Government Printing Office, Washington, D.C. 20402.
alm,
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Small
Business
Kathy W illiams, Editor

Accountants Are No. 1 Advisers
Accountants are the foremost advisers to small
businesses, and small business owners want
their accountants to be full -time management
consultants, not part -time managers. Accountants should not only compute a company's
taxes and review its financial statements, but
they also should tell the business the best ways
to handle cash flow, credit, cost control and
systems management.
This information was disclosed in a recent
Inc. magazine survey of 4,995 subscribers and
2,058 public accountants (not just CPAs) designed to evaluate the relationship between the
accountant and the small business owner (NAA
members represented 25% of the respondents.) Survey results were published in the article "You and Your Accountant'' in Inc.'s
March issue. Other issues focus on how well
accountants relate to the small businesses
they are advising and how well they meet their
needs, as well as how small business owners
view accountants and their services.
In general, smaller businesses are very satisfied with the jobs their accountants are doing,
but they list a few pet peeves: slow, untimely
service; confusing and sometimes elevated
fees; and too much turnover (just as the business gets used to one accountant, another
comes on the scene). Most small businesses
rely on either local accounting firms or sole
practitioners to help them, and they choose
these individuals mainly by personal contact or
a firm's reputation. In addition, companies with
annual sales of less than $5 million employ internal accounting staffs of three or fewer. One
last note: more than two out of three (69 %) of
the chief executives surveyed do not have a finance or accounting background.
Topics covered in the survey run the gamut
from how businesses select their accountants
to the chief ways accounting services are used
to the establishment of proper fee structure to
66

how accountants would choose an accountant.
A glossary of the most common accounting acronyms is included.
Because only a small part of the research
data could be included in the article, Inc. is
making the complete report of over 200 pages
available for $130, or 8100 for orders of over
30 copies. Part 1 covers subscribers' data and
profiles, and Part 2 covers accountants' responses and a profile of their services. Some
60 tables in over 40 categories are cross- referenced by company size, type of industry, geographic region and other indicators. To obtain
this report or further information, write Yvonne
Steen, Accounting Survey, Inc., 38 Commercial
Wharf, Boston, Mass. 02110.

Helping Small Businesses Stay Alive
In his March report to Congress on "The State
of Small Business," President Reagan reiterated his Administration's commitment to creating
a healthy small business community through
his four -part Economy Recovery Program. The
Administration wants to achieve a moderate
and steady monetary policy that would reduce
high interest rates and inflation and let the
money supply grow moderately and steadily;
regulatory relief, especially excess paperwork
and restrictions; a fiscal policy that would promote real growth, lower taxes and production
costs, and offer incentives to save and to invest; and spending restraint.
President Reagan cited these areas of primary concern to small businesses which he would
like to see become less problematic: cyclical
sensitivity, inflation, interest rates, access to
capital, tax incentives, antitrust activities, and
research and development, among others.
Included with the report is the Small Business Administration's annual report on small
business and competition, numerous tables
and charts, an analysis of the Economic Recovery Tax Act of 1981, a list of federal agency
small business offices and sources of business
information. For information on how to obtain
the report, contact the SBA, 1441 L Street,
N.W., Washington, D.C. 20416.

Managing Your Small Business
Computer
Do you know what small business computer
programs are best for you; are you having problems with your computer; is your computer adequately serving your needs? Management Information Corp. (MIC) has established a "SBC
User Assist Program" to help in these areas.
110-00- 67
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Small
Business

privilege of serving on advisory committees for the Schools of Business in three
different universities and have seen
skilled staff without their Ph.D. replaced by lesser - skilled Ph.D.s so that
the school could meet an accreditation
quota.
Like Mr. McGee, I would urge NAA
to be a moving force in establishing an
accounting accreditation agency.
A. L. Miller
Plant Controller
Caterpillar Tractor Co.
Decatur, Ill.

66-4-4
Members of the program obtain a
one -year subscription to Small Business Computer News (over 42 evaluations of small business computers),
a one -year subscription to Packaged
Sof twa re Repor ts (o ver 4 2 eval uations of application program packag es ), Pathways through Data Processing: Small Business Systems,
Packaged Software Buyer's Guide,
Advances in Data Processing Manag ement , and a telephone informaInstitute of
tion service. For details about the proManagement
gram , wh ic h c os t s $ 59 5 a year,
contact M IC at 140 Barclay Center, Accounting
Cherry Hill, N.J. 08034; (609) 428- 64-4-4
11 tant makes to continuing education
1020.
and maintaining proficiency in his or
her area of exp ertise can be related
to the "Law of Use," The "Law of
Letters
Use" states that for those who have,
63 -4 4
more will be given, and for those who
the -muds hinder you from publishing have not, more will be t ak en away.
similar articles in the future.
The individu al who takes advantage
Phillip A. Storm of continuing education opportunities
Cashier will gain in knowledge and proficiency
The Superior National Bank and Trust in the accounting discipline. IndividCo. uals who do not make an effort to imHancock, Mich.
prove their skills or level of knowledge will soon find themselves out of
touch with the latest concepts and
Accreditation Agency Is Needed
thinking in management accounting
and unable to contribute effectively to
I read with pleasure the let ter from the progress of their organization. =1
Robert W. McGee, CMA, Dumont,
Timothy A. O. Redmer, CMA
N.J., wherein he proposed that the acExamination Project Manager
counting profession establish an accreditation agency to guide the direction of
education. His criticism of the AACSB
Opinion
is entirely in order. It has merely taken
the faculty requirements from other 6-4-4
fields and applied them to accounting other government project. With one or
education . In many other educational two exceptions, the costs are being
fields, the requirement that a high per- borne by industry. The people incentage of faculty possess the Ph.D. is volved are volunteers and their salaprobably appropriate. However, this is ries and expenses continue to be paid
not the case with the profession of ac- by private industry. It is, indeed, a pricounting. An influx of highly qualified vate sector initiative.
practitioners, both fro m pu blic and
Ms. Colson reported that the remanagement accounting, would be ben- sponse from industry has been enthueficial to accounting education; howev- siastic so far, but the critical time is
er, most schools would be reluctant to still to come. The top -level policy
use such people because of the fear of committee has been set and will soon
accreditation problems. I've h ad t he be announced. Task forces for each
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /JULY 1982

of some 35 major departments and
agencies are being formed. Here is
where NAA's "bloodhounds" could
be highly useful, because the skills list
of people needed for the task force in
any department —which Ms. Colson
showed me— includes such categories as "Analytical Skills," "ADP Planning and Management," ..Organization and Management Systems" and
"Budget and Finance" —our areas.
For more information please contact:
Ms. Janet Colson, Deputy Director
The President's Private Sector Survey
on Cost Control
1850 K Street, N.W., Suite 1150
Washington, D.C. 20006
(202) 466 -5170
The plan is to have completed preliminary reports on the President's
desk by mid - October. The task forces
are being manned now and there are
lots of opportunities for individuals
with the right skills, talents and interests to participate.
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In the Library
The Business Insurance Handbook
Edited by Gray Castle, Robert Cushman
and Peter Kensicki, Dow Jones- Irwin,
Inc., 1818 Ridge Rd., Homewood, Ill.
60430, 1981, 753 pp.—Many management accountants are responsible for
property and casualty insurance, sometimes called risk management. This
handbook, written by a number of experts in the field, provides in one volume a very good background for those
persons who want to improve their performance in handling this important
responsibility.
For most purchasers of insurance, the
primary source ofinformation on coverage and alternate approaches to minimizing risk is the local insurance agent.
Most readers would find it difficult to
acquire the skills and knowledge of an
insurance broker simply by reading the
handbook, but, on the other hand, the
impartial nature of the material presented here —the authors obviously do not
get a commission from selling any insurance —means that the recommendations have a high degree of credibility.
Among the subjects discussed are
computer facility coverage, environmental impairment liability insurance, and
business legal expense (including tender
offer defense expense.) These special topics are offered in addition to the usual
subjects of product liability, workers'
compensation, commercial automobile liability, and property exposures.
A particularly interesting section in
the chapter on professional liability coverage deals with the accountant's professional liability. The author admonishes: "Th e acco u nt an t t o d ay mu s t
co nform to an ex trao rd in aril y hi gh
standard of care, as often the degree of
culpability necessary to be found negligent or guilty of violating the Federal or
State Securities Laws is quite minimal.
Moreover, it will not be sufficient for
the accountant to exculpate himself. He
must additionall y prove he acted in
good faith, a burden which is often difficult to meet."
The authors of this handbook have
worked hard, and succeeded in, explaining the complexities of property and ca68

Stan F. Stec, Editor

sualty insurance so that the management acco u n t an t can be a bett er informed insurance buyer. Considering
the dollar amount of expenditures made
to purchase insurance, a brief review of
the fundamentals of insurance and the
types available would be worthwhile for
many management accountants. As an
aside — material is provided on employee benefit coverage, although this area is
not always the province of the management accountant.
See Bcwk Service page 60.

Alfred M. King
Equipment Leasing: A Comprehensive
Guide for Executives
Frank J. Fabozzi, Dow Jones - Irwin, Inc.,
1818 Ridge Rd., Homewood, Ill. 60430,
1981, 248 pp.—Most companies in the
United States lease assets. The process
for determining what assets to lease,
and ho w much t o pay fo r them, has
been covered exhaustively in accounting
literature. Confusion still exists, however, regarding appropriate financial accounting, current tax treatment, and
proper financial analytical techniques.
There still is room for a good overall review of leasing, especially because much
of what has been written is too theoretical. Therefore, it is good to see this
practical book that meets the decision making needs of management accountants.
Any management accountant whose
firm is considering signing a lease (in
order to acquire the right to use assets)
should study the material here. The first
two chapters discuss financial reporting
requirements, particularly how to structure a lease so it should or should not be
capitalized under FAS No. 13. The next
chapter gives a simplified analysis of the
federal tax requirements for lease transactions. (The book does not cover the
changes which were made in the Economic Recovery Tax Act of 1981.) Another chapter describes the types of lessors, analyzes lease documentation,
displays the format of leases, and tells
how to choose a lessor.
Readers might want to skip the chapters on understanding the time value of

money and identifying cash flows because they already may be familiar. The
heart of the book rests in Chapters 7
through 9 in which the author covers
the lease versus borrow -to -buy decision.
His methodology includes some sophisticated approaches involving uncertainty. There also is an interesting discussi o n o f t h e i mpact o f d i fferen t t ax
positions on the effective cost of a lease
to the lessee, and the author includes
some simple computer programs written in BASIC. Readers can enter these
programs into a mini or microcomputer
and use them to evaluate leases for decision making.
None of the material is new, and a
dedicated student of the subject probably would already be familiar with most
of what is presented. The average reader
who wants to find out how to evaluate
lease proposals can find it all in this
book. Considering that corporations are
spending billions of dollars on leases every year, the systematic approach to analyzing the costs and benefits of leases
presented here is highly desirable.
See page 60.

Alfred M. King

Controllers' Handbook
Ed ited by Sam Good man and James
Reece, Dow Jones - Irwin, Inc., 1818
Ridge Rd., Homewood, Ill. 60430, 1978,
1,253 pp. —As with an y hand bo ok ,
there are strengths and weaknesses. The
chapters on analyzing cost behavior and
cost - volume - profit relationships are
somewhat elementary. On t he o th er
hand, material on job order costing, systems process costing and by- product
costing are very useful for persons either involved in improving an existing
system or designing a new one.
A major section of the book deals
with capital expenditures, including selecting and evaluating potential acquisitions, incorporating risk in capital expenditure analysis, and establishing a
program for controlling capital expenditures.
Two very interesting chapters deal
with measuring the profitability of marketing and evaluating the performance
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of a product manager. These topics are
not covered often, but they are of major
significance to most larger firms. Chapters on physical distribution and order
entry and inventory control systems are
very practical; advice aids the managemen t accoun tant in develop in g and
maintaining good control systems.
The popularity of this book can be
understood in terms of the simple expl an ato ry langu age wit h whi ch th e
chapters have been written and edited,
combined with an absence of "theoretical" approaches. This how -to -do it book
is written for management accountants
at al l levels u p to cont roller, an d it
achieves its objectives.

Half provides the resume writer with
Mr. Half gives the impression that
certain "buzz words" to help project the finding the right position is like running
image of a high achiever. The words dd through a mine field. With each step,
indeed suggest action, but they leave the the candidate either gets closer to the
reader wondering if future resumes may objective or is eliminated. The Robert
consist of one set of words with individ- Half way to get hi red i n to day's job
uality expressed only by the way the market is a positive, workable method
words are arranged. Also, while Mr. for those who seek greener pastures or
Half acknowledges the importance of who are forced to begin a search.
fitting into a job, he does not provide
John C. Woosley, CMA
suggestions for people who do not want
San Diego, Calif.
positions in which they "manage," "direct" or "change."
Flow of Funds and Other Financial
Taking into consideration experience, Concepts
strengths and interests, the candidate
sh o u l d d evel o p j ob t arget s . These Jerry A. Yiscione, National Assn, of
should be specific enough to provide a Cred it Management, 475 Par k A ve.
See page 64.
framework fo r th e search , bu t th ey South, New York, N. Y. 10016, 1981, 141
Alfred M. King should not be so detailed as to eliminate pp.— Designed to enhance your ability
too many positions.
to analyze and interpret financial stateThe Robert Half Way to Get Hired in
A good resume sent to the right con- ments, this book explains selected prinToday's Job Market
tacts will generate interviews. Effective ciples and procedures underlying the
interviewing requires both enthusiasm preparation of income statements and
Robert Half, Rawson, Wade Publishers, and homework. This is your opportuni- balance sheets. In discussing flow of
Inc., 630 Third Ave., New York, N. Y., ty to convince the employer that you funds analysis, the text focuses on the
10017, 1981, 241 pp. —What is the most can and will do the job, and that you fit needs of external analysts in general and
effective way to look for a new job? the company's style. The interview is tho se o f t he cred it manager in par"Personal contacts," says Robert Half, not a one -way street; the candidate is ticular.
author of this new book, and founder expected to ask questions. This is not
and president of the country's largest fi- the time, however, to ask about hospi- Credit and Collections Desk Manual
nancial personnel agency. Mr. Half out- talization or paid days off, but to key on
lines a detailed plan for the job seeker, how you will contribute to the compa- Prepared and Edited by the Bureau of
providing practical suggestions for job ny's goals. When fieldin g questions Business Practice, Waterford, Conn.
seekers in any line of work. His positive from interviewers, the candidate should 06386, 1980, 420pp.—This manual proapproach should be particularly effec- neither lie nor volunteer negative infor- vides thorough instructions in all phases
tive in aiding the psychological recovery mation. Mr. Half presents many sugges- of analyzing credit risks and making
of victims of the current economic mal- tions on how to answer often -asked credit decisions. It includes the ins and
aise —those who have been fired.
questions such as, "Tell me about your- outs of gathering credit information, the
The job seeker must develop a frame self," and "What do you consider your most penetrating questions to ask credit
of mind geared to developing and orga- major weaknesses ?" Three "safe" weak- applicants, how to find valuable credit
nizing a successful job search. This is a nesses are impatience with laziness, in your own company records, how to
major effort requiring the candidate's over - involvement in work, an d no t organize credit exchanges, when and
full energy in tracking down leads, fol- knowing when to throw in the towel.
how to consult banks and financial inlowing up to generate interviews, interIn salary negotiations, the starting stitutions, and a great deal more.
viewing effectively, negotiating salary point should be your current or most reand benefits, and getting started in the cent salary. The greater the increase de- Advanced Management Accounting
new job.
sired, the longer the search will take.
Job leads come from personal con- One trap some executives fall into is in- Robert S. Kaplan, Prentice -Hall, Inc.,
tacts, friends, business associates, and creasing their salary demand as the pe- Englewood Cliffs,N.J. 07632, 1982, 655
even t he person wh o d id the fi rin g. rio d of u nemp lo ymen t in creases to pp.—This is an advanced textbook for
Newspaper advertising and personnel make up for lost income —an attitude graduate students who have taken an inagencies are other sources of leads, but Mr. Half calls irrational.
troductory cost accounting course. It
they prove less effective. Mr. Half sugJob seekers must sell themselves by also assumes a background in economgests using personal contacts to "pyra- identifying their assets, skills and cre- ics, statistics and management science—
mid" leads by asking each one for addi- dentials, and pack aging them in the all subjects covered in the CMA examitional people to contact.
most attractive fashion. It is especially nation. There is no doubt that much of
Starting the search requires an effec- important to project the personality this material could be considered theotive resume which presents the candi- traits of dependability, stability and retical, and as a textbook, the cases and
date as an active, "can do" person. Mr. honesty.
110-10- 70
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The Subterranean Economy

In the Library
Dan Bawly, McGraw -Hill Book Co.,
1221 Ave. of the Americas, New York,
N. Y. 10020, 1982, 187 pp.—The author,
a partner in an Israeli accounting firm,
h as p ro d u ced a s u rve y o f "o ff t h e
book s" payment s arou nd t he world.
Part of the material in this book was
shown on th e TV program "60 Minutes," which generated a great deal of
concern over the idea that so many people were evading taxes. The author's
conclusions are that the "subterranean
economy" wil l cont inue t o thri ve as
long as government spending remains as
inefficient as it is today and that governmental authorities do not acknowledge
that it is a far more serious social problem than is generally admitt ed. The
book is well written and interesting, but
it produces little in the way of concrete
suggestions other than to have politicians become aware that the problem
does exist and that once started the cure
may be difficult to accomplish.

69-4-4
problems may be s uperfluous to the
practicing management accountant. As
a reference tool for problems in such areas as investment centers, return on invest ment cal culation s, o r ex ecut ive
compensation and bonus plans, however, the material is oriented toward practical problems.
M an y man a gemen t ac co u n t a n t s
would agree that transfer pricing and
the effect on decentralized profit centers
is a never- ending problem leading to
many internal discussions. A review of
Professor Kaplan's material will shed
light on thi s and many o ther topics.
Much of the material requires a knowledge of advanced math, but for persons
who wish to skip the math, the narrative material is still comprehensive. In
the best sense of the word, the mathematics adds to what is written —it does
not detract from it.

i 0 i8
.
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and 22 companies in Canada. These
organizations were involved in the
manufacturing activities of at least
one of four industries — food processing, chemical, transportation
equipment, or heavy equipment —
and they represented a large portion
of their industry's annual sales. total
assets and number of employees.
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$4,95
10% discount to members

Please send "The Pricing Decision" to:

National Association of Accountants
919 Third Ave.. New York, N.Y. 10022
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Hugh P. Hughes, Georgia State University, Atlanta, Ga 30303, 1982, 223 pp.—
What started out as a Ph.D. thesis has
been turned into an interesting book for
st u d en t s o f accou n t i n g hi s t o ry. It
should be a matter of interest that the
subject of goodwill was appreciated as a
problem in the early 1880s. The fact
that no final resolution has been made
in over 100 years of study indicates that
this subject is of major concern to accountants. If the FASB proceeds on its
conceptual framework, it once again
will have to deal with determining what
goodwill is, how it should be measured
and how it should end up in the financial statements. The author covers auditing considerations, tax considerations
and purchase and pooling of interests
accounting among other aspects of the
subject. Anyone interested in accounting theory might well benefit from a perusal of this volume.

Profit maximization is not the single
goal of most firms — contrary to
popular belief. Corporations also are
concerned with ratio of return on
investment, market share and total
sales. This information, and more,
was uncovered in personal interviews
(based around a structured questionnaire) with participating managers in
22 companies in the United States

Mail this form and remittance to:
9

Goodwill in Accounting: A History of
the Issues and Problems

Name
Company
Address
City, State, Zip
Price: $4.95 (10% discount to member – $4.45)
Quantity:
__ Amount $
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UPDATE YOUR CREDIT AND FINANCIAL PRACTICES
Sell more ... with more safety —Build cash flow and profits!
The National Association of Accountants presents

_ ---

A Self -Study Course in

CREDIT AND
FINANCIAL
ANALYSIS

tl

Over

`

3o

pages orf text
plus charts,
work exercises

and
case
history

Designed for:
• Credit Managers

'

• Management Accountants

• Collections Personnel
• Controllers
• Financial Analysts

„ w•
•1 A
o;`ACaU^`"^"

• Treasurers and Executives
who need to understand
the how and why of credit

problems!

CREDIT AND FINANCIAL ANALYSIS is invaluable for anyone seeking the techniques of
sound credit management and for those credit professionals who want to sharpen their
judgment and stay current with new developments.
WHAT YOU WILL LEARN
• How to use balance sheets and income statements to pinpoint financial health.
• How to find -and plug -the "leaks" in
your credit system.
• How to measure the degree of risk in
any account -old or new.

COURSE FEATURES:

grades and model answers on all sub-

As current as today! Just revised with
new material, additional case studies,
latest regulations and accounting ter-

mitted assignments.

minology.

FREE consultations, discussions or
problem - solving guidance with an
Analyst/ Instructor, if desired.

Real -world case studies that make the
instruction "stick."
Feedback, reinforcement, comments,

An engraved certificate recommending 20 hours of Continuing Education
credit upon successful completion.

GROUP PARTICIPATION: The course is ideally suited for group or team
partic ipation. Please call the telephone num ber shown on the Order

• How to sell marginal accounts safely and profitably.
• How financial ratios help you compare individual accounts against
industry -wide performances.
• How to spot the danger signals
in your customer accounts -while
there's still time to act.

Form for details and special discounts.

FN

atlonal Association of Accountants
919 Third Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10022
Aft: Self -Study Programs
(212) 754 -9766

Please send me your self -study course in CREDIT AND FINANCIAL ANALYSIS.
Price $149.00 (10% discount to NAA members - $134.00)
I

• How to predic t the probable s uc cess of a business -even new enterpris es .

• How to assess vendor reliability
before you sign the contract.

I

Company

• How to get better control of receivables and reduce borrowing needs.
• How to pick the best prospects,
those most likely to pay on time.

Name
Home or

Bus Address
i

City, State, Zip

1
Member No.
Bill me

0 Bill my company

Charge to my Master Card fl
Payment enclosed
(N.Y. State residents add 4% tax)

I

Nonmember; prepaid only
Send information on NAA membership
Charge to my VISA account If
Interbank M
Credit card expiration date

_

New Products /Services

A standalone computer system that provides in -house control of business accounting and word processing procedures is being offered on a rental basis
by Charter Information Corp. (CI) .
The CI System 4 Business Computer
comes with application packages that
provide in -house management control
of order entry and invoicing, inventory,
accounts receivable, accounts payable,
payroll, general ledger, financial modeling, word processing and 1040 federal
taxes. It is being offered on a monthly
72

Safeguard Business Systems, Inc. is offering businesses a solution to their petty cash problems with the new One Write Petty Cash System. Designed to
provide complete management control,
the system contains specially punched
cash vouchers and journals which are
held in exact alignment on a patented
writing board. A single writing on the
topmost form (the cash voucher) automatically records the same information
onto the journal. All information is constantly up -to -date and in balance. Features include an immediate cash reconciliation, complete control by initials
and receipt signatures, and a positive
audit trail. Phone (800) 523 -6505.
The 1982 U.S. Investment Tax Credit
Index is n o w available from Valtee Associates. Designed for management accountants who are trying to determine
what property qualifies for the investment tax credit, this index provides references to court cases, revenue rulings,
and letter rulings. A comprehensive research source, the index includes four
quarterly supplements. Phone (312)
981 -9800.
A new office system that turns loose
sheets and pages into perfect- bound,
professional - looking reports and documents in less than 30 seconds has been
introducted by Bind -it -Corp. Ideal for
attractive and practical presentations of
budgets, loan offers, accou nt st atements, audits, appraisals and investment portfolios, the system uses a thermal binding method —a special heating
process that requires no staples, spirals,
pins or tacks. The two desktop models,
Covermate 380 and C overmate 500,
neatly bind up to 450 pages, reducing
filing space and clerical time. Phone
(516) 234 -2500.

Basic Four S 110 system.

Management Assistance Inc.'s Basic
Four Information Systems Division has
developed several new products. The
Basic Four S /10 is a microcomputer
system which can operate independently, as a workstation attached to another
Basic Four system, or as part of a dispersed network in large organizations.
The Basic F our Office Management
System (OMS) is an easy -to -use software system which provides a variety of
office automation features such as word
processing, records management and
electronic mail. The Basic Four Office
Display Terminal (ODT) has been designed to support all data and word processing functions as well as the new
OMS s oftware. Ph on e An ne Pri ne,
(714) 731 -5100.

Index of Products and Services
B a n k o f N e w Yo r k . .. . . . . .. . . . . .. . . . . .. . . . 7
B o o k S e r vi c e . . . . .. . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . .. . . . . . 6 0
Certificate in Management Accounting
M
C M A R e v i e w . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ....
. . . ...
..63
Comprehensive Accounting Corp
............
Data D e sig n A s so c iate s ..................0-3
F o s t e r M c K a y . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6 1
MD S Q a nt e l C o rp . .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .2 1
Monroe Sys tem s f or Bus ines s ...............9
NCA Corporation . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I I
Peat Marwick Mitchell C o . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 4
Pricing Decision -NAA Research . . . . . . . . . . . 7 0
R o b e r t H a l f . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0 -4
S e l f S tud y P ro g ra m ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... 7 1
Software International . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0 -2
S o ur c e F i na nc e . .. .. . .. .. .. . .. .. .. . .. .1 2 -13
University Computing Co.
5
l

Seidman & Seidman has inaugurated a
Microcomputer Assistance Service in an
effort to bridge the conversion gap between microcomputer dealers and end users. A special staff of CPAs and computer accounting specialists has been
trained to help solve the problems business owners face in converting their accounting reco rds to microco mpu ter
software. The staff will go on -site to
help create master files, train bookkeepers, and revise accounting procedures as
needed for automation. The service includes: Conversion Studies, to help determine the best hardware /software for
the buyers' business; Installation Assistance; and Problem - Solving, to help determine why systems don't meet buyers'
expectations. Phone Robert O. Redd,
(616) 774 -7000.

contract basis (with an option to buy) to
eliminate the costs of outside service bureaus and capi tal equ ipment investments. Offered in single or multi -user
configurations, the system can be expanded easily as a bu si nes s grows.
Phone Michael Sandberg, (512) 8351111.

&

Radio Shack, a division of Tandy Corp.,
has developed several new products.
Time Manager, for TRS -80 Model I and
Model III desktop computers, organizes
daily schedules, keeps records of expenses or mileage, documents important
dates, monitors projects and deadlines,
and provides time and expense accounting information. The Desktop /Plan 80,
a planning, budgeting and financial software program for the TRS -80 Model III
microcomputer, can be u sed to construct financial models, analyze various
options and generate reports. Check writer 80, a bookkeeping system for the
TRS -80 Model III computer, can categorize and monitor expenses, provide
year -to -date expense tracking and reconcile bank statements. Phone Martin
B. Winston, (817) 390 -3300.

Madeline Krakowsky, Editor

... .. ... .. ..
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Taming the"Cash Flow Carnivore'
The Age of Heroics is not dead. There are
still dragons to be slain and monsters to
be tamed, especially in the world of financial management.
Take the dreaded Cash Flow Carnivore,
for example. His appetite is especially
keen with today's high interest rates. He
gobbles up cash as fast as it comes along
without knowing it is more digestible when
properly aged and tastes better with a
dish of delicious earned discounts on the
side.

Data Design Associates Financial Applications Software has already helped
more than 300 U.S. corporations to tame
the beast in their Accounts Payable, Purchasing, and Fixed Assets Accounting
systems. Contact us now and we'll show
you how our software can make you and
your computer heroes in your own
company.
1250 Oakmead Parkway
DATAI DE9G
N
Suite 310
C
Sunnyvale. CA 94086
AS 3OC ATES
14081 730 -0100
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Recruiting is a skill all business people need but seldom learn.
How to interview
How to pick winners.
How to find the right chemistry.

This will stop you from making
another common mistake: hiring the
personable candidate instead of the
competent one.
The specialists i n financial,

From the smallest to the biggest com-

pany, everybody makes mistakes in these
areas.
Most can be avoided.
With the techniques Robert Half
reveals in his new 16 -page booklet,#ow To
Hire Smart.
It's distilled from 34 years of specialized experience in financial, accounting
and edp
Andrecruiting.
it's yours free as soon as you call
any of the 80 Robert Half independently
owned and operated offices (look in the
white pages for our number, or
simply fill in the coupon below

.

How to Pp ick winners

1. To get a winner, hire fast.
The good ones get other offers.
Make positively sure your winner
knows you're actively interested,
even if it's your first interview. You
seldom get more than one pass at the

accou

Robert Half pioneered the concept of
specialized recruiting. Because a specialist
does a better job.
His annual salary survey booklet has
become the standard guide of government
and business —since 1950.
In fact, when a Senate Committee
needed expert testimony on recruiting
practices in the accounting profession,
they called him.
With 80 offices in 3 countries,
,
the Robert Half organization is the largest. So it
gives you the best choice
of first -rate candidates.
Which is why your
first smart hiring
decision may well be
to call Robert Half

----- - - - - -

best people.

2. Avoid the compromise candidate.
the great er the
The
moreyou'll
interviews,
chances
hire someone mediocre. Try
to cut down the hiring decision to one or
two people in your company.
3. To prevent the tendency to hire the
last Pperson Y
you interviewed, follow a rating
g
system and rate each
ring or
after your interview

a nd e d p r e c r ui t i ng
nting
for
year s.

I
j

ease send me your booklet How To Hire Smart.
(Mail this coupon to Robert Half International Inc.,
P.O. Box 4157, NewYork, NY 10163.)

Name
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I
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